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This is the tilltd. Of a- series 'of reports' concerned with the

teaching'of disadvantaged children: They are the dir -.t outcome of

the proposal funded as part of the U.S. Office of Education's T.T.T.

Project. The Initial proposal was presented under the names of

Samuel R. Keys, Paymod S.' Adams and William D. Hedges as co-project

directors and Bob C. Woods as Dean of the College of Education.

Prior to the writiag of the prososel, a'plannlng committee after

deliberAting over general priorities.agreed on the focus that was

adopted in the present undnitaking. That cc,.nittee comprised:

Robert R. Wheeler, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Kansan City,

Mo., Villiamt D. Mcdges, (then) Assistant Superintendent of Schoble,

Clayton, Mo., (now) Chairman of Cutriculum and Instruction, University

of Missouri at Coinmhia, and also from 'the 'University of Missouri at -

Columbia; Samuel R.'Keys,-Associste Dz,an of the College of Education,

W. Francis English, Dean of Arts and Sciece, Donald O. Cowgill,

Professor of Sociology, Ralf C. Bedell, Professor of tducation, and

Raymond S. Adana,' Associate Profasso: of Social Research, Education

and Sociology.

This present r*.port confines its attention to the potential

relevance of t;.;-.A in the develoe=nt of a teacher training

program. It represents only ore section of the initial phase of what

WAR planned rig e multi-phcse pro.Oct. Ia or:::r 'to set the present

raporS in perspmctLve it lc: useful to outline the rationale that lies

behit d the whole scheme.

%e stattad initially depressed and impreSsed by the fact that

for the dieadvantaged child, the conseqUences of disadvantage are a

deprived and ulhappy drah and'untroD,I.:Ini5 ,:r'esent and a future

beeet with hopeles-..ftess. We recognired that if education were to

combat the deprivations of'diaadVantage, it wonld have to undergo

substantial report and iMproveMent. However, whatever the nature of

this reform'and vi2ht 'be, it wculd be of no use if the

teachers of disadVantag2d children reJlained ii.comPeteni to deal With

their unique educational problem. For thla reason, we felt that the''

most immediate teak was to go cbout training teachers who could operate
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su:cessfulily-with disadvantaged childrenirrespective of the extent

to which sehopli systems had undergone organisational and econ0,1-C

re(ortl,thOP70A

We were,led by-our errphaais on teaching to focus initially.on.

the teachernuril transastion. In the most down-to-earth.terns, the

edItcationrl process,requires the teacher to act as an intermediary

between the child and thn subject matter of the curricular. As an

intermediary,, the, teacher. translates subject matter into forms

apnropriots for the-level of conceptual development of the child..

How efficient the teacher is.then,dependson (a) her subject natter

competency, (b) her, ability to understand the child's conceptual

state..and (o)her ability to mediate between the two. It has been

clearly demonstrated (Coleman, 1968) that teachers have failed

speoW4lar..ly as me,liAtors for the disadvantaged child. Avallahle!.

evidence. suggests, that this failure stems not from ignorance of_sublect

matter but ,rather from a lack of understanding of how:the disadvantaged

child, ;thinks, how he feels and how he 'sees' the world around hin.,.

While the problem nay be stated is relntively simple terms.,,

solutiousoannot.he. !Amt we have here, is en 'understanding-gap'

that sepapates the teacher from thetaught!-,-the fhetto dweller from:,

the,:mainstream ofl,merican this 0 a culture r;ep7-sone.-7,,

timesise,widelfsnot wider than the gap hetween. American culture and,,

sey,1,4apape..ie, The illustration pay he overly dramatic,,but the

in3redients are the same. The tyo cultures, ghetto and, noo-ghetto,

at-14,21.1080.y ignorant of:each others ways of life. -Sgocentrically and

etheocentOp.11yi.they nerceive.their own virtues.andlhe,others

vicssi seldom seeing their own vices and the other's virtues.. .Because

the twg c4ltnres,haye'.ong.been.senarated, their reeneqtive inhabktpntp

Crave aeKomfelt constrained to exemi.ne their intercultural !.elationshinp.

No4.mith;protest,and discontenthureoning, intercultural.!incidents'

incrgesing,_we rave becomeawara of therneed to ray attention to

social ppblem io_ourmLidst. What..we see,does potencharc.,We.have,.,

10.440.cole,of%tbe disadvantaged .it seems, tangible .evidence .that:

,yio/qeskthe Americandream...

But merely to identify the problem and become intensely concerned,

io not to solve it. Solation dgpen on overcoming the inertia of
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history- -the social conditions:that led to the extremes of poverty and

disadvantage: 'They are, though we may be unwilling to admit it, still

with ue to a considerable degree. ¶ie'have eliminated the practices of

slavery but the 'attitudes! that made it socially acceptable in the first

place, have only undergone slight evolutions. Attitudes towards ethnic

minorities and the economically unsuccessful, still reflect older beliefs

in the social, moral and intellectual inadequacy of those who can be so

classified. -Given the irrationality of such attitudes and beliefs, and

given their dysfunctional social coaaequences, reform is patently

necessary. But the task is obviously n marnoth one. It will not be

accompllshed.by haphazard, piece-meal attacks on selected problems here

and there. Nor will it be accomplished immediately. We caa anticipate

that efforts at amelioration will intensify over the years, is range,

in scope and in focus.. One focus, and we think a critically important

one, will be education.. However, education has not yet -carved the

disadvantaged-community well: It too is bowed down by its own inertia.

Consequently', if educationis to change, it too will have tc do more

than make-minor modifications to its venerable:structure.

Because we believed.thaf,: educational change in the training of

teachers of.disadvantaged children would need to be substantial, we

envisaged (Wrhe develonment of a comprehensive:and integrated 'system'

(in the systemsAheOry sense of the word) for training teachers of_the

underprivileged so that they beepre exnerts in understanding the world

of. the disadvantaged; (ii) the implementation of that system as both

orel-service and.in-service ,teather training oro^rars and moat importantly,

(iii) the utilization of.this system in-action as a training nrogram

fot the trainers of teachers of the disadvantaged.

However, another assumption underlay our initial planning. We

dlai not necessarily believe that all .change must necesearilybefor

the batter.- ,',fie were convincnd that soma needlqss expenditure of money

and Wort could be avoided by careful and systematic planning. We

also that Careful .and systematic planaiagwould Ise latiIitated

if advantage were taken of whatever up-to-date knowledge relevant to

the 'Problem .could be gathereds evaluated and .used. Because we thought

that a,dubeteistial amount of the knowledge availablain .the 1=401

sciences' about themorld of.the dleadvAntaged 01114:wouldj)e_ relevant,
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We argued that it should therefore be Accumulated, distilled and, when

approved, be incorporated into our new system for training teachers.

Ohile in accordance with the Triple T requirements, our principal

'objective was to provide a training prograM that would he viable for

preparingtrainers of teachers of the underprivileged, we held that

such viability cannot be demonstrated unless competent teachers are

'being produced. Thus, hand in hand with the main objective went a

correlative one of developing a program for the actual training of,

teachers. This program for teachers of underprivileged children then

would serve two purposes: (1) to provide concrete evidence of the

practical results of the System, (2) to r:rovide a continuing source

of eValUstien of and feedback to themain prorams:'

It :shearld be emphasized at the outset that the training of

teachers involves more than the trainers themselves. It involves .

curriculai:601Pment, plant; and, in face, all the:paraohernalia of

the'entire teaching Program. Consequently, any improvement in any

of these is, in effect, an improvement mf 'the'trainer; The nrojcee,

provided not only'for improvement in the training of the trainers, but

also improvement it teaching aids and curricula as yell.. Further, it

provided for improvement in-the-quality of sunplementary training,

given'by school adtinistrators and supervisory teachers.i'Finally, in

order to follow through, it provided for the development of a

coMpletely'Pelf trainer-trehing:prclram fir' se.

program can best be seen as a serida of interrelated Tasks.

TheseliO4 cluster for form four majcr Operations. These Operations

are'reapeCtively: (1) research and development:. (2):Activation

(3) dissemination; and (4) application. Operation 1 represents the

'planning.itage'', Operation 2'represents the 'pilot stage', and

Operations 3 and-4.teptesantc'the 'opetating stage' The nresent.report

is' concerned Only vithOne aspect of. Oneration 1.. As such it is .

consistent with the othet;aspecticf Operation 1. They all employ the

game btrategy. It iedifferent'frem the othersAn that its focus.is

omciabAtinity develpMenti

Rationale,
Edutational action'should be based on scientifically

gleaned infetmatien:,
legrettably,,there $13 no emnirical evidence

availablethat-adequately Snecifies:the:consequences'of.any
prop:ram,
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for the disadvantaged. Educators cannot say with assurance 'if you do

so and so with disadvantaged children, then such and such will result'.

The best available information at the moment consists of teacher31

'good ideas'--t4e assembled 'folk wisdom' of the past. Regrettably the

wotst available inforration also comes from the same source. This folk

wisdom as we hare seen, has been grossly inadequate in meeting the

neees of the disadvantaged child. This is partly because there is no

a priori basis for distinguishing between the best and the worst, and

partly because no attempts have been made to accumulate, integrate and

organize the insights and understandings that expert practitioners have.

However, other social sciences have been concerned with the under-

privileged for'some time. They have evidence and insights that could

be valuable if adapted to educational purposes. Given the criticism

of current educational practice, it seems wise at this point in time,

to take advantage of any scientifically derived evidence not matter its

origin, provided that in the judgement of educationists, it is seen

as potentially useful.

The problem that initially ccofronted ua then wts to select

among the Afferent social science areas available. The relevancy

of psychology and sociology were, we thought, both self-evident. So

was that area of educational research devoted specifically to the

disadvantaged. It also seemed to us, given the central part that

language plays in education, that lin,uistica should orc.wide us with

another. Given also the school as at agency contributing to, and

influenced by societal change; the'inclusion'of community development

seemed Warranted. However, Clete was also one applied social science

whose record of concern for the diiadvantaged was long and meritorious- -

social work.. For this reason we chobe to Mace it under examination

also.

To the resulting AixsoCial science areas we added a sc.renth

that could not be strictly classified,as scientific: We felt that

practical experiehen should not be completely disregarded. We knew that

teachers htl ineights. And. Understandings that were invaluable.. The

fact that they were not necessarily well documented in the literature

or well integiUttd in the'vay that an academic theoretician might

eystedatise his linderatandings, was not a sufficient deterrent to.,,
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prevent our,attemptingto probe this, area too.

reurA.ntention then was to attempt to establish .a bridgebetween

educatiocLand each of these areas.. To mix, the metaphor we wished to

begieg &process.of translation into educationally useful terms of what

might otherwise be regarded ab exotic and esoteric information

exclusively the property of-the social sciences.

. Our strategy in approaching each of the areas was the same in

each case. It was twofold, First, wewere to assemble a group of five.

acknowledged leaders in the field and confront. then with the question:

'Given what insights you have into your erea.and knowledg4 you have

about it, what do ydu considerthe teacher of- disadvantaged children

needs to know, think, feel and.understandt. In the discussion that

ensued, the task of the moderator (an educationist) was tp confine

attention to'this single - minded question and tonrobe the implications

of the point raised. Initial experimentatfon.led ue.to conclude that

an all day session (with Suitable breaks). provided optimal returns.

The discussion was tape-recorded and the resulting transcript then

provided! &permanent record, of currently selient,ideas1 The second

strategy entailed an extensive search.of contemporary literature. This.

was to-be undertaken by graduate students in:the specificereas,;

Their knowledge of available sources, and their.comceptual orientation

derived from their recent training'would, we thought, provide us, with.

the best:means of getting, an uol-to dr.te product. They were initially

instructed-in the objectives of the exercise and the frames of reference,

they were-to use. They too had-to adopt &similar, single-minded focus

--the relevancy' of the writings they were examinir.g for the teacher who

was teaching disadvantagedthildren. They were charged: to (i).survey

all contemporary writing-that dealt with the disadvantaged, condition, H

(ii) abstract from each example whatever was thought to be (even

remotelO'relevantto the central lesue, (iii) organize tbe abstracts

so that lleted after the bibliographical' dsta,.were (a) a etatement

of facte hat were. empirically supported (or were known to be euriricelbr

sucelortable)ig(b)' :arstatement of assertions. not emeitieellFs4pperted,

(c) any relevant recommendations made within thnarticle, and r(d),

where thought necessary, any comments: The abstracted ma.iial' Vise then

recorded onto McBee 'cards'. 'Subsequently, the somplete array of *Bee
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cards was studied'in orderlthat a basis for conceptual mapping of the i;

whole area 'could be 'developed.: Thereupon,.the McBee cards were again

examined, this'time to relate their content to the respective conceptual

categories.' This comnleted, we would then have a systematically ordered

and organized set of information on which the next stage of the planning

nrocess could build. The next stage was.to involve the construction of

a set of behavioral objectives consonant with the distilled information,

and appropriate for teachers of disadvantaged children.

This present report presents the outcomes of the examination of

the Social Work area. Snecifically it recceds (i) the deliberations

of the Social Work consortium, (ti) a condensed version of the material

abstracted in the literature search, (iii) a concentual mapping of the

field, accomnanied by brief listings of relevant facts, (iv) a final

summation. The report has been organized on two assumptions. First

that the gathering together of Social Work information relevant to the

education of the disadvantaged would prove useful to those concerned

with developing teacher training programs. In this sense, the report

is a source hook. Second, that the outcomes of our own deliberations

on the protlems of educating disadvantaged Olildren might also prove

helpful to others who have similar concerns. However, because we

recognize that the planners of training nrograns are as uniquely

individualistic as the nroblens they confront, our emphasis is on the

first rather C.an the second. Most readers, we assume, will make use

of the first three sections. We of course, will make meat use of the

fourth. It will provide the pad from which the next sten of practical

implementation will be launched.

As well as the co-directors a number of people involved in this

part of the project should receive special mention. Initially, fiscal

responsibility for the project rested with Dean Keys. When he accepted

appointment at Kansas State University the task was taken up by

B. Charles Leonard. Susan Sanders, Susan Jameson and Sally Leary took

major responsibility for the literature search. They did so under the

administrative care of Fred Gies and Barney Madden, both of whom took

administrative responsibility for the other literature searches as well.

The fact that the writer of this manuscript did so on the other side of

the earth placed additional burden on Charles Leonard and Fred Gies.
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Their liaison activities have been truch appreciated. Much'apprfciated

too has been:the'efficiant service provided first by Kirsten Morgan

who both,steeted the enterprise .hete exL.ertly and typed the manuscript,.

and my Terence'Halliday who provided a variety of back-up services.

Raymond S. Adams,

Palmerston North,

New Zealand,

October 1970.
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SECTION I

This:eqcti9n is.devoted entirely to the consortium held in New

York in January, 1970. Its participants were:

Dr: Bertram Beck,

Executive Director,

Mobilization for Youth, New York

and, as moderator,

Det.n James R. Dumpson,

School of Social Science,

Pordham University

Professor Ira Gibbons,

School of Social Work,

Howard University

Professor Carol H. Meyer,

School of Social Work,

Columbia University, New York

Professor Moyer Schwartz,

School of Social Work,

University of r!.ttsburgh

Professor Raymond S. Alams,

College of Education, and

Center for Research in Social Behavior,

University of Missouri at Columbia.

The detail of thl consortium'adiscussion is contained in the

bulk of the paragraphs that follow. What may not be apparent, because

of the impersonality of the printed word., is the extent of sympathetic

inteissity manifested throughout the discussion. It was obvious that

our concern was theirs, and that the sincerity of, our desire to resolve

problems was matched by theic-willingteGe to help. It is hoped that

some impression of this general atmosphere of goodwill and integrity

of purpose remens. .If it.doesnot, the fault lies with the editor

and the printed medium.rether,than with the

Several conventions have been used in editing thetratiscript!.

11.
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First, although the speakers have not been identified separately the

moderator has been--so that his social work naivete will not be
. . ,

mistakingly attributed to the expert°. Speakers are denoted with one

saterisk, the moderator with two. Second, an attempt has been made to

preserve the essential messages of the discussion faithfully. However,

in order to go part-way towards meeting the expectations that readers

might have about printed script, an attempt has been made to observe

the more generally accepted conventions of written language.

The transcript of the discussion takes up at the point where

the moderator was summarising the purposes of the enquiry.

I presume that what I ohouid do first of all is give an outline

of ,hat the project is all about. Then I suepect we should visit a

little over general problems. Finally, I've gOt some focussing questions

that can come up later on.

Basically, the project was developed 1,- nes-nonso to a nationwide

V.S. Office of Education request for programs that would bring about

reform in teacher training. Because tie felt there was a valid need,

we focussed on the education of the c:isadvantaged. We thereupon argued

that if we were going to reform teacher training, and in particular

introduce systems whereby the trainers of teachers themselves would be

trained, we had to be sure we hatia viable system for producing teachers

in the first place. We recogniLed that there wasn't any good research

that would give us a rrm foundation for etating unequivocally that any

particutar zany wv the beet pay to go about: teacher training. We

recognized that education vas limited in its insights. But we argued

that there might however, be insitAts, knowle4e, and understanding

available in.Other disciplines and that education CoUtd make uee Of them

Bait the p,6oblem wae'to get cOmmUnicaticin between the other disciplineS

caul education.. Per instance; if there are retevant'sociologiCal ineighte,

it is'a little bit difficult for edunationista to get hold of them --.

vithout.their becoming sociologists first:: SO"we'thought We ehoUld

try to. eitabliSh bridges between the relevant social science disciplines

and eduCation.- Oe'PrOptieed therefore to tap the 'reseurees'aVailable tin

social work, community development, sociClinguistiee,. 'in social

psychology and sOciologY'and, aif Lett,.-01 eduCational researehitaelf.

12
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Our procedure was to go to these areas and say: "Given what is known

in the discipline, given the discipline's insights, irrespective of

whether they are supported or not, what does it seem that the teacher

of underprivileged youngsters needs to know, thins, feel and understand?"

We have two strategies operating. One of these is to accumulote

experts (like yourselves), sit them down together, confront them with

our key questions and get their discussion on the question. Coincidentally

with this strategy we have a literature search going on in each of the

several areas. This is being undertaken by graduate students from the

respective disoiplines. So for exeelple, we have social work graduate

students doing research on social work literate .,e, Here again the

searchers have our central question in mind. They look for anything that

they think, given the social work perspective, is (even marginally)

relevant to our problem. Now, once we have obtained these two sets of

information our problem is to organize them and 'relate them to an

educational model--a kind of process of refining and filtering. This

done, we would have a basis for, adapting social work insights to our

own purposesthe setting up of a program to train tacchers of dis-

advantaged children. At the moment we have e;iy completed the linguistics

study, and we have a report that testifies to our efforts. In the

report, earls devoted to a consortium (like this one,. The other

half is organized in thie particular way: (I'll reecunt it because I

think that it explains our orientatir% the best.) The first section

attempts to set up a conceptual frmmdwork which aecommodatee the twin

ideas of disadvantagednese and sociolinguistics. So, we say in effect,

when sociolinguistics aar4 dieadvantaged education are brought ,:egcther,

the problem eeems to be able to be specified in certo'in terms. The

dimensions of the problem, the elements of the problem, can be stipulated

in precise terms. This conceptual framework sets the rules for the

rest of the play. So we take the conceptual fr amework and ask: to what

extent does research boar on the modelwhat information is available

from the literature search in partiou'ear, am from other sourcet available

to us. This is merely a matter of reporting. The second section of this

part of the report deals with reoonmendations that have been made- -

irrespective of the quelity of the recommendation and irrespective of.

the baste for the recommendation. We felt this necessary because we grid

13
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that When people deal with dducati -no/ 1:ssues, they tend to onke

recommendations. Given their sincerety of purpose, we thought we

should recognize the rece-emendations for what they are worth. Finally

in this section,the information that has been generated up to this

point is subjected to ftirther examination and our recommendations for

the reran of tne teachee training program are put forward as a

8torration.

When this same procedure has been completed in all of the areas

chosen we wilt finish icp with at least six different points of view.

Whether they gel or not remains to be seen. I suspect that the will

be points over which there will be quite substantial conflict. But

merely to know of the o.nflict, and to be able to express it is, _I

think, to begin to lead toward the solution of that conflict. However,

when we've got these six points of view, our next step will be to start

creating a teacher training program that accomoclates them. At that

point, the educationists-take over. Their problem becomes; given these
desiderata, how Can they be converted to behavioral objectives that

are .1.-oth educationally feasible and practicable for our training program?

What, in other wards, should our trainees who have been through the

poorer: be able to do when they've finished it? Once these behavioral

-,bjectives are specified we then devise programs complete with curricula,

aide, perhaps filmstrips, perhaps programed instruction, perhaps Video-

tapee, perhapS simulated situations, etc. that would lead to the desired

end :vault. Nob, we assume that in this process there will be substantial

contact with the world outside. One of our basic feelings at any rate,

is that there should be a closer connection between the real world and

the teacher training eysteM. !;hen we are at that stage in devising the

progrort, we want to involve, very directly, communities and societies

that are archetypical communities and societies for our students. This

is so that they hatth some sort of familiarity with the kinds of
conditions they are going to most and some kind of direct contact with

the people Ow live in than. In other words, so that they get some
affinity' with reality.

That's the whole project. Perks them are questions that you

would Me to ask at this

* aka Ono. Row do you define the octucati4nally dieadvanged?

14'j
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Very, very looselyexcept we are confined by a need to restrict

ourselves ic urban disadvantaged. We +end to define it rather

sociologicallyanything that anybody calls disadvantaged is for our

purposes acceptable as disadvantaged. Does that make sense?

Yes. The reason I ask is that there is a tendency in literature

and education generally; particularly in an urban context, to We

educationally disadvantaged and minority interchangeably. Of course,

I take the position that all minority students are not necessarily

disadvantageu educationally. So I wanted to know whether we're being

** I don't think we feel any compulsion to confine it to that at

all

In other words, a large part of the educationally disadvantaged

is a minority group?

Did ycu say your position is that all minority people are

disadvantaged educationally? Did yLu say that?

No. On the contrary, I said that all minority groups are not

educationally disadvantaged; even though they represent in many

centers a large part of the educationally disadvantaged.

** I suppose there are two fundamental assumptions that undertie

our approach. The first one is that, in the beet of all possible

worlds, education should be systematically organired and should know what

it's about so that it can support its particular positions by citing

empirical evidence. We would like tchave the evidence that states if

you do A, then such and such follows. We know we don't have it, but

we'd like to ;ead towards this to some extent. The second asswintion

we make, is that we would, in the best of all possible worlds, like

our teachers to be professionals. So we presume it is they who are

going to make the proftsaional judgements about what they should do in

specific situations. However, we are committed to the belief that they

will only be able to do this if they'get the kind of education that gives

them a series of internalised alternatives that they can choose among

according to the demands of the situation.

. Than why do you want to guarantee the outcome? I mean, why would

that be deeirable1

You said gualuntieI don't believe I did.

Walt, you said desirable.
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4* It would be desirable to have that sort of basis I presume

because if a teacher is going to make a judgement among alternatives,

she shoute do so on the basis of uhatever evidence she has that this

particular judgement is going to pay off.

So, you're not interested in the outcome of the teacher having

specific behaviors, but that he makes a sound judgement as a professional?

** Yes. Which implies that she's going to have some ability to

diagnose the problem in terms of her professional training and bring to

bear on that diagnosis the understanding she has of the specific situation.

Perhaps I should make a couple of final comments, and then I

should stop talking. The first is that I'm not an American--I'm a New

Zealander, which means that I have experienced a different kind of

educational system, both at school and university. One of the

characteristics of that university system is that one tends to be

exposed to an ecclectic approach rather than a specialised training

approach. For this reason, I'm sort of a Jack-of-a-number-of-tradee

by American standards, an pr9bably muter of none. I'm classified as

an educational sociologist now--that's mainly to keep my American

friends happy who've got to put a label on me. And I've got some

background in educational psychology and a certain amount of background

in educational, sociology. As an amateur I've done a bit of social work

in that I've mei camps and a small institution for delinquent boys,

and I've worked with a group of delinquent children and I was an

adviser to a women's prison. However, I'm not trained as a social

worker; y understandings are limited. Ira's been .assiduously

working on me in the last four or five hours, but despite his vary

good job, you will have to, from time to time, explain things to nu a

Zitt/e, and you may have to excuse the naivete of some of my questions.

However, rmoriber, you're talking to other educationists as well and

some of them will be ignorant of social work too. Now given our relative

ignorance, the fact that we've incorporated social work into our projc't

is partly an act of faith and partly an act of conviction. .W4 feel that

social work's insights and understandings could and should Nr relevant

to education. But we are not 100% sure how they will be. eo to this

extent, it's going to be very interesting to see how you see the problem.

It is your voint of view that a want rather than any attempt at
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accommodating an educational point of view. Does that make sense?

I suggest we should talk round the problem foci a little bit

and then later on perhaps focus on o'i questions that I would lice

to aek.

Well I'd like to coment again on the point raised earlier

about the me.,-,ning of disadvantaged- -not as a semantic quibbte but as

it effects the formulation of the problem. I think that the currently

manifested interest in community control, in urban education, and in

black stud 'e, or in other kinds of heritage problem progaints., is a

consequence of the recognition that the expectations of many teach(

of poor youngsters--youngsters from pve.,ty-etriolcen homes--are too toe.

I' think them 's some evidence that teachers favor youngsters, or tend

to favor youngsters, who most conform to the teacher's own background.

So anc :her way to talk about the problem would be to say that certain

teachers are disadJantaged. They one nter certain groui,e in the

population about which they are ignorant. Therefore, t,x, hate to make

them alvantaged as teachers. I'm not saying that it isn't true that most

youngsters from poor city homes, when they encounter the school system

and its instruotion, ore disadvantaged. but once you put the problem

that way I think that you heighten the gap between people. You know,

"if this guy's disadvantaged, then I'm advantaged". And, I think

that makes me see the person, or pupil, in a light that may impede my

ability to teach him. Sc, I think th-t our goal has to be to get,

as your program is, more Effective teaching. Anti the emphasis has to

be on:heightening the advantages of the teacher rather than on the

categorisation of the youngetera as dieadvantaged.

* I WOW!) agree with that but I'd probably put it in just a little

different terms. I think it's the same thing however. That is, how

does the trainer of teachers equip t'ie teacher with what I call acceptance

of difference--whatever that difference is, whether tits a difference

of cultural background, whether it's a difference. of °toes, whether it's

a difference of color.: I'm not just talking about an intellectual

acceptance of difference which relates to expectation, but to an

emotional acceptance of difference. Indeed, ir. some instances, I would

go so far as to say that the teacher should be given some kind of
equipment that helps her support difference. I would wait. to get away

1.7 ci
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from the ole mystique that all teachers are going to come out. with

certe.n behavioral expectation levels that dares them to support

difference, particularly cultural difference.

Wouldn't this let the Puerto Rican child be Puerto Rican and

let a Chicano child be a Chicano and not try to make him a middle

cues white Californian or white New Yorker.

I mean, a teacher must come to that urban setting, prepared to

accept and support difference old to work with it.

Did you ever read "A Walker of the Streets"? It's a beautiful

book. It's an old book and it's really not about the present scene,

but there's something in it that I've never forgotten. It's about

East New York, in Brooklyn. There ie this Jewish family 30 or 40 years

age and the author describes the people cad the schools and in part:cular

these kids :oho are bilingual by this time. because they're speaking

Yiddish at home. They go to school and the teachers invariablyand this

was always true in those days--the teachers invariably taught them the

King's Engliehl They taught 'cam 't'- -they taught even worse than

New Yorkese! And it was perfectly acceptable to do this; to wake over

these kids who were from a middle class or fancy upper class scene.

And, to 'follow-up the earlier point, the idea was to wipe out the

cultural difference.
* Welt, there are two things I would like to comment on., One is

the teacher being naceepting pereoe, becaese I. think this is an crew

that I think social work should be able to contribute to in terms of
education of the teacher. I have often used the exaepte of the mother

who washes the baby and the water is dirty. And 87e3 hates dirty water

so:she 'opens the window and throws out the lay and the dirty water,

as againat,:ths mother who holds the baby anti thilows away the dirty

.water: That'a becauad we tend to identify the baby and the dirty

water together. Sifiritarty, our ideas about the disadvantaged are put

out in one package. We and they arena to ;late the condition.' We hate

way the disadCantaged lookA, the way he talks, the way he walks- -

he win:48 to hatehis dolor, to hate his religion. But when we relent,

WI accompaniment() of disadvantage we refeot' the people themselvee.
Bow then, do we get the teacher, or 0.4.8a:fiat worker to understand that

this person is a parson for an. that.
c



** Freaumably success in social work is dependent upon the social

worker's accepting the other person. This implies that either you've

got particulaP kinds of people in social work or that they have been

trained that way--it's been planned that way. So, is it cocci-hie to

train people like that?

Before anyone trios to answer that question let me ask this

question. What is the process of selection for disadvantaged teaching--

the entrance point in training teachers for the urban setting ?. (Because

in social work there is some kind of selection proccee.) What control

does the teacher training system have over selection?

** I don't think there's anything done systematically from this

particula.., point of view. I think that the questiol Ian forced t9

ask is, given the fact that we have teachers (Omitted to the system,

to what extent are someIrainable into this sensitivity, and to what

extent are we committed to failure even before we start?

I think one of the moat valuable ingredients in social work

education that moves toward this goal (which is not achieved in all

instances) is field work experience. Nat is a very important dimension

of social work education. I've also always felt that with practice

teachers, there should be much mere emphasis on the teacher's own

responee--that is, how the teacher feels and thinks about the youngsters

with whom they're engaged, and about *he neighborhood in which they're

engaged. In the-neighborhood in which I worked en the lower East Side

in NA, York, we had a kind of a training program for teachers in which

we encouraged them--and it w,e very difficult to do--to visit the homes

of the -students. We'tried to appraise the results, and they were quite

significant in terms of how the teachers then felt about the youngsters

Can't that, be taken a fete steps fkrther? If I mny presume to

enter into the educational field in the training of teachers; teaching

practice seems to be pertioutarly restricted. Why not extend the

concept of teachindpractice by not confining it to the classroom and

have a period of time in which the teacher gets credit for actually

engaging in sane -kind of activity' in the neighborhood environment

where the dieadvaltaged live. They would get the experience in there,

under supervision. And maybe living in neighborhood housing, perhaps

involved in some type elf community project. I would think there would
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be a carry-over from that to how they orientate themselves to their

teacher problems in the classroom. This would mean enlarging the

concept of teaching. We truly want to get the person to get a full
set of some sort of background reeponsge. They win, even so, be

restricted because home-visiting is only a series of one-shot affairs

and also, the atmosphere of a home visit is kind of contriated.

Did your students have supervision?

Yes.

In my own univeratty an attempt was mrde to marry to some

extent the school. of education's training program with the school of
social work. We named a faculty member to the school of education to

help develop field work placements in social agencies for a group of

teachers who were being trained.as part of our T.T.T. program.

Supervision was provided dual supervision between the social work-

educator and the education educator for a period of time. Our faculty

person made the contacts and set up the learning experiences in the

social' agencies. Admittedly it was a brief period.. Of course, this

ws not field instruction in the sense that we were looking at it in

the field of social. work, but this was an attempt at meeting the problem.

There's another point I've noticed,within the-city neighborhoods

there is a strong conflict situation within the -.school. There are

struggles going on between neighborhoods meld schools. And it seems that

teachers get uptight out of social c-ntext--very. uptight. Then

communication becomes blocked completely. There, are two different

worlds here almost- -the school and the community. This is.the way the

parents and the people in .the neighborhood- se^ it. Now, is there any

way that teacher education can expose the teacher in such a way that

he has a better understanding of that conflict situation and its

manageability., if any at all? This vould mean that the teacher

wouldn't be so uptight when these confrontations take place again, and

again. She would be able to have some skill. in entering into those

discussions. Unless we give the 'teacher some experience somewhere

outside the classroom, so' to speak, how is the teacher going to get that?

Now of course, all sorts of ins tituticwal forces are going to oppose
doing that very thing for the teacher. You see, to allow than to do that- -

to go about gettiNg that introduced into teacher trainingthat's a
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political question.

** I don't see any theore-ieal objection at all. Now that we've

got it.in the record,4that's fine. Let's visit with the idea a bit.

It seem to me, however, that mere exposure ,just isn't enough. It's

like putting a grad. student in the classroom ond saying; "this is

what it's like teaching in the classroom". So, question; have ycu got

insights from social work so that you can talk about the way in which

these experiences can be organized in the inevitably short space of

time that ie available; so that there are a wide range of experiences

that can be perceived systematically, analvtically, and clearly?

You see, one of the problems in guidance and teacher training is, I think,

that it really often depends on the insights of the overseer. What

happens when a teacher educator views a lesson taken by a trainee for

eaamp/a, is that the advisor brings out a tot of intuitive reeponsee

without ever giving the student the basis on which the responses rest.

I'd like to respond to that. I think in principle it ie very

important, for us as well as for you, to spell out the moat parsimonioue

approach possible. And social work has gone down the primrose path for

years trying to'do fancy things about developing insights, about one's

feelings and eo forth, about people who are different. And I think

we've learned over the years that there are more economical ways to do

it. One of the experiences I had touches on this. A few years ago

I was on a panel at Teacher's College, Columbia, where something of this

was happening and there were some political leaders and some social work

theoreticians and policy types--and me. I was the one teacher of social

work-a practitioner, at leaet, that's my orientation. And the theories,

were going all over the plan :. This wae to an audience of student

teachers. And there they were, taking notes and taking notes. And I

was watching them. I was mart to Last en the panel and they weren't
.

really into it at all. What they were getting w'w a Lot of talk, which

was all very interesting on one level, but it had nothing whatsoever

to do with their concernswhich were similar to ins concerns you are

raising about the school syetem. These were very gong -h., young stuff /ants.

They were very active as students and the talk wasn't enough; And 1

was struck with just this question you know, hpw do you help them to get

started to do something besides simply theorl!sing Aich is so easy but
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not necessarily useful. So I threw away what I was going to do, because

I felt that somebody had to kind of pin it down. As a matter of fact,

it was the only thing that came o.t in their class books later. And

it wasn't fancy. The remarks that I made were very pedestrian (I was

kind of embarrassed when I saw them). And I was not talking about

values and attitudes (1 wouldn't insult them that way). I asked them

abo'..t concrete things, for example; did they know, did they have any

idea, when they ask students to wear a white shirt and a tie to school,

did they have any idea what that meant to a family living on a welfare

budget. Well, they didn't. They literally didn't. They didn't have

any thoughtand these are, you know, very simple concrete things. They

didn't have any thought about what ironing awry night meant to a mother

who has got five kids. There were still people in the city then, stilt

teachers and still principals who were insisting unon having a starched

white collar. Maybe that', an extreme example, tut do they have any

idea or knowledge about the very concrete observable things that any

kind of a human tieing teacher would be appalled at if they really knew.

Like, do they have any idea of what it's like to go to school hungry4-

to be really h:olgry--you know. But I think that is certainly the

beginning way in which attitudes change. Through the simple reorganization

of data in one's mind.

.t think you've put your finger on one of the things that are

very important. And that is, on going through the experiences and so

on, how do you get them over to anybody? Welt, in the firsZ;.place, I

consider thinking as a tool. And that is where we have to start. It

is not going through the motions; not making the observations. gut

unless you somehow have the perceptions to beging to see relationships

in the experience and to begin to think through and to understand in

a way that is helpful and meaningful to the individual himself, the

experience ie worthless. Because otherwise you are not going to get

behavioral change. But when a person feels that this is the way he has

to act under this condition, and he does act thie way because he

thinks this way, then the education'has been successful. And all too

often in field instruction, you know, in fiese various experiences, we

have the student go through them and once the person has gone through

them, we assume that something rubbed off. But very little or noth:ng
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may have rubbed off,.unless we assure that there is a connecting link

of thought which can be used as a tool.

A* Ive got a question that I wanted to ask earlier that is based on

this point. It; seems to me that US get a lot more persons in teaching

who come to us with messianic zeal--they're going to improve the world.

Also, they're going to improve it in their way, because they're extremely

confident--in their own quiet, insecure lArrys--that they've got the

answer.

Now, obviously we've got to retrain their -- whatever it is- -and

the question is, how to do it? Are we still tatEng about the same

subject?

I think it's ( different subject. I think it's an important

question, but I think it's a different subject.

A It's a different subject, except that if yo.4 consider it from

the point of view of really getting to know what reality is -. -from a

reality orientation.

AA You know, if you've got sweet little 'Hitters' who are going to

be teachers and you want to modify their attitudes and unAevatandinge

and insights and behaviors, is it more difficult to modify these

Particular sweet little Hitters, or do we need different kends of people?

* That's not so difficult because they're saying it out. Any-

thing that's out on the table you can deal with. It's the quiet ones

that are doing it, I find more difficult. If they're announcing that

they intend to reform societ, in their image, then it's out on the

table for one to argue about.

And you see, your program is teachin7 trneners of teachers

44 Eventual/y/ But our assumption is that we'd better know how to

teach teachers before we start to teach trainers how to teach teachers.

All right. But you sea, I'm Linking up two points. Filst,

you've got somebody who is saying you know, "this 18 the way that. I'm

going to save the world ". Second, you've got the selection process.

Now, I'm not sure that in two years, four years, teacher training can

change people sufficiently if they have this messianic bit. God help

us, I recall the teachers andthe prinoipalq who used to write tome as

Commission of Welfare about the youngster's on relief "and they

would wash their face in the morning, and !Imam. would take care of
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them, we would be able to teach them " I came to the conclusion that

the superintendent of schools was never going to make a -have in

those principals and those teachers. And I'm not rum if they were

those kind of people at the entrance poin4 that the training system

could do very much nbout changing them unless you were to take a large

part of the model of social work education into teacher education.

In our program we didn't just take these teachers to social agencies

and kind of put them up with families and groups and so forth. We

took a social work educator and a person in the school of education who

sat in supervisory conferences, in groups and seminars afterwards,

and began to tease out how these people felt about what they had

seen and experienced.

4* And this worked?

We don't know if it has worked, but it looks promising.

Before we go further though, I'm troubled with what you said.

I wish you'd differentiate between what you called the sweet tittle

Hitters - -which to e is a certain kind of anathema, the kind of person

who ought to be screened out--and the idealist. I think there's a

matter of definition here. The idealistic, activist student sees a

tot wrong in social institutions and wants to change them. I personally

object a little bit to saying that these kids will be the sweet tittle

Hitters because they want to change it their way. You know, their way

may not be so bad!

44 O.K. I think that my rash generalisation was based upon the

idea that most of the kids who come into cahoots of education come in

because they do want to bring about a particular kind of change.

But it's change in the direction that they want to go, and this changq

is very much in the direction of conventional middle class ideals.

You know, they're middle class themselves. They've been exposed to

the 'correct pronunoiation'. They know how to wash. And, you know,

they have their terribly well internalised middle class valuer:. Now,

without mien questioning them, these are the values that they're

perpetuating, and'perpotrating on others. And they go about this with

Aetioutous thoroughnms without ever questioning it. ro this extent

I think that this is sort of Ritte tike behavior in the sense that it

is unidirectional and it's 6,tdicated. But they're sweat because they
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believe in, it. They -value it. They are convinced.

Oh,. I thought you were talking about a completely different thing.

Something that has worked pretty well in my own experience is

the use of one of the so- called new careerists in social work. That

is, where we take social workers who cone through formal education and

therefore are the kind of people who would be likely to getting Master's

Degrees, and have them work alongside of people from the neighborhood

who have not had extensive format education. I fire that as the humor

relationship develops between the two people there is a very healthy

exchange of ideas and of information concerning life - styles. I know

of course, that in education there are similar kinds of developments,

and I tly.'rnk that's one that might be workable.

When you were talking before about those 'sweet little Hitters',

I thought you had in mini the kind of young person that I find increasingly

in social wr-ik --who come out of the schools of social work (maybe you

don't have this problem) and say that the evils of this world come

from the military-industrial complex. Then, when you try and help them

work on problems that are right here, you know, .right in front of them,

they're way off into the wild blue yonder, in large scale fury. But

unless you can help them deal with what's at hank;, they're not really

doing their work..

** I don't think we do, at least not yet. And in a way it's sad

that we don't. Because at the moment there is such unquestioning

acceptance of their own values.

Interesting, very interesting.

** .It..seems to me that when teachers approach teaching from this

particular point of view, in effect they say to the kids; "I am the

authority. What I have to say is what you have to know or believe or

follow". .Now, it,also seems to me .as if in their manipulation of the

situation they still persistently come heck to the assumption th-..t.

they are the authority. Now, question:. If, in fact, we make our

new teachers so sensitive to difference and to other peoples' way of

thinking and believing that they can see the difference between them-

selves and the others, how do. we then get them to feel that they can

accept the difference? .

Start with knowledge. You hive to start with knowledge.
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** However, whatever you do, you're also going to undermine the

teacher's security. They're secure as teachers because the know

they're right. And now suddenly they've got two alternatives.

I wish you'd say a little more about what you mean when you

say knowledge.

Say, for ex-va2le, you have this problem that they're sure they're

right. There are a lot of questions that can follow. Why are they

sure they're right? What kinds of outcomes would they expect from

being right? Have they noticed a great deal of success following from

their position? You follow it through so that thetr minds, so that

their cognit'on, is affected. I would challenge (just as I would with

any student) a student's neglect to translate his 'knowledge' into

social work terms. For example, a student might say (and this is a

very typical situation); "ill unmarried mothers ought to give up their

babies". A young, first year student would say that- -would come in

with all the morality, and all that middle close virtue. Now, you can

approach that from the very deep, deep psychological level--which we've

tried to do, but I've given it up, it doesn't go anywhere. Or you

can approach it from a purely intellectual anglewhich gets emotional

(it gets emotionalised really). You know: 'All married mothers?"

"Is there a place, for example, for black babies to go when the

unmarried mother gives it up?" immediately, a smart student will tc. 'n

to qualifly. "Oh, no, wit maybe not all block babies". "What about

the mother who says, that she's got a place?" "Oh well, maybe we'll

rule out that one". "And then what about the pot that you're not

in charge"; 'what about the foot of self -determination";"what about,

what about?" until finally the student says, "Oh, my god! that nave

I said? Maybe people ouaht to he helped to make their own recision

about it". Mow, that doesn't happen in a minute. That happens in the

claeorood. It happens as she talks to her peers. It happens in field

work when she has her first unnkarried Mother and the sKoervisor says,

"Maybe this gal wants to keep her baby". You know, it starts through

the head.

That's all very well for us. We have continuous organizational

back-up for this kind of thing. The school system is, and so far, the

teachers are, almost isolated, so to speak. So much dnpends upon the
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entire. complex. And the school. system, I dare say, probably is right

with the principal. So while you can have tzachers change in this way

if that principal, to put it very. plainly and from my point of view, is

a son-of-a-bitch, gets shaken out of them right there and then. r

know that some social. agencies just can't tolerate this sort of growing

up of personnel with rew ways of doing things and having other attitudes

and behaviors. They just can't take it. Now, principals, as far as

I can understand from what I've observed, are pretty much in charge.

The troops fall in behind:

When you were talking about knowledge, I would want to add another

component, and that is the knowledge that a teacher can get through

an understanding that this group of disadvantaged children, this

community and its life - style, wilt provide some support that help

him with that s.o.b. principal. For example quote, "Are all socially

disadvantaged children stupid?" What does the record show?

But this comes from an investment of self in that community.

Let's continue with the questions. "Are all disadvantaged communities

'X'?" "Let's look at the power structure in that community." "Let's

look at some of the things that go on there"--some of the things that

this middle class student, or middle class oriented teacher, or the

principal, knows nothing about. So I guess that what I'm saying is

that a whol3 area of-knowledge and experience has to come into teacher

training that can't ba found only in the classroom. And it may not

necessarily come through a social agency either but somehow that

teacher has got to get an awareness, knowledge and experience of what

makes that oomnunity tick.

I live on the pimp of El Berea and I see, every morning I see

a group of Puerto Rican children go to school. I must say parenthetically,

I've been imiteasurably impressedthis is 210th street, you know - -the

youngsters have their Sunday go-to-meeting clothes on-all dressed upl

And they come out of those god - awful' houses. I shudder every time I

just look in the hallways. Yet these. kids come out and they have been

scrubbed and brushed, and so forth. Now, I see the mothers taking

them by thoir hands and I. rim sure that in some dayrunitios the concept,

the perception of the Puerto Rican is quite different from what one

observes in the El Barao. But to get back to these kids. They come down
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110th street and they get to 110th and Madison and maybe on the corner

of 110th and Madison are a couple of guys who are striding up asleep- -

you know, drag addicts. Those kids pass that. And they pass a series

ofsuoh like experiences. Last week those kids passed by that Methodist

church were the Young Lords have taken over the church because they wanted

to prepare breakfasts. All I'm getting at is that these children bring

with them to so%ool this variety of experiences in this commnity. And

the teacher could and should get soma of this.

4 Then maybe the teacher can't say quite so easily, "See Spot run".

It seems to me that the 'old' teacher, the old principal, is

gonna have to give, either change or get the hell out of there! That's

what community control of schools is alt about.

I think the key question in teacher traim;ng and in aid training

is "why?"

** This was the implicit question in the illustration you gave

before. What you wear;; saying to your social worker was; "think 'why"

Pow, Idon't think this would be characteristic of teacher training

This is the thing that makes the difference between 4 technician

and a professional.

** O.K. Do you have any secrets about teaching social workers to

think 'why'?

* , That's not only our asset, that's our greatest limitation!

Because then the students get angry at ue and they say; "Nobody

around here ever gives you an answer!"

* There's another question too that we've been talking about.

It comes out in the illustration you duet gave of the Puerto Ricans

being dressed up to go to school. It has to do with something that

started around the beginning of the twentieth century and as we come

into the twenty-first I don't think we've even gotten rid of it yet.

It's of concern to the teacher and the social worker, and so on.

That is, the idea of the American Netting Pot; the feeling that all of

us have to be in'one mold, you know. And if you den't malt in that

mold you are disloyal and unpatriotic. Thia of eourea goes back to the

Founding Fathers and the idea that homogeneity would characterise the

American °misty. It needs to be surfaced how this molds our thinking

and oUr resistance to cultunal pluralism. Not only that, it 804M8
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me that another contribution, that social work can make, has to do with

individuality, individualism. The social work student is expected to

individualize.the.people with whom he's Working, so that he gets to

know..this person as a person--os a member.of a group too, bUt nonethe-

less a person. As over against this, in the classroom there's the

tendency to say that these are 'Puerto Rican' children, these are 'black'

children, these are 'white' children and so on. So the teacher relates

to the individual child as if he's part of the whole group. What she

sees in one are the characteristic (stereotypes) of the group. What

the group is like the individual is like. And she does this without

stopping to ask why does this individual behave the way he does; and

without being able to differentiate behaViors,. So, here again, it seems

to me that one of the things you might look at is how do you help

teachers to individualize children?

Part of the way tx do it in schools of social work, I think, is

to individualize the student in teaining himself% I mean, part of it

is the model that we provide as teachers. Arai so, for example, when a

student is scared, the way in which one handles that student may change

his life about the way he individualizes other people too. That's not

a minor point.

Which brings me to teacher training. You teach certain concepts

with the teacher in training but how do you help the teacher and how

do you develop procedures, cducationol experienoes, that will help the

teacher to develop and emphasise her own style. In schools of social

work, you know, every faculty member is an individual, and nobody,

NOBODY, the President, the Dean, the Chairman &f the curriculum area,

wouid.dare invade the teaching style of another colleague. And euadente

get this. But now in teacher training, you know, the model is pretty .

universal. YOU teach arithmetic, and unless it has changed.(and.I...-,

doubt that it has) there's an outline for a lesson plan and every

teacher submits aleeeon plan!' Where's the style? I may not want to

use that lesson .

A Too much teaching is method. You know that.

A Teaching of.method crushes the ki nd of creativity and use of

individual style.

AA This may be another general question.. It Seems to me that there
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are at least two factors that dietinguish the teacher situation from

the social work situation. The first is that the teacher does have a

Dantity of c/ients to deal with at any appointed time- -you know,

twenty or thirty maybe. So, she's got the problem of what the other

twenty -nine are doing while she is dealing with number thirty. The

second is that (mid it's hard to imagine education in other terms)

there is also a prescribed content which, even if it were flexible,

nonetheless has to be conveyed some way or another. For instance,

there are skills that, it appears, have to be Learned, have to be

acquired. It seems to me that these are two constraints that the

teachers have to deal with.

May I just say parenthetically we don't call the people clients.

You blow, that is something we've got to get away from in social work.

So please don't have teachers dealing with 30 clients. I just wanted

to inject that.

* To your second question, about the teaching thine, I've always

wondered where it was written that teachers had to have a lesson plan

week by week. I mean, they might have their internal lesson plan

but why can't they be held responsible for teaching what the studente

need to know by the end of the semester, or by the end of the year,

so that they can do it their way: I mean, what this constriction means

is that when they get hot on a subject, the schedule says that next

week they've got to do something else insteed.

4* I wouldn't want to try to defend this when I can't defend it.

?j own fundamental asenweetion is that when teachers are professional

they determine what they should do in each particular case.

However, there is eomethin3 else that I think is probably worth

a tittle digression. It seems to me (not only to me but to respectable

theoreticians, like Parsons, for instance) that the /Unction of the

schen!. is partly as a selective agenoy. It allocates people to

poeitione in society. So it needa to develop eyeeems for fbatering the

allocation process. Ass result the syetem also applies the eva/uatiol

idea to teachers. Mow obviously it's a very convenient burls to evaluate

teachers if they divellia from a specified pregra. The principal thus

has an easy way of making a judgement nhout his teachers, so that he

can alloeate then to-different pzeitions. Hese got a method for deciding
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which teacher is a good teacher or-a bad teacher. And although it's a

bloody unreasonable method, it is a method.

You named two differences between social work arki education.

It seems to me that there is another difference that really is very much

an asset for teacher training, and it bears on changing the system.

That is, one can hold the teacher or principal accountable for outcome

in a way that it is very hard, I think, to hold social workers accountable.
** But that's why you've got lesson plans.

Eut no suppose for example (this is common enough) the parents,

who are the key concern you know, say that they want their children to

read. Or they say they'd like their children to be interested enough

in school to go and stay there. These are, I would say, roughly,

measurable things.

*4 They may be incompatible. It may be that if the teacher

teaches the children to read, they won't be able to get the kids to

stay at school because the process will be pretty grim.

* But this is at least the teacher's job, it would seam to me.

And one could say to the principals, this is a problem of the teachers,

rather than saying as we do now, if youngsters are not learning or

they're dropping out in droves that they are disadvantaged and that's

their prob:em.

I was baffled. Let's see if I can follow through on that.

Teachers in training should learn that they have some support within

the system; and that there is support somewhere in the community also;

and that it probably resides amond a great many parentsaccording to

my observations reached in the past five years. Contrasted with twenty

years ago, parents of disadvantaged children want education. It's

the greatest thing that's happeted.reoently. You can see that expreesion;

they want education. Any theories that anybody had about them not

wanting eduoation you can throw out the window. They want their kids

to be educated. They want them to read, write and so on and so forth.

Now, the 'problem is how to get teachers in training to underetand and

work with parents. Now with the entrance of teacher aide, and so-called

para-pmfessionals into teacher training, the problem is how to get the

trainees to understand that the aide can be ha/p1/ and have a unique

contribution to make. The teachers have to learn what it is to supervise
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how to provide support, and receive it. Not only that, they should

understand that in confronting the entire system and in helping to

change it, they have allies that they can call upon so to speak. You

have to get that across. There has to be some experience with that

though, to be able to do it properly.

*4 You mean that you would like the teacher to be aware of how

the system in which she works operates--both from the point of view

of potential support and potential opposition.

Sure. It makes their job easier. Actually easier.

** I'll buy that.

I think it makes sense. I think they themselves will appreciate

it because the classical picture has been the teacher versus the parent.

** And the teacher versus the kids.

But with the disadvantaged I would like to insist that there the

teacher versus the parents is more accentuated. But in the middle class

there's an alliance between the muddle class and the teacher. I'll

give you an excmpte from an Italian neighborhood. I was doing a quick

study for some social organization in Pittsburgh. And I went to

interview the black principal of a mainly white elementary school. And

into the office strode the President of the Parent-Teacher Association.

She made a quick request for her child to switch classes--from one

teacher. to another.. The alliance between a principal and one parent- -

the President of. the P.T.A. That We one incident, a simple pay-off .

incident.' But sometimes a simple incident sudden 7u opens up a whole

world to you. You know, we have got to work out a way so that there's

a pay-off for the parents of the other children too.. There are pay-offs

blatently in. this, system. Parent-Teacher officials, parents of the

middle-class; have been paid-off again and again and again. prom my .

own experience I can now see this very, vividly. The problem isto get

some sUpport.that don't just come from and for middle class families.

Is there any way of chaning that situation and have the rewards in there

for non middle class parentp. But there have to be rewards for teachers

tooso that here is a mutual reward system that will rake the thing

Can there be equality of reward opportunity for, all? .

I'd liko-to correct something you said. I think I might have been
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misunderstood. Just go back a step. I was not saying that teachers

should not have lesson plans. Everybody has to have some plan for what

they're going to do for their cices -ror the next three weeks or the

unit or whatever. I'm saying is that there ought to be more lee-wy

in how tang it takes the teacher to complete that unit--a week, a

month, or whatever--I don't know how often. The reason is that every-

body will come out differently. So teachers would be accountable to

cover the subject. If it's a good teacher it will take him longer.

I mean, the teacher who really helps the students participate, he

shouldn't finieh too quickly--it's easy to lecture. Our worst teachers

lecture! So, it's not that there shouldn't be a plan; it's that there

should be flexibility in it with accountability built in.

I'd like to go back to swathing that you mentioned just now.

Where you talked of the teacher wh4 has thirty children, and what happens

to the other twenty-nine when one is being given individual attention.

What is it that the teacher is trying to do?--either with that one or

the other twenty-nine. The answer to that question gets us into some-

thing that I think rune parallel with social wort: as you work with the

individual. Hopefully, both are trying to devalor, the hum:v1 potentialities

within that individual. This moves me into a question; how come we

emphasize teaching so much- -the teacher, the teachingwhat about learning?

What can be eaid about learning? What can he said about the ohildren?

What can be said about the studente? Because if you do all the teaching

you want to at least if you only think you're doing it nothing really

happens unless that child, or the students, are learning. And I wish

we'd spend some tuna around this, because you see if we don't, we're

one-Aded:

This ties into something I want to challenge, and I have a reaeon

for doing so that goes deeper than just the statement itself. When we

were talking about the child who goes to school, stays, and ie being

taught to read, and you said that they might ba incompatible

** Wanting toetayi

wanting to stay and being taught to rend. And that leads

me to ask the queetion as to how teacher training helps teachers know

something about the concept of 'relationships'. I bring it up becauee

I look at what's happened to the Street Academj hero in Harlem, and I
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don't believe that it's any special skill that those teacher have that

have gotten those kids off the street, into an. (=derv, and now into

the various universities in this area. I think that the unique

ingredient has really been what we call relationship. Somebody cared!

And that somebody is that teacher who may not even know very much about

the subject matternone of those teachers up there in the Academy have

Ph.D.s although some of them do have Masters. But what facilitated

the learning was, I think, that those teachers in the Street Academy

demondstrated. 1.think social workers would refer to it as relaionship.

** You were making the point in response to my suggestion that it

might be incompatible to have kids like school end learn reading at the

scare time. Now what I was trying to imply was that the teachers have

certain preconceptions about how to teach that just don't gibe with

encouraging children to like school. In particular when they ar,,pro(7,,b

the teaching of reading in the inner city they make the assumpt'

that the conventional speech the kids use is in fact inappropr,

Consequently, they are continuously saying, "You're. wrong. Thy,

way to say it is this ". The meescve they perpetuate to the ki

not only that they are linguistically wfLIng, but the way the 1-c

orona, and the way the behave is bad, and that tha are bad an

fore inferior. .

This takes me back to my first observatic; of acception

difference. If that isn't there, there is no teaching, no

nothing.

* Yru know, "Beyond the Melting Pot" would he a very good

for the trainer of teachers to have--to face the reality that t

not a melting pot society, and then have a good go around in c'

about what that means to them.

You're going to foment all sorts of social unrest, are?:

But isn't this what we really see as the Auction of c

social control. (At least some people do.)

4.* In other words, you want to expose the nature of the r

game.

A Of course.

That's right.

Much more important than 'have-to' courses.
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A Have-tc courses will never get your desired objectives, I think.

In the first place, it's a: carry over. In the second place, it's an

overlay over very sick attitudes. And if you can get those sick

attitudes out, I don't think you're promoting social unrest. There is

social unrest. It's a fact of life. And I don't see why teachers should

be protected from it.

and thirdly, there is no opportunity for the eevelopment

of judgement.

That's right. In a way you are kind of oppressing the teacher

the way the teacher oppresses the students. It's Like saying, "No,

there is no Santa Claus" or "Yes, there is a Santa Claus". Instead of

helping professional people grapple with real issues. They don't have

to like them but that's the name of the game if they are really

professional.

What I'm trying to get to is the idea of self-concept you get in

learning. I'll tell you what I'm doing. I'm sh?fting from teachers

to learning, to the self-concept in teaming, to the importance of

the self-concept, to the children we are talking about. Unless a

person has some appreciation of himself, some development of self-

eeteem, he will tack a sense of self - direction and no amount of teaching

is going to g:ve this sense of self-direction.

A social worker will always go in the direction of offering

advice on relationships and all of Cis sort of thing and yet the

teaching institution, the educational institution, at least as far

as the primary school is concerned, has a defined function in our

society. rn fact this is the case in any society and I don't think

we can get away from this. So, what are th:s. narticutar functions of a

school system, at least manifestly? A teacher has to start from

teaching reading and writing and 80 on and so forth. Thera is didactic

information that has to be conveyed or else you are just missing the

boat from the point of view of what teaching is about. So if you

simply put it totally on the grounds of relations you fall ehort.

You have to ask the question, relations, to what purpose? A,

relationship is a defined envi,,onment, it is a delimited environment.

You can't put on the teacher all that goes on in :`he home. That's

unrealistic. I want to be devil's advocate on the other side for a
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moment. Therepre, how do you use these relationships for the purpose

of getting certain didactic information across. I'll put our problem

on that basis, so that we don't run the risk of transferring mechanico'ly

from one situation to the other--fY,om social work to education.

A* I am bothered by something--the word didactic. T would agree

that there is content thathcs to be *ransmitted, that students have

to learn. Now,how they learn is up for grabs. I'm not sure that they

learn through didactic methods but through a combination of approaches.

For exampl,?, to teach--I don't know how to teach a roomful of children

but I think I k.dw a little about teaching social workers--and I know

that you can be the smartest teacher in the world about teaching

reading but unless you can expose the students to something and excite

them about it, and lead them toward it (which is really what education

means), no amount of didactic methoc,blogical teaching without relation-

ship is going to cyan a damn.

I agree with you that we can't make the school system a social

work system. But remember, we are talking about disadvantage which

means disadvantaged parents and families which means disadvantaged

communities in many instances. 1:isadvantaged means, therefore, that people

have been denied certain opportunities for growth and develorment.

I'm not sure that I would accept; therefore, goat the school has this

narrow function of relating itself to content, because so many of these

children come into school from these disadvantaged areas. Fecause they

come, never having had experience of healthy relationships with parents-.

because of the whole social scene, the family scene, the economic scene,

etc. .Now I'm not sure that the to.iher does not have something to do

beyond having those children for a third of the day, the waking hours, -

beyond being concerned with what she teaches him to read and to count

and 80 forth. Indeed what I'm saying is that for the disadvantaged

child and the disadvantaged community, maybe the school has to become

some kind of a compensatory agency.

Coutd,i't a professional teacher with a teacher's aide

I agree. But all I tunted to challenge was the restricted didactic

tr: ew.

A 'Actually What's being proposed is that if you want to train teachers

you have to have revision of what a school is. ',That's the pndamental
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point. Toere is no ednse in getting teachers trained with all thete,

insights and just assume that it-is going to work unless one has a

different conception of ..:he school.

If you are making that point, all right, but that's a revolutionary

point of view.

** I would agree tuj.th you and would go beyond that to argue that

you need not only to revise education but that you possibly have to revise

the social system, and revise the economic system, in the sense that

you bring them all into harmony with each othr.r. However, I think

that white this subject would be extremely fascinating, my own immediate

preoccupation has to be with the teacher in the system now. To this

extent, she is faced with a very present reality and we have to he

concerned with that problem.

Won't work!

** You can say it won't work in a minute if you like. Let me ask

you a queetion first. Do you say that a teacher should not just use

relationships as instrumental, as a device whereby she comes to teach

the content, but in fact should come to recognize the part relationships

play in life? Is that right?

Yea.

I'm not cure I agree. But furst I have to say something about

your concern with the teacher and the system as.it is now. I have to

reject that because I don't believe alit the now thing is going to

continue to be the now thing--even in the morning or next week.

** It can be a different now tomorrow if you like,, but nevertheless

we still have to prepare teachers to teach in a defined future that

will in fact h. indefinite. How do we accommodate the training of

teachers to this indefinite future?

* Of course that's the problem of social work education too

because the social worker in the 2970's is going to be a different

anima/ than he is now. So you can say, great, how are you going to

train Ckm?

** Yee.

And this will be done by a faculty who themselves were educated

in the 1940's.

Right. Let me go back to this bit abOut the note of the school.
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I would want h reconstructed school.

41 O.K. Can I-be quite blunt; you can't have it.

A Then I must tell uou that if I can't have it, in certain parts

of this Country there will be no school.

A I agree.

(Everyone tai's at once)

A Hold on. You're a realistic man. You know what the civil service

problem is like in New York City better than most people- -next to me.

O.K.

(We used to work together).

You know what the civil service thing does and how it is the

greatest Leveller in the world next to death. Right?

Yeah, yeah.

No teachers generally work for a civil service system of some

kind. Do you really mean after hearing of all the problems he's

describing about student teachers that you would trust teachers to move

into the family arena. Do you really mean that you would tPuet our

comrunity children to them. Isn't it hard enough to trust them to

teach them. You are talking about an ideal world.

A I didn't talk about how the school would serve the purpose, and

I don't apee 'to teachers being all things to alt men so to speak. But

I will say this, today I say no to your question. I do not want to

trust the children to these teachers .whether the T.T.T. changes the,

teachers or not. Let me Jay it that way first. But I would say to you

that in the urban cow unities the behavioral objectives of the sCoola

are going to be changed either by teachers or by the consumers of the

service.

A Now you are talking my language -- parents and the community.

You know, Superintendent Brown said something that was very

important. I don't think that people got the import of it. When we

were getting ready to elect the local school b,4rde, he said, unless we

prepare communities for the elections and the kinds of people for

election - -he didn't say the schools wouldn't exist, but he said that

New York' City would snot be a good place to Zive in--and he's absolutely

right.

Right.
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4 The unrest that 17.47 reality is so dee, and directed toward

institutions like the.schoc"., that the school is either going to become

a different anima/ in our society or it is Just going to be destroyed,

and something else put in its place. Now I think the teachers' training

has to relate to this

You hare brought in a dimension that I could agree with. Now we

are not down to pedestrian points like should sex education be taught

in school. But there is a question, though I don't know if I can

articulate it ...dequately. There's something in my gut that reacts to

the idea of the school system's becoming, you know, in loco parentis.

I really think it's a matter of civil liberties. You know, if I send

my kid to school, I'm in charge of that child. It's my family. It's

my community so I want to be on that school board a..3 I want to tell

those teachers where they are experts and where they are not. In the

hospital; when I take my kid to the clinic I want to be sure the doctor

is totally a health man. I don't want him to tell me about how I should

not have a marital problem. I mean; I want him to mind his business- -

to do his thing. There's something about the invasion of my life that

bothers me when it's in the school too.

4 I don't see it that way. I'm inclined to agree with the statement

that probably may of the environments of many of our schools will be

destroyed. I can see it. It's beginning to happen already down south

for example.

* But the alternative need not be that extreme.

Ro. That's what I'm trying to find. This period has elements

of transition to it. The problem is, how do you train teachers within

this sort of period? Pow do you train them in such a way that in many

communities, at /east in large.cities, they are able to understand

some of the demands being made on the school system and the necessity

for working with the community and with parents. And they should

appreciate that it is not such a bizarre idea that parents and community

could have a say in the way a school is operated. If teachers are

trained that way even with differeing opinions on what a reconstituted

school should ba, then the movement towards change in school systems will

be made easier. *So these elements of change in school mystems and what

the arguments are today, the pro's and con's, should enter into teacher
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train4na. Theories about education, one learning theory against another

should, of course, be presented in teacher training. At the same time,

one should present as objectively as one can, what the so-called social

unrest is about in the school systemwhat the pro's and con's are

about the different positions being taken by different people in

education and outside of education. This would he in just the same way

that social workers frequently discuss social policies with students

and would bounce the idea of one change against the idea of another

change. Why, in teacher training at this point, at this particular

time, in this decade, could not that be presented to the teachers for

debate. Learning theory they can discuss one way or the other. Why not

the kinds of change that may not be imending.

AA -. the system is reconstituted then the teachers who have been

trained either to go into a specific system or they leave it. If they

leave it because they are still trained teachers they have to find

another system to teach in. Sooner or Later they'// run out of

unreconatituted systems so the question arises, given the inevitability

of a reconstitution, can they be trained in such a way that they can

accomm,date to it'

Yes.

A* Tell us how.

* Tell us more about the it.

A* What it?

What you mean by the reconstituted school, the school fop ihe

disadvantaged child.

* Let me say two things first. First, in response to your saying

if you can't change, you can't have it. I say, "If you can't have it

now than education will not exist as it is now and you can therefore stop

talking about training teachers because there isn't going to be a need

for them." That's number one. Number two, there is something else you

said that I think is terribly important. You can't talk about a radical

change in the educatimll syetem without talking about radical change

in the economical system and social system and so forth and so on. Now,

if these changes occur then buy your transition formulationbecause

we :mad be moving towards something different in a variety of areas

and you can't touch the educational system without the eame time effecting
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the economic, social, so forth and so on. Therefore, teacher training

now, it seems to me, has to accede to all of this in the preparation of

teachers and be ready to he a part in that transition and be prepared

to see parents come in and say "It isn't going to he like this."

Sure

and the school is going to be open, not 9 to 5 only. And

the community is going to tell you under what conditions that little hit

of expertise- -(and I say a little bit in terms of the total expertise),

is going to be used.

** Now, let's look at it .11om the teacher's point of view. Let's

go back to the one point I made earlier. The teacher starts off with

the assumtion that she has a mission and that she's competent to

follow it. Now you are telling her that she is only entitled to a

certain amount of autonomy within a very restricted area.

* Right.

Right.

** O.K. Now how can you (a) keep herbecause presumably you want

her as an available resource and (b) how can you keep her respect for

her own autonomy given the number of invasions she can anticipate?

Because nart of her expertise is her knowledge of the facts of

life that you were just describing about community participationthat's

part of her expertise aside from direct teaching

Yes.

Secondly, and illuetrativety, we've all been through this problem.

So let's take the hardest analogy, let's take the brain eurgeon. Nobody

would argue that the brain surgeon does not have expertise. But what

about the tdaoher? A bat of parents think they could teach but the

brain surgeon--that's about the fanciest thing you could be--you can't

do that with common sense! So even there, as an analovy, the brain

surgeon arilt perfOrm his expertise--which is brain surgery. Now, what

does that expertise have to do with when the clinic hours are? 11116

decides the non-medical priorities? Who decides who is going to get

his head operated on? Now you know, and we know, that those deoieio;s

aren't made On medical grounds. Why should the brain surgeon decide how

much the fee will be? What's that got to do with brain surgery? But

these things those guys have been aging for centuries. They've been
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making systemic decisions quite beyond their exoertise. So if it's

possible for the brain surgeon to stay buey enough Just by being a

brain surgeon, and it is apparent that the role of the community

participant in the life of the hospital bed is paramount and doesn't

tread on his territory one hit, then I think, if that's true about

such an expert, one can make the translation to teaching.

** There are two points relevant to this which I think arise out

of the mystique that education creates for itself. There is a

delusion of grandeur which has been perpetuated in education, namely

that the teacher is interested in the tota/ education of the child- -

education is everything, and so by definition, everything is education.

That's what worries me about your idea--exactly.

** The second one is, and I think it is a powerful one in the mid-

20th century, the teacher cannot demonstrate knowledge, or expertise

in any systematic way, so she cannot stand up and be perceived as an

authority because she doesn't have the kind of empirical support foam

basic and pure research in education that she can call upon in the way

that, for example, the brain surgeon can in his particular fief i. So

I see that you would be making the teacher vulnerdile on two counts;

(i) you are violating her idealism, and (ii) you are threatening

her because you are conceding that she is an expert, but she can't

demonstrate it.

In this particular respect, the teacher is no different from a

social worker. I believe that one attribute of all professions is

this kind ofmish-mash professionalism, with peer judging and all the

rigmarole thnt goes with it. But if you remove it you do rmed a

certain sense of security. I think that in the training, ofsooial

workers and teachers too, therefore, there is a kind of new sense of

Paternity that has to be imparted. We are going to have to find our

security not so much in having the 'annointments' but in service to

the community and in recognizing that this is my role.

* Of a service guy?

A Right. Teachers in training and eocial workers, because there

are parallels here, should be taught what we know about organization

and organisational change and structure. I eee that this is a hopeful

thing in social work now that there arc social workers coming out of the
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school who no longer seem to need to have thase,old kinds of supports;

who will go out and work-for the community.

And they feel themselves to be lucky if the community comes in

and partioipat2s.

That's right.

A They get their security from that narrow bit of expertise. I guess

teacher training now must help teachers get rid of this mystique. You

see, I'm not prepared to say that the teacher i8 everything. Rut the

teacher he8 to be helped in the training process just as the social worker

is. You know, social workers used to think too that they could order

everybody's life. They could take a problem and from that they could

get into all kinds of deeper problems. Now they are beginning to see,

I hope, tkat they can only take care of a niece of the problem which

is a piece of the person's life and they can't even take responsibility

for that.

When I was reading in the educational field, somewhere in the

50's, I went delving in the school of education. I told them I wee

interested in community narticipation in schools. They did produce

books for me that dealt with community participation. There's an

early history of it, in the 20'8. So actually, when you examine the

education field per se, you find textbooks and chapters dealing with

that. Now hoo come it was there but only pro forma? ./t should be

possible to re-introduce the idea into education but not, of course,

just a btane description of what it was like in the 20'8 and 30'8.

A4 But worse still, it mustn't just revert to. a philosophical

dieauseion, in particular dealing with Dewey's position. He was

advocating this kind of development but at the mystique level. You had

to 'believe' in it. It wasn't concerned with what you are going to do,

how you are going to do things, or manipulate it or organize it:, You

are right, the doctrine i8 there but my fear is that education will

accept the doctrine and feel, misguidedly, that because their intentions

are pure their actions Will therefore be good.

A I thimk that student teachers, like students of anythbig, have

to be exposed to areas of controversy so they will formulate their own

doctrines. You don't get it by injection. You know there was a

beautiful article, two years ago, by Richard Goodwin (he was a Kennedy
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speach writer in' New York). It was called the "Source of the Public's

Unhappiness''. It's one of those beautiful things about alienation and

bigness, and that sense of lack of participation of all of us, not

just disadvantaged people--like nobody participating when the subway

fares went up and that's part of the reason why they can't get people

to accept.it. Now it seems to me that could be given to teachers as an

examplenot as a doctrine.

" Can I make a point? If you prepare teachers like this and even

if you do get teachers to accept it and feel comfortable with iv. even

00s, when the community comes to the teacher and says do this and do that, do

the other thing, the expectations are likely to be unrealistic. So

the teacher has to start reeducating the community into understanding

why she can do this and can't do that.

Where's your principal, where's your board, where are your other

community people. I mean, the teahoer should not be alone.

Another good article recently in "Public Interest" dealing with

!law York City and its problems made the point that it isn't right

to say that people lack participation. The problem is that there is

none participation than ever. Certainly in the new neighborhoods

you feel that so keenly. There are such divergent comnunities that

they are pulling in opposite directions on any issue you want. You know,

whether it's to build a fire house or a park, people just cannot agree.

It's so hard to get people who share large objectives even, to get

together on any OW plan. So that when we talk of the teachers, we are

on the right track in the notion that they should be exposed to what the

climate is and what the different issues are. But I think there is

another real problem, once you get out into it. The acts of participation

of divergent groups in the community make it very hard. I don't know

the answer to this one at all--how you can deal with them so that you

can move forward

As I see it, they run into a series of comminity expectations

that are divergent.

You know, the teacher isn't the whole school. Until we clearly

help teachers to find their role in that system we haven't done the job.

We have talked al. if the school and the teacher were synonymous. Now

we are adding a whole lot of other built-in roles for the teacher. I
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think her sanction will come from something elsein the communitythat

says this is what.you do and We are going to have other people to do this

and this in the system. They have principals, supervisors and at/ that

but sheseems..to be the school. I want to define, as I do for social

workers, the very ematZ piece of functioning where she can claim

expertise and get security from that. And I would exclude Porn the rote

what the sociologist does. and what the economist does (you know, in

social work we have tried to be all of:them incidentally)

Haven, tried to be brain surgeons!

** If you are now going to define the teacher's role womewhat

narrowly, would you care to suggest some parameters.

Let's start from the beginning. Surety the teacher is responsible

for the classroom. I mean could we agree on that? I mean, she's

responsible for what happens in the class room. Whether she uses para-

professionals or mothers from the cornrunity to help her i8 irrelevaat

to that point, she Is still responsible for what happens in that e,a88-

room.

** Can I talk about that a little. It wae in the 1930's that an

educational sociologist by the name of Waller developed the thesis

that the school is in a perilous state of equilibrium, with revolt

incipient--the etudents against the teachers and the teachers against

other segments of the society as well. That sort -,f-Aca has been

reiterated ever since. Do you think even if responsibility is given

to the teacherfor, what happens in the classroom, in many ways she in

starting behind scratch in that her students al.:ve with preconceptions

and attitudes that are quite antithetioatto her 7,,r ?

I'm not saying she's reeponeibla for the b.,. 'd. Nor i8 she

personalty or professionally responsible for the e'vdvantagedness of

the children who come. All I'm starting with oas &at I thought was

basic. That was, that first we specify the ccassioo responsibility,

and after that we then fan it outand pee where eleo a teacher might go.

But it seems,to me that the 6ne place where she it, h reelf, master

professionally, is within the classroom.

That's true.

Would this help to clarify the idea? Aetwillz, ,,,he tie responsible

for creating within that claseroom.the kind of atmosphere, the kind of
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climate, where children can learn. She is responsible for the development

of the kind of climate that will permit the kind of opportunities

available to be appreciated.

That's icing on the cake. She's also responsible if th, class

falls apart. She's not only responsible for good, she's responsible

for the bad.

A You can't say she's not responsible because

but the kids may come in bringing certain anti-teacher or anti-

school impedimenta to learning. If we started from that, then I would

say that you can't teach people to teachbecause that's their job to

work with the people who come into the classroom

A It seems to me that Wzat we have been talking about thus far

would only have her carry responsibility for what goes on in the class-

room that is learning experience. This is her thing. She's got all

these insights and all these things that we've been putting into

teacher training. She comes equipped. This is her total expertise and

she uses it to carry out her responsibility for what happens in that

classroom.

A If she knows she's responsi14e and she's accountable, then

maybe her messianic complex could get a little qualified but she'll

know from the evidence from her studies and from experience, that she

cannot for excw,V1e, shame a 13 year old boy into something and not

expect repercussions. I mean that's her problem. If she knows she's

accountable, then she damn well better teach a decent class.

4* O.K. If she's responsible, and accept that now, then

she has to demonstrate her expertise in, as it vre, influencing the

situation." It doesn't have to be blatant manipulation. It can be

quiet manipulation. But somehow or other she exerts power over the

situation through her authority. New this is not ascribed authority,

it is authority of expertise, because she knows how to do it. Question;

are there situations that come in disadvantaged classrooms that you have

peculiar knowledge about so that teachers can come to view the situation

differently from the characteristic way they do?

A More than that. Kenneth Clark describes the teacher who looks

at the children and makes the assumption that they cannot learn, so

she does not have to call on her expertise. She does not' assume
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responsibil:ity for what happens in that classroom because she has already

said that nothing can happen there with these children.

We used to have an expression in case work, which is part of
social work, when clients failed to keep appointrymts. We used to say;

''Case closed, client uncooperative. That's the original cop-out, you

know. And only when a profession gets over that idea that when the

client fails there's something worng with him, and cores to appreciate

that there's something wrong with what you've tried to do to him, does

it really come of age. When you get over that, you are really on the

way to being a profession.

In my exrerienca in group corkI've worked on the East side and

in the Pittsburgh district-. I have noticed that there is some carry-

over from group work to the classroom. There are some insights to be

had from group dynamics in working with the so-called disadvantaged

child. For exartple, it's obvious that when working with a group it is

a very good idea to keep your eye open among peers for the nature/

leaders

And learn not to see everything.

Yes. . You could work with that to begin it to develop

relationship with the natural leaders in the development of a group.

Now, probably in classrooms (I don't know, I haven't really tried to

make the transition), you would probably find with disadvantageds, and

probably in the middle class also, these leaders crop up. Teachers

should understand what basis they have for exercising their leadership,

find qualities that they have, that make them acceptable as leaders

to the °there. They ought to be able to exploit and use it for a

constructive purpose, no natter what happens to be the basis of their

authority. There is some good that could come out of it, that could

be used skillfully.- Another thing I've noticed in particularI've

been alarmed up against the wait more than once when I was young,

particularly when I reached for the telephone to call the police- -

that is how teachers can handle the threat of physical attack. I would
be witting to say that as a young man I probably bungled somewhere to

reach that point. Teachers are worried about physical aggressionhow

to understand the basis of physical aggression and be able to handle
it talutd be valuable. They have to know how to explain it, to arrivc at
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the 'why'. You can't just write out a prescription--you have to have

the reason. Than there's an art to using your understanding and

knowledge to indieate what to do.

Are you tr,tking about elementary schools primarily or doesn't

it matter?

** It really doesn't matter. In fact, I have the sneaking

suspicion that when we're talking about disadvantage it doesn't matter

either. I think we are talking abc,ut education--what we are saying applies

right across the board. Disadvantage is a convenient focus for us at

the mment.

Maybe what you say should be true for all education. However,

I hope that we might try to tease out later where there are differences

for the quote 'disadvantaged'. Somewhere along the line I would like

to talk about minority disadvantage because I think there might be some

difference there, and some requirements of inputs for teaching there

that are special and unique. Maybe they aren't

There are. As far as the economic level is concerned. You know

the eleven-plus exam for entry to secondary school in England? I have

a friend who lives in England and who had twin children who had to take

the eleven-plus. Well, one twin made it and one twin didn't. So at

11 it was virtually decided whether or not she was going to go to the

university. And yet both of her children, although one went to

technical school and one want to grccwrzr school, were advantaged.

There were atilt other kids who didn't make it at all, in a way.

They never had the right parental back-up. There never wove any books

at home and so on. I mean, if you're going to get right down to what

a disadvantaged child has, it's like that.

That's just exactly what I was thinking in specific relationship

to economic disadvantage. If you observe slow, pre-school children

growing up in a home where there is a limited number of children and

see how the mother and father apply their vocabulary, then you observe

children from a home where the mother has no time to talk to the infant;

when you encounter those same youngsters in a group at a settlement

home for eanmple, certain differences are quite apparent. One of the

remarkable things I think the teacher of disadvantaged children has to

deal with is the paucity of the children's vocabulary. I don't think
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we realize how handy it is to have the abstract words to apply to

feeling states or social phenomena.

You know I t%ink we are on rather dangerous ground. I think

this is a real obstacle to encounter. If you have a vocabulary and

if you 64.al with people who do not, there is, to put it mildly, a

conmniCatial problem.

*A In effect though, the judgement you are making is really whether

one language performance is more useful than another. Because we've

completed the linguistic consortium, I'm going to digress a minute.

The linguists argue that the underprivileged child comes to school with

a kind of.communiation system, a kiwi of language that is very functional

for him

Right.

** And what the teachers don't appreciate is the functionality of

that language for the disadvantaged child. Now, maybe if we start to

investigate their particular language, we will find a means of communication

about which the so-called privileged are underprivileged.

I think you're absolutely right and if I'm ever bothered about

my own middle class position it's when I walk through Central Harlem

and I hear kids .talking and using language that for me at 17, 18 and at

my present age is pure obscenity. Yet this is the everyday medium of

communication. I was touring the suburb two weeks ago, and there was

this six foot guy and another one on the bus going to work. I couldn't

help hearing their conversation. I was malty trying to read the New

York Times. While reading it, from 96f4 Street up to 42nd I counted

the number of times that 'n-f' was used, What I finally deduced was that

the subject of every sentence was 'n-f"--no matter what the subject was

or what the predicate was. And I thought, no this man isn't talking

obscenity at all

That's right.

this man is using the only communication he knows.

and the child too. The children on the street are doing

this. You know this won: MAN. Every sentence beings, MAN this MAN that.

Is this peculiar to the disadvantaged child?

** No, it's just a language feature. There are many others that are

similar. For exanple, in New Zealand it is characteristic to end questions
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with an "Shall we go to the movice, eh?" Now, so what?

It just happens to be a language ritua-. scat is followed. And it is

quite proper and quite legitimate.

But. how long has that been in. existence?

4* I guess at least 80 years.

But you see, '17?4' hasn't been in the disadvantaged community long

enough for people to understand its ritualistic character.

When we had our student riots two years ago, the students were a

little wild and I got a term paperfirst time in my life and I know

it won't be the Last time - -that had the title "Child Welfare in the.

United States or Up Against the Wall W.F." You know, he's right too.

On the paper?

Yeah, the title of the paper. So I mean, like that's different,

man!

Let me move from what is a cultural phenomenon and what I believe

is an economic.phenomenon too, to the program Sesame Street. It's

directed to pre-school children as an mid to learning.

Every-day?

Yee, every day. But when you ask people who run day -care centers

for poor kids, and others who run day-care centers for advantaged kids,

you find that the more advantaged kids thought Sesame Street quite dull

because they already knew their numbers and the alphabet. But the

kids from Henry Street Day Care Cente2 eat it up because this is all

news to them. Now, when those youngsters get into first grade there

is a difference that the teacher has to contend with because these

uncharacteristia experiences they had; have an effect on their vocabulary.

I think this is very important..,

I think it would be wrong.to try to get the teachers to speak

the languages.

To start talking the lingo is phoney.

The rationalisation is that in order to have rapport they have

to take on the.mannerisms of speech add dress of people they are

teaching.

I agree that's faulty reasoning.

But if you get more teachers coming out of where these kids come
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That's a very good thing.

** The linguists agree with you. They think that the teachers should

be exposed to non-standard L'ngli^h in a variety of forms, they should

be acceptant of it but to learn it goes beyond necessity.

I think that ifoe get more teachers coming out of urban under-

privilege Lou have to make damn sure that in the process of transition

they do not reject the culture--that you don't do something to them in

the training process that denudes them of what they have in them that

is so important to take back.

Yes, that's a very subtle point.

44 But one wonders why they come out. Are they rejecting it when

they come out?

They've been given an oppolAtunity they never had before. All right,

so it means more money but that doesn't mean you have to do what social

work used to do, you know, make them all over in the 'proper' image.

There was a guy who came from Moody Street to register for our

school, and he had his long hair and his hat like Easy Rider and he was

absolutely the most marvellous, perfect example of a love child I had

over seen. now, we have got so used to it we finally have learned not

to try to remake these people.

F have a marvellous example I want to give. A few years ago,

worPing tof.th about ten high school. drop-outs. One day I got talking to

one of them and I asked him, "Why di(, you crop -out from high school ?"

He told me, It was easy". /apparently one day ha said to the teacher,

"teach me how to gamble". This was in clash, during algebra, and she

was horrified. She said, "teach you to gamble, I can't teach you how

to gamble, gat out of here". And after that she just node his back.

So he explained to her that he had to learn how to gamble because

where he lived, in order to make out with the boys he had to 'IOW how

to gamble. But she wouldn't teach him and she just disapproved of him.

So he quit school.

A The fact of the matter is that the teacher needs to be much more

oriented to That is going on in the cOrrnolity. And you need t, get this

through into the ':raining of the teacher. She reeds not only to be

sensitive but also to participate in the cormunity so she really knows

about this. That's on.; part of it. The other part of it is to train
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the teacher as a professional person to be as creative and imaginative

as she can in order to pick up on what the youngsters are saying, and

what they want to get. She needs to be able to figure out a way of

tuning into their concerns and their interests and at the same time get

at what it is she thinks they should learn in her class.

** There's a problem however, which needs a little bit of

clarification. That is, we still see the teacher as the expert in the

clap:4room situationthat's her particular domain. But you also

suggested that she should be community oriented, community sensitive,

carmunity sympathic. Noy, (a) she should be that as a human being

because that's the way human beings ought to be, and (b) she should

also do it on the grounds that he can also use this infbrnation to

help his expertise in the classroom situation.

Sure.

This is why I want at some point to narrow this down to specific

disadvantaged minorities because I keep wondering for example, how

will teachers in Central Harlem, New York, ever relate to students in

teaching History, Social Studies, in terms of the teacher's perception

of, let's say, Adam Powell--and the pupil's perception of Adam Powell.

My God, how the teacher must turn-off those kids, you know, in terms

of what she either says about Adam Powell or what she fails to say.

Now, how is ehe going to learn about what the community perception

(and I say community quite deliberately' of Adam Powell is in spite of

what the New York Times says, etce, etc., etc. How does she learn that?

If I were a teacher in a classroom and I only knew about Adam

Powell what I read in the newspapers, and I'm in the classroom and

discussion comes up about Adam Powell, I would let the students tell me.

You won't get it.

'But you can get it.

Let me finish my piece. Yaks my point. As a teacher in the

graduate school of social work with students, I have tutorials. And

the whole block-wide relationship is there. We had militants in the

school, gung -ho militants. I sit there and they say things I don't

even understand.

* . Let me take back what I said about you won't get it. You won't

get it unless you've created what you apparently have in your group.
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They trust you.

O.K. They trust me - -it took a year. It was able to be done.

I don't want to buy the argument that I can't do it.

O.K.

How you got to be trusted is probably what needs to get into

teacher training.

** Yes please.

You've got to be trustworthy. But one of the things that I think

could be misconstrued is this manipulation idea the idea of manipulating

teachers to get them to do right. I don't think that's the way it should

be done with teachers any more than it should be done that way with

students. Now, maybe it has to do with the selection process or maybe

it has to do with the things we expose them to. Maybe we should say,

"Look kids, this is the way it isthis is a demand of this system. This

is our announced goal; that kids are supposed to learn and be happy

in the classroom, O.K.? That's it.. If you don't like it, leave now".

You know, something a little softer than that. But I think we do have

to assume some valued things. For example, I don't think you can

teach a teacher to handle a dissident group. You can't teach anyone

how to handle a bunch of activist students unless he is really trust-

worthy. Otherwise it's manipulation and I can't stand that. The fact

that they trust him is not for any reason other than because he is

trustworthyno matter what he said ,r did.

Let me get to this concept of trustworthiness from a personal

mecdote. It can about through a series of things. At first the

group was pretty stand-offish. Then we had to raise money in six weeks.

If we didn't get the money some students (black ones) were not going to

be adMitted. Right? Eo how was trustworthiness gained? By putting-

out, day in.and day out on this campaign for fnds. I was bogged down

with too students. But you could sec a decline of the stand-offishness

at the point where I was able to finally get angry at doing my part.

And I said, "It's a goddamn one way street, you're not telling me

anything". I yelled that too. And they then came back at me. That

started progress. But the trustworthiness came from what they eaw that

I was doing.

That's right.
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They could see what the hell I was doing.

But you're making my point. You could stand on your head but

if you're not real, and if you're not a real trustworthy person

This is the point I'm driving at. The point was that they

identified me as 6eing, in that particular action, on their side.

That's the fundamental psychological point of trustworthiness.

You can be not on their side and be a trustworthy enemy.

You haven't been struck yet. When our students were on strike

and I went up where the p:lice were and as I went by, one of the students

said "Hit", and I had had it by then. We had been out about three weeks.

We had been locked out. 5o I went over to her and I said, "I've had

you! With "hello and we're all friends and all that.' I haven't

been in my office for three weeks. Who in the hell do you think you

are, keeping me out. 'r am being kept from writing your reference.

mean, this isn't the :930's. I'm not the boss making money from youl°

And the big argument was around the street. The veins are sticking

out, and I was just, oh furious about it and I said, "I've had it

after these three weeksl- Do you know what they did? They said,

"Beautif4/, beautiful, what a confrontation, you were just great."

About this trustworthiness and the sense of the development of

a radtionship--/ think, maybe psychologists might think I'm wrong, bUt

at some time in the relationship of teacher and student the student

has to somehm, get conveyed to him

him--on his side.:

I find it very difficult to

situation I know. Let me tell you.

t,tt the teacher is neatly with

relate what you are saying with the

We had a terrible teachers' strike

in New York City. During th4 strike things were very heated in the

neighborhood where I worked and some teacher cane in--a person maybe

twenty years my junior. She wasn't young but you would think she would

be with us. And she stood at the office and looked at the sign that

said "black is beautiful" and she says to ma, "Why don't you say white

is beauWull" And that woman, how could I begin to explain to her

why it didn't say white is beautiful.

Why didn't you have a sign that said white is beautiful?

and how do you know that black is beautifUt?

It's all right, Jr'm just saying that Jewish is gorgeous!
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This is part of what I'm saying. You know, you have a sign up,

let's say, "white-black is beautiful" and someone says to you; "What

do you, know about black?", and "How dare you say black is beautiful

because you don't even know what I mean when I say black?" You know?

Now the teacher who says ''I am with you " They don't want you to

be with them--they want you to be honest. They want you to be honest

to the point of saying, "I don't know what it means to be blacks and

therefore I'm not going to put on my wall 'black is beautiful' because

I don't know what it is'. Now the minute you communicate that to a

student, you are so real that you have corrmnicated trustworthiness.

And this is where I think that certainly in the minority communitiee,

the pseuf:a liberals, and pseudo liberul teachers are making huge

mistakes. He or she is not coming through because when black or Puerto

Rican students say you don't 'alai.), they try to protest that they do.

I don't really think that the problem is the pseudo liberal

teacher. This teacher I was talking about was one of what seemed to

be hundreds going on striae. This was a white teacher perceiving a

sign on a black man's wall and she doesn't even comprehend. I mean,

she was just 80 far out of it.

Yes, but teachers can be trained to convey that they are on the

side of the student. The student has to feel that that teacher wants

him to learnwants, really wants, him to learn. In that sense, he is

on his side. Now, it's easy to say fiat the problem is how does the

student know that that £8 80. It's not the verbalizing usually. You

can say almost anything to people if you have a relationship that works

well. It's the actions that count. If you do something that's

consistent with what you said, that's how trustworthiness grows up.

In that sense you become predictable to that student. And he under-

stands that you really want to teach, you really want him to learn.

That means that from that flows a lot of creative ways of teaching

and from that very impetus flows all sorts of ideas and all sorts of

techniques that come out most naturally when the student and teacher

feel on the same side of things. All sorts of imaginative ideas can

come out. Teachers can throw away textbooks. Let them create their own

books.

** Let me put forward a thesis- -that, on second thoughts, may not
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be a thesis at al/. Let's assume that individuals have a propensity

for loving- -O.K.? They have a propensity for giving love and getting

love. Now, I would argue that students often come to feel that they

are not getting love and tha:: they are being de-humanized in the sense

that they are being regarded as ciphers. In other words, their

essential humanness has not been recognized. Now, I think that under

these circunstancee they tend to give back what they are getting and so

they tend to de-hem:I:2.e other's and treat them as if in fact they are

not human. Now I think that when you got angry with your students

you demonstrated your humanneso, and I think that what happened in your

particular situation wan that the students could make the jump and

see that here was another human being demonstrating exactly the kind of

diatress that they knew. You had cleared away the barrier for

exchanging affect. I think that this ties up with the idea of

sensitivity to other people so that in fact one can demonstrate a

willingness to exchange feelingswhether in fact you're trustworthy

or not. I'm sure that you can point to friends who you love and who

you are quite prepared to accept despite their untrustworthiness and

their unreliability and that they don't de the things they say they

will do and so on.

I wouldn't; have any friends if I didn't!

** Now I think that in teacher training, teachers have been nurtured

on the idea of the rbessity to be n 3e people--and to live love. But

they come to do i-k? very things you are inveighing against. They

believe that ih:3 is just a ratter of ritual. SO they smile in the

'right' places. Arei. they play the Skinner game and give rewards at

regular intervals end eny "velv good" (whether it is good or not).

And at this point they thin: they are leeerl beings. But in fact,

they're not.

I would like to emphasize this point, because Ithink what

we're saying is that this kind of experience is not just an intellectual

one but it is pert cetivity. What you do is what really tells me what

you th',2k. It tells me that you're not just saying it to be nice or

smart or so on but that you are realty involved in something that is

significant to me.

** Can I cite an exarp/e from some of my own research. We took video-
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tapes of teachers in classrooms. One particular teacher in a wealthy

area of St. Louis had got an award from Yale for being one of the five

beet teachers in the country. Quite by change we took tapes of his

teaching. He was teaching high school mathematics, and it was obvious

that the kids delighted in being in his clam But when we talked to

him afterwards and asked the standard questions, he said; 'I don't

give a damn about their psyches, I don't care if they are emotionally

disturbed. I'm not really wo:ried about their background. All I'm

rally concerned i.th is that they think mathematically. And it was

obvious from the way that he taught that he got inside their minds,

he got at the way they were thinking so that he began to maneuver and

manipulate their intellectual processes. Now, I think that in one way

he was showing a kind of concern for them, though it wasn't through

the conventional methods of saintliness and euccorance and all that jazz.

So it seems to me that you can demonstrate concern or, if you like, a

degree of empathy in a variety of ways--not just solely by the

conventional -- ''let's all be sweetness and light. etc. low, would you

buy this?

Yes.

*h All right, would you also be willing to argue that some kids in

coming to school from disadvantaged areas are quite resistent to the

idea of accepting some kinds of affect?

Yes. Going back towhat I tr-:7d to say earlier about a

relationship and the capacity of individuals to accept it and to use

it. Let no start this way by saying that the first relationship

experience the child has is rith his parents and then it widens to

the family and so on. Now in many of the disadvantaged communities

the emotional climate is ruptured--is unhealthy. So if the child has

had little or no experience ingiving love and accepting love, the

teacher has to be prepared for it and accept the fact that these kids

aren't prepared to accept it. Now what do you put in the teacher's

armament that helps her to accept that.thie 'cid over there has never

had the experience of giving or receiving of live. The teacher needs

to know that he's going to react, and react in a very negative way,

in a very destructive way. She has to have that equipment built in.

And she has to have her needs met too, in other places.
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All right, all right, I agree.

That's part of the problem, she imagines that she's got to have

the kids love. her.

AA You must have situations like this in social work, what do you do?

We tell them to go out and gat their needs met - -and don't do

it in office hours. We tell them to go out and get 8004 experience.

Sometimes they think we mean ha,Ye a worldly experience and what we are

really saying is, go out and have a love experience.

That's one of the self-awareness things we have to teach

students--one of the things which we take the responsibility to teach.

They can't do that sort of thing on our clients' time.

AA You know, now that we have got thie into the record, despite the

casual way you dealt with it, it is sheer and utter heresy as far as

education is concerned. Fure heresy!

Sheer what?

AA Heresy. Powbody would possibly contemplate saying anything like

thathow could you,

A Like what?

44 Like go out and get your gratification outside your vocation.

Then they mwst have very sexy classrooms!!

** How can you talk about such a thing? I'm caricaturing my

reaction but to the best of my knowledge one of education's unquestioned

credos is, love one's job and one's

You mean doctors couldn't work with people they didn't like?

In a way that's the hallmark of a proftesion -to have some objectivity

from your own life.

** Stay with th'43 a little bit, because teachers have got to like

their kids. They're told they have to like their kids and if they

don't like their kids, they ought to feel as guilty ae hell about it!

They can like their kids but they can't expect that their kids

are going to like them back.

** Suppose they don't like their kids.

They have to teach them anyway and in a liking way.

* Right! Does that mean now that they are manipulating?

A

A

No.

What do you mean when you say'they like the kids? If they
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don't like the kid, I would want to know why they don't. Don't they

like red hair?

Behavior?

or speach, or color, or cleanliness? Rut just not Liking

the kids--no. I don't like everybody. I know I'm happy and I kncg)

I'm not guilty about not liking everybody, but I accept everybody.

* And you can work with anybody, or else you are not professional.

And, believe me, I've seen him with the worst dregs in society

That's the sort of objeutivity that needs to be built into

teacher training.

I wonder if it isn't a matter of giving them permission to have

different feelings. Try don't always have to be modest, they don't

have to be sweet. A lot of teachers I have observed have a sort of

sacramental quality about them. Part of teacher training should be to

let them know that they don't come on like that. They should be real.

They should accept the fact that people can get your goat.

A supervisor once said to me that one of the ways tc get over

this problem of not liking all your clic,nts (it's not ;lust with

manipu/ation) is that you have to hate the problem so much that you

can't help but listen to the client. The teacher has to hate ignorance

so much that their liking for the person becomes almost irrelevant- -

because she wants so much for the kid to learn,

** With your permission, can I get you to recapitulate the point

at lunch when you were developing the thesis that there wasn't much

difference between the problem of training of teachers and the problem

of training social workers.

Yes, I think someone was trying to make a distinction between

the training of teachers and the training of social workers in that

teachers would be working with children with respect to their whole

lift whereas social workers were concerned with a defined client and

an immediate pethology. Then the whole discussion came about 08 a

result of' the matter of whether participation of the student teacher

and the student social worker is an education experience. And I was

opting for it being an educational experience whatever else it is. .

Then he came up with this formulation and the argument that therefore,

this is not the fUnction of the teacher. So the end products are
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different. Than r said that I saw it as an educational process for

both because the teacher is being trained to work in a system and

relate to a hierarchy--principal, supvervisor, Board of Education, and

heavens know what. The educational experience of being part of the

administration of a school of education uontribrtes to the growth of

that person's ability and her competence to fit into and be creative

in that system. And that is, I said, no different (and this is where

I differend with him) from the social worker, who is also part of a

system. The social worker is not en:ate "autonomous'' -- except those who

are in private practice. I said some other things about the fact that

the social worker too must fit into a system and know how to relate

to the structure, and to know how to attempt to effect change in the

structure. Therefom, the educational experience of a student social

worker, a student in school social work, in going through the government

prooess in the university or school has this kind of carry-over. To

this extent I do not see a difference between the student social worker

and the student teacher.

** Would it be right for me to say that the social worker is also

manipulAting--you know, in the nicest possible way--according to an

end that that social worbr thinks is good in that particular case.

Manipulating oho?

** Manipulating the client.

hey do, but that's not the vc:lue.

** Well, are you suggesting that he should be completely Rogerian?

No.

** Rut as soon as you depart from n Rogerian position, don't you

become a manipUlator?

No. Theoretically at least not in case work--and I think it's

all right to say in practice too. Thko that example of the unmarried

mother and the problem of giving away her child (which is a typical

example of a decision that has to be made). Now uhilo the social

worker might think she or he knows what's best, Rogerian passivity wouldn't

he very helpful. Manipulation wouldn't he very helpful either. I mean,

it would not only be wrong but it wouldn't he helpfUl. So the middle

thing and the model thing to do, that is taught all' the time, is that

the practitioner would help the unwedded mother see the alternatives if

GO
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she were to do this and then to help her to do one of those two things.

There are very few instances; among them perhaps a guy standing on a

ledge about to jump off; where the social worker decides for the person

what is best for him.

44 I wouldn't want to cell on this because it may subvert us. But

wouldn't you think however, that the social worker does manipulate the

situation very subtly. ...

I'm sure they do.

** by phrasing questions, by the selection of questions, 3

even by asking questions

TT-ely do, but they shouldn't I'm sure they do.

** This is the difference with teachers because the teacher is quite

sure she should manipulate. You know, 'two and two are .four' just

regot.,:eYble.

I think a more important point to me, for our purlose, is that

if the teacher does it, there is no value conflict. When a social.

worker goes it, there is.

What do you mean?

Well, that kid has definitely got to learn that two and two are

four. He's got to understand. He's got to be manipulated in such a

way that he comes to that conclueLon and that conclusion only.

Well, I wonder if some qualifications shouldn't be made about

the social workev!s practice. T'm not on very good grounds. I don't

know too much about ease work. But isn't it true that a social case

worker comes to certain conclusions after assessing with the client

(lecause that social worker is a value carrier and a community

r2precentative and is not functioning as an entrepreneur, but is

representing a societal value and goat) then attempts =bay, non-

directly (I don't care how you put it) to help that client sit dottn and

make choices under the inuencc of the weight of the social worker

as the societal interpreter.

I would say absolutely no. I would say that the weight is on

the side of reality. That's the thing the social worker is supposed

to sell.

** Reality?

Reality, and I mean that very concretely. When a sixteen year
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old kid says; 'I want to keep my baby" the eociat worker may think

"good idea", (In fact, a lot of social workers do think, "good ieea"),

Nut it's irrelevant what they think. But what they ought to think

about is what this kid's situation is. Sometimes it's a realistic

possibility - -she has a mother at home, etc. etc. If it isn'tithen

that's the reality she has to be able to face.

** Questionis the social worker's concern then with reducing

every problem to a logical solution?

That would be an ideal that we could hardly hope to reach. It

sure would be nico to have logical solutions. I don't think there are

many logical solutions. Most people don't look at reality through

clear eye glaseee. If social workers sell or should sell anything, in

my view, they should sell the realistic possibilities available, and

help the client tc Zook at them more clearly. I'm talking out of lingo

but help the client Zook at the realistic possibilities.

** Realistic possibilities as defined by?

The client and worker and life.

** And life!

Of course.

** That's what has a manipulative tinge to it.

I don't think it's manipulative. It's manipulation only, it

seems to me with a capital

I think maybe there's a way out of this. What, after all, do we

mean by manipulation. Manipulation is something that would appear tc

me to mean using people for ends of which they are not aware.

Very good.

Now, if we start with a teacher who is teaching ',:wo plus two'- -

the students know it is for them.

The kid makes a contract when he comee into the classroom.

Yes, that's a contract. So it means that what's being done is

known. What we object to in social work manipulation, as far as I

understand it, is the using of people for ends they are not aware of.

** I like that. Now, as far as the teacher is ooncepned, when

she gets into a domain like eoaial studies where in fact the facto

reflect value judgements, beliefs and opinions

What's manipulative about that?

** You get to be told what taelieve by the teacher,
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Yes, but then you have to define education to me differently.

If education is viewed as a not just social control but as indoctrination

then you and I are talking about two different trolley tracks. Or as

one of mu colleagues says, that's a horee of a different garage. We were

talking about Abraham Lincoln at lunch and I just learned last year that

he isn't the hero that we were taught to believe he wasbecause we

were mistraught history. We should have been taught the facts of

history and the, proper frame of reference to bring to evaluate those

facts. Tk.at to me is education. I don't want any stupid. , teacher

teaching me what to believe. That's not education. That's immoral.

*A Educationists subscribe to the cliche that education is concerned

with perpetuating society's values.

Which are?

Whatever valu,s the teacher happens to hold.

See what I mean? In a multi-cultural society whose values are

they going to be?

**

But because we are a heterogeneous society and with heterogeneous

values that frequently clash with each other, it's important for social

workers and teachers to exhibit the alternatives.

Right.

And it's a healthy thing it is heterogeneous. Otherwise we'd all

be brainwashed.

You know, there was a movement in education in the late 40'e,

late 30's which may be alive, I don't know. All the talk then was

about education for democracy. Someone posited the thesis that education

at the elementary and high school level should grow from society's

definition of the kind of society it wanted and not the kind of leading

out that you were talking about -- actually indoctrinate for that kind of

society. He said that the ills of our society are going to continue to

multiply unless we do that. Now, 'now much of that is still part of

the philosophy of training teachers?

I believe, even in Sweden, a single-culture like Sweden, where 99

of the people are Lutheran and white, even there (conceding how advanced

Sweden is in many ways) they probably lead into Meas. They don't

indoctrinate though they have more right to indoctrinate because they
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have such a single, homogeneous society.

* One of the things that concerns me, is that we talk about society

and this is an abstraction. Jet what do we have in mind? Who is the

society? Who are the value-ridden people? Who influences the society?

Where are they? Are they the property people? Are they the political

people? Are they the little people, the middle people - -all right, are

they the silent majority?

which bit of the silent rajority? Which of thdlimany

underprivilegea groups? I think we are right back to what you said

earlier.

It seems to me with the community, both in social work and in

education we have got a long way to go to really understand what we

mean by community. We say glibly, community this, community that- -

and the teacher should know about the community, the social worker should

know about the community. Well, what is the corrinunity? Is it particular

people? Or rather, is it not a sense that is a feeling about a part of

a group of people, or whoever happens to be in the ascendancy in the

leadership. And it decides certain kinds of values and because of that,

we say that's it. But is it really it? Does the ghetto community,

the poor community have any input to make and does it make it. I have

the feeling that they do have some input to offer but we are not

perceptively receiving these kinds of inputs. For example, if you go

down wile streets in Washington, you see all the garbage and the waste

there. No-one picks up day after day. People kind of opt out--why?

Following up on what you say, as far as I can understand, what

the education systems are aiming at in their value outlook, at least

in the elementary and secc.ndary school, is roughtly for the middle

class. They would want to see the disadvantaged embrace middle class

values.

* That's easier for themselves.

Easier :ror themselves and easier for societyeasier all around.

So when a teacher sees a student bahave in a particular sort of way, the

intent of that teacher is to bring that student along to accept certain

kinds of middle class values. Now, you couldn't convince me that

because it is middle class, that it is ipso facto bad.

A Or that it is good.
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O.K. 7'm just trying to accent another part of the argument.

That's the intent of any educational system in any society so to speak- -

the dominant values are the ones with which a student is going to be

taught. Now, what we are saying particularly in this country today is

that some of these, not all, some of the middle class values, to use

tee jargon, are dysfunctional., they're no good. There are other values

in society that could be equally reflected when we teach. That's where

our argument is. What are the other values? And they should be

presented in teacher training so that the teachers can be open- minded.

and perhaps the values this country is moving toward and

its style of lift, its outlook, so that they should be open-minded, able

to look at the pro's and con's of it. It would have to be with students

at the proper age (I don't think all students can engage in this sort

Of discussion.) A country, if it is to survive, has to seek a consensus

in its population. In that sense, you can't escape a certain amount

of indoctrination.

44 There is a point though. Remember right at the beginning you

said that education should be sure that it adopts the most parsimonious

approach that it can. Now obviously, if everybody is going to discuss

all possible alternative values all ,.the time, you're going to run

into the problem of, as it were, re-inventing the wheel, aren't you?

That may be true. But they say that even scientists could have

a hot discussion about whether two and two equals :'our. How much

higher discussion could one have about goods or about values. It seems

to me that it's just impossible to teach what is good and what is bad.

Gordon Hamilton said, "You can't teach values, only teach aboui them."

You know, I think that this is a much more thorny problem in

education somehow than is to the social worker. Later on you can

discuss these difProntial values but that's reel/1y too late. In job

training, the business in which I am very much involved, for example,

the whole attitude toward work and getting there on time, accepting

bosses, is a valued mode of behavior that just has to be learned. It

doesn't seem to ma that the teacher can be completely open. These

values are functional. You know, it's a terrible risk if you say, well,

you can go either way

But than I think that is a dodge w4n you say, if the teacher
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perceives the reality, she knows these kids are going to have to work,

so she starts on it in grade one. It still is indoctrination. Now

when you take a little more abstract level, for example the community

control issue, with community control in New York City, the viewpoint

in the Bayside toward race is going to be very different from Harlem's,

and do we realk want children indoctrinated to be racist, if that is

the dominating view, or do we want the teaeler to be completely open.

I agree.

So the teacher does indoctrinate?

* But if you have to re- define each time, you do re-invent the

wheel. But you don't have to do that either, when there is consensus

about Leilues, and priorities and when all parts of tine population have

had a part in the input of that consensus. But what we have now, and

this is where the problem stands, the values we are talking about are

middle class values, we are talking about white values in the American

society. But blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos nna American Indians

never have had an input and part of the conflict now is that those

minorities are saying "Hold up", we want a piece of the action. They

do not say that they have to substitute their values for our values,

but they do wrcnt their values taken into consideration.

* The definition of values as we see them.,...

as we see them. Then you come up with something that it is

not left open for that teacher to deur-de. But in a pluralistic society

the inputs have to come from all the, plurals.

A4 In new of the fact that there is quite a marked hiatus between

youth and age, however, and given the fact that education is concerned

with youth, and given the immense size of this country, don't you

think that you're still going to inherit a situation where youth will

feel that they are not involved in the value consensus anyway.

A Actually, realistically and empirically there is input in some

areas although it is not having too much effect at the present time.

But nevertheless there is evidence of values being transmuted and

changed today. Let's take another example; I could go on and on, and

exhibit how the value behavior of adults has been affected by youth

today--dress, style of speech and, going on to more basic matter, sex

for example. . It's being tremendously effected and changed. What I'm
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driving at is that you need not be so pessimistic. As we study

Eatery, the culture changes within the country. You see it again

and again. Some of you might say it's a fad but nevertheless it's an

input. That'e what matters. Even family life today is being affected.

I don't think it's temporary when it deals with such matterq as sex.

How it is played cut by young people is affecting the adults --what they

are reading, what they are going to see, what they are going to open

their minds to. Now coming back to the argumentthe inputs of tie

poor and disadvantaged - -I'm not that pessimistic that it's not having

an effect.

But there are certain value conflicts. That's education's job

I don't question the substance of it, what I question is the

way in which education has been misperceived as indoctrination in this

society. What the hell are the holy virtues?

44 In other words, you went teachers and students to be aware of

the valuing processes in society?

And the conflicts in them--to be educated, knowledgeable

and--as necessary, upset.

For this has a way of developing their standards of

judgement.

* That's right.

Which ruTt be used in a professional manner.

Then you get an educated society instead of a half-witted one

like we have.

You say half?

I have a question again. Take as an exan,le, unmarried moth2rs

in our society - -how it's frowned upon and so forth. Now, as a result

of the efforts of the last five years or so (I hope I'm not exaggerating)

because of the insertion of an input from another cultural style, the

attitldes about the unrarried, with kids, etc., keeps undergot.,.g change.

You won't find it in the legislation but on the fron line, among family

practitioners and so on and so forth. Sooner OP later it will probably

cote in the law too.

But I don't think we need to get hung un on the substance of it.

I think what we are really talking about is how this t7.13 communicated in

the classroom.
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** That's fineSufficient on that point. Thank you Can we look

at the point you wanted to 'raise- -the diffulences in disadvantage, in

particular minority gram characteristics. I may be misrepresenting

the actual focus

I think you are presenting the focus, and I knew exactly what

I wanted 6 say this morning I guess what I would like to lead us

into considering is;, granted that disadvantage, educational die-

advantagement and ethnic identity are not the same (largely we agree on

that; are there not some differences; however, between the black and

Puerto Rican educai;:onal disadvantage and white disadvantage for exam q)1

or between the black aid Puerto Rican, etc. I think that is the ohoL

question. First 6f all I think teachers need to see the diffemnt

Zevelii of development toward quote "freedom" within any given minority

group within our society. They are not all at the same stage and

therefore, what the teacher in the Puerto Ric-n fionmunity may need to

know about and expect from her parents and from the time that community

activity begins to have its impact on the structure of the school. and

governors of the school and so forth, is the differences that are

going to he felt. In other words, we can't say to teachers, you know,

(let's make it very simple) "Minorities are pushing for conmunity

control and, thelefore, the militant ape going to do such and such and

you aro going to have to accept", etc. Ind then you tell them the

prescription, because there are differences growing out of each of

those ethnic minorities. That's number one, and I would like for you

to talk about this even though I haven't got it finny developed and

perhaps it's not even :valid. The second is the whole question of

identity. And I am finding that girt is differento say nothing

about the education of the disadvantaged being different in the Latin

commnity; than it is in the Puerto Rican comMunity, than it is in the

American-ComMunity. and so on. The teaokers need to know what are

theSe differences qualitatively. So what.dO we give teachers to

identify -those differences, and what does it mean in.teaching. and to

the educational experiences they provide for children. These are jut

two of the dimensions, fn, third has nothing to do with race. It has

to do with the whole eeonomic bit in the education of. ths disadvantaged- -

those who are economically deprived, and who are educotionally die-
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advantaged; those who are not economically disadvantaged but who are

educationally disadvantaged.

I can see a little latin square emerging.

These are some of the things that were rolling around in

my mind this morning when I' said, let's talk it out.

44 Would you have leads that you could give us on differences

between ethnic groups. For instance, without much knowledge of La Roza,

I know there appears to be no counterpart in white America. So preeurnbly

the concept of the teacher has to be sensitive to this and know what the

implications are with respect to her as an authority figure, for example.

And Machismo--in the Puerto Ricans. It is the manhood concept,

and that moves into the whole area

when an 8 year old goes round making an obscene gesture.

That's right.

That has several meanings.

It is the manhood concept and defines the role of the mall even

at the age of 6. what we think is obscene is only ar expression of

'machismo'.

This gets us into the whole bit of whether it's immoral to live

with a woman and have children. This is only playing out the machismo

concept and we, with our white, Anglo Saxon, middle class values say,

you know, 'we've got to help these people get eirried!"

* I've got another about differences among ethnic groups. You

are talking to social workers, so ve are kind of gung -ho on individualization

in case you haven't got tnat message yet. To resort to anecdote again.

The director of the piano school in the Harlem School of Arts and his

wife in the piano department, are both very liberal people. They were

surprised when registration came by. He came to tell me, 'did you

know that Harlem is full of Jewish mothers?" lie said that he never

knew. He said that these mothers are pushing these kids to take piano

lessons, t take Laing lessons and so on. Re said it's a whole new

world that he didn't even know was up there. It's kind of a new version

of the striving middle class mother that we used to know years ago in

practice, and the over-protective mother. You know, don't <woes the

street and all that. It's another version of the same thing which

doesn't fit anybody's present day stereotypes.
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There are two arguments I want to present, The Puerto Rican

population again, in the neighborhood are tremendously respectful

of the teacher and of .:,he 3chnol officials and so are much more

difficult to organize into opposition than are the black community.

This makes for sharp differences between the two groups because the

black communita gets very annoyed at the Puerto Rican community's

subservient attitudes to the schools. Second, an unrelated item that

is, I think, worth mentioning and discussing is, where do we stand on

black teachers for black students. When I first got out into social

work practice, if you worked with a black customer, that wa3 never

mentioned. It was never even discussed. It was assumed that you

couldn't relate. In retrospect I realize how much was going on that

was never put on the table. Now we know that in many black communities

there's a school just for black teachers. Py own view is that this is

how it should be. I think it's very important to see children, see

black people in authority. I would go into that direction as a high

priority.

This leads me to another distinction--the teachers' understanding

of differences within the group. Because the minute you say black

teachers, black children, I con tell you that in the black community

there is a large sector that sees this as a lot of nonsense. They want

good teachers and they don't care whether they've black, green, yellow

or red. So the teacher, in looking at the ethnic minority group, has

not only to see the differences between the different groups but also

see the differences within the jp,oup.

* Policy makers lave to consider this also and take a position

because of the implications for teacher selection.

You know, something you said at ut the Puerto Ricans reminds me

that we even have to talk about religion. You know, you said that

Puerto Ricans have thie great respect for teachers and this is true.

But there's a root to this. It is the Puerto Rican heritage that comes

out'of Catholicism's respect for constituted authority, even though the

Puerto Rican may no longer he Catholic. And you're right about the

Puerto Rican-black confliot.

This respect for constituted authority pute you in a bind, doesn't

it? Bacause by definition you are anti- dogma --at least you'are'for the
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critical examination of value positions. Yet by definition, if these

youngsters accept a dogma, they may be very resistant to the examination

of it.

It will be harder, that's all.

In communities where you do have a number of Puerto Ricans, Negroes

etc., there has grown up over the years a lot of conflict among and

betweet them. One of thc. things that's happening ::ow is that they are

beginning to recognize that the enemy, 'Dear Brutus", is not between me

and the thee but somebody else over here--the whites. This is just

about beginning and I don't know how far this is going tc go. This

places the white teacher, who is in these kinds of school systems, in

the position to need to understand what's taking place.

I want to disagree. Last month, six months ago, I would have

agreed with you. Let me just give an illustration why now I disagree,

although this is on an entirely different level and has nothing to do

with schools. It'o from counselling, social work; counselling.

That has nothing to do with schools? Right off I'm disagreeing!

A Counselling and social work agencies became concerned

about the need for recruitment of minority grow) s::udents, minority

group facult,i and the inclusion into the curriculum ofconcelns relevant

to the background, aspirations and needs of the various min,rity groups.

So they set up a committee of social work eaucators. The committee was

made up of blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos and American Indians. The

chairman happened to be black, and the staff rerson happenel to be

black. We brought together this committef, of twenty odd people and we

spent two days in confererce. At the beginning ::,;" the second day I

thought, what the het/ is go.:ng on here--th enemy ie the same, isn't

it? Then I found it wasn't so at all. The Chicanos and the Puerto

Ricans first of oft had thei. thirg between thorn- -they alt have Spanish

backgrounds but they are miles apart, they dor 't ta/k, you know. Than

the Puerto Ricans and the blackS, they had to out each other's throat..

I heard a Chicano said, this is an insult to us. that the chairman of

this committee is black, and that the staffmembe-A is ...tack, and we are

asked to serve under them. The real enemy was that white establishment

in social work education that denies non-white students a/Hission, that

denies appointment to minority faoulty, that does not put a thing in
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the curriculum about any of these groups. But nobody could get past

the immediate problem. Then we had a meeting of the board where we had

to give a report. There a black faculty member, a vice-ch-.!ncellor,

listened to this report about the black chairman and black staff member

and finally said; (and this is the punch line, I think, for training

teachers) "whatever made anyone think that in constructing a committee

on social work education with a minority concern either at the community

level or the national level, you could brine these various minority

groups together around a comnon concern?" Well, what we are doing now

is breaking that committee into task forces. So I would think that

teachers are going to have to Zook at this whole minority concept and

alt take it as a lump.

** Can I make one point? It would have worked if the enemy oithout

had been threatening--if the threat of the white would have been so great

they might have been forced into collusion. If I an right, this suggests

that the apparent divergence between alites and the black minority in

general, iwi't as great perhaps, as it sounds.

The thing i3 that it was the establishment that put it together.

That's correct.

I still don't give up on the point I was talking about earlier.

What's'reallu happening, and I'm not talking about the sophisticated

counsellor education, In talking aboUt the people down there in the

ghettos who are the black, browns and so on. They are beginning to

see for the first time that there is the establishment over there, and

that their best bet is to begin to understand each other. This is just

a beginning. However, in this attempt, you have a process where you

will find different groups ratting together <old this will give them

strength to move back into the multi-group situation and to rml/y put

some strength into that. For example, I know Howard used to have white

students and we still have, of course), and some of the faculty members

ask why do these white Students come in and get by themselves. (You

know how you go into (whit,' wiiversity where you see groups of blacks

get by themselves). 'This is an important par. of a phase of development

because to the extent they i,hmtip themselves, they then derive strength

from this kind of identification ro move back into the lives of the group.

As long as .)e understand this and encourage this kind of thing W4 have
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an open door, but if yo. tpy to integrate them as they come in, there

you fail.

Absolutely.

This of course, leads to the philosophy of black rower.

This means we need to understand what is taking place and not

feet they a2 against us because of their need to draw strength from

each other as a means of identircation.

even though their verbalization may be against us.

That's right.

I hear black students in thi.. cafetere'a at my university (not

social work students); "whitey this" and 'whitey that" and every other

student is whitey. And in class and on the elevator they'll, talk

about the whitey student. And they don't want a port of whitey.

They have to do this to draw their own strength. This is one

of the things that is very important in working with inter-group and

intea-group relations. And this is the kind of thing I would hope

social work would get hold of but often it doesn't.

Teachers should get it.

We have a Puerto Rican caucus at school and a black caucus. We

don't have any Chicanos but we have a demi-peer group, a semi-peer group.

The other night we had a confrontation with them. We all needed it very

badly. And they brought community people in and I got alt kindR of

threetening telegrams about there problems, like, "we demand you to

use our agency not,.'. So a few of us were at this meeting plug the

cosinunity people. There were a large number of Puerto Rican students:

Many more than I thought we h,i. There were ten case workere alone.

They were the least of the number. It Wds a terrible meeting with

fighting, sereamirgand ye/ling. It was very Puerto Rican. Anyway,

one of our black faculty membees who was invited for some role he was

carryirg in the school, was trying to make a point. And he said eome-

thing about ethnic minorities - -black and Puerto Rican. And the group

went after him and he wasn't able to say another word. They told him,'

"Do not mention black in this more, As a matter of foot, one of the

reasons the Puerto Rican caucus is getting so strong is their antipathy

not to the whites but to the blacks.

** Whatever makes us imagine that decades if not centuries of
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prejudice are going to be eradicated by some social problem--even a

major one? Let me ask a question concerning the only area we have

not dealt with. You've been very considerate in focussing on the

teacher. Now, what about the teacher vie a vie the social worker?

Do you want to give a message about a kind of collaboration with the

social worker--you know, senaititivy to the social worker and so on.

I think social workers have to do a job on themselves first. I

would be very loathe to ask of the teachers that they relate themselves

to social workers in the state social workers are in now. There's a

theme about that. I read an article called "The little white clinic

in the little red school house' and that's kind of what I mean that at

the moment I am not at all sure that social work practitioners under-

stand that the school s the central place in the community where all

people will go. I don't think they really understand. At least in

New York City, and I think also in Boston and some places on the east coast,

when the social worker relates to the school child who has a problem,

he gets critical about the school rather than support,.ve of the client.

4 Whatever happened to the school social worker?

A In this community they're up 125th street.

4 The way school social workers organize New York City is not

typical.

Up in New York state it's healthier.

I would feet that training teachers to know about social workers

is hardly a priority. I hope however, that they would know something

about social work - -how it operates and how it might relate to their

jobs. Vey should know something about the resources available - -in

particular for the economically disadvan&ged, a certain knotledge-

about public assistance and other income maintenance problems. It's

vital, I think, that a teacher should know they exist and know about

them because this is what she w/l be confronted with all the time.

* -But you see there I ooutdn't be paious to have them know about

social workers. I would want them to have a heavy does of whatever you

give in training that deals with attitudes. Thcy should be helped in

their attitudes about the people, social. workers work with. Probably

one of the moat destructive attitudes teachers have for example, is

e...bout the poor. This is particularly so about that group in the poor
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who are dependent upon public assistance. Teachers as professionals

react more conservatively to life than does the non-professional man

in the street--(I was going to say ultra-conservatively). In public

welfare, helping groups in the community deal with and Laderstand why

these people have a right to assistance, why tkcy have to be administered

to, why there has to be a governmental structure for it, the worst group

in the world was not the tax-payer group, not the businessman group, it

was the teachers in the flew York City school system. So to some

extent they do need to know about social workers' clients. But mabe

you are right, we are not ready for them to know about social work itself.

Another thing that is happening I think, is that the school

system itself is going to be interpenetrated by other agencies - -many

more than at present. In particular there will be an interpenetration

by parent assemblies. This .iill bring many different types into the

school system. As well, we have psychologists, social worke23,

probably sociologists, to te.ch the teacher what to do. The inter-

penetration of the school system is a problem. I'm juc.; describing

the situation.

It's happening, sure.

Now, social work has faced that in its own bailiwick as far as

other disciplines are concerned, and increasingly so in our faculties.

But then we start talking in social work at least, about how to speak

the language of these other disaiplvaes--to understand how to use them

as consultants and so on and so forth. I dare say you'll face the

same problem in schools in the ?O's. Therefore teacher training in

how to use other consultants will probably rival that of social workers'

--probably to a higher degree. What I'm trying to say is that the

teacher cannot any more be simply conceited in a sort of simple, tittle

red school house sort of fashion. That's out. That's impossible.

Therefore, teacher training will have to find means for enabling

teachers to have knowledo, skills and understandings of using others,

as esir use relates to their primary responsibility in the class.

Now to do that?--/ don't knows -we have our own troubles with it in

social work.

May I say something? In the first place I think that teachers

like other people, have pretty much the came general opinion of social
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workersthat is that those are the people who are low men on the totem

pole.

JI I thought teachers were.

No, social workers are much lover. We are the second oldest

profession)

There's something I would like to say about Headetart.

We began by saying Headstart is a program of educating--until Congress

said, O.K., let's c.ut it in the Office of Education. So then we said,

oh, no, that is not what we meant. This is child development, don't

get it in there. There were several reasons but ono of them was that

the whole education establishment is so ,such against any kind of change.

The education establishment makes change very difficult. As you go

around talking about the Headotart program co Boards of Education you

get only trouble. And teachers are pa-,t of this you know. They are

part of this systom you are talking about. It's part of the tradition

they 'understand' all this, so that when Je begin to talk about social

work and educational social workers and teachers, we have already a

built-in conflict. It's usually over who controls what in terms of the

child. And in the Headatart prograq, for example, the teacher is in

no doubt about it. This is her child. It seems to me that )ne of the

things we have to get in teacher training is an understanding that in

c sense each child really belongs to the community.

* There are taws about kidiapping/

and alt of us as professional people are working with

this child and his family.

** I. seems to in that this is the other side of the coin that wes

mentioned earlier; namely, if you define the teacher's role and make

it,'as it were, classroom specific, then presumably the teacher needs

to know about the social worker's role and his specific domain too.

Is that right?.

4 Yee.. And that they are both, as welt as the nutritionist, as

wall as the ,hySiaian, the dentist, whoever, really working with this

child together and that the child does not belong to any one of them.

I hope that you made that interprctation clearly in the context

of what I we saying. You said that the teacher belongs in the class-

room. That was not what I was saving. The teacher should take
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responsibility, total responsibility for what happens in the classroom.

That doesn't mean that the teacher is locked in there, and that the

teacher's only concern is within the Classroom.

The-point is that in the classroom the student is cast in a

particular role and that is not the whole of anyone's life. I was

just thinking about how complicated it would be to train teachers.

in the first place it's boring to tell them that the nutritionist

and the social worker do all these things. It seems to me one would

want to separate whatever one did on the classroom part of teacher

training from the other -- perhaps have a session or a unit or something

on the system:c community view, and what happens in the conrrunity, and

how the community divides itself up to be hel:oftl to families and

children, so that when the teacher is in the school she'll experience

the differences. I mean it'll be done conceptually.

** I think you are going to have a couple of problems, methodologically

though, because if you introduce teachers , who arc presumably going

to care anyway, to problems of hunger etc. so that they get disturbed

about them, they will say what can we do?

Yell, that's different.

4*
than it.ccc.ms to me you have to o2t for saying that here

are the things t1.at arc ivailaWe to 4..c, and leave it at that.

About the resources, yes.

* But I think that the problem of relating teachers and social

workers to these other professions ie realty more complex than tie way

is. which we have dealt with it. And it is complex because of the over-

laps and the inoreasirg difficulty in drawing boundaries around any

professional knowledge areas. They are so interrelated and that, I

think, nukes it difficult to say how the social worker is related to

the teacher, to the nutritionist and so on. I think, as we took ahead

in training of the professions, we have to.return to the problem that

we discussed before lunch, which concerned the professional culture, and

the way that people in the paet have had austenancethey had a

plaque to put on the wet' and all that. Now, what we have to do is to

ask people to identify with larger arenas. So the teacher would be

identified with a body of knowledge and .it's going to help her in her

task. But it's going to be all miad up with other knowledges that
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othdrs have.

Let's try this out for size. I was down south, and a physicist,

a university official, was interviewing me. He talked about social

work for a while, and then he said, I want to try out an idea on you.

He said that he knew from his university that there were a tot of

different professors in allied subjects. He saw the overlap so he

asked, why in the hell don' we have a school of related professions?

T was intrigued. There was a simple-Minded solution to a comp lee

Problem and it seems very attractive. If we're to lick this proLlem

in the 70's and 80's then the probability is that in some kinds of

training somebody better get started (maybe teacher training). We

ought to set up a system of training in which the inter-relationship

is central. Perhapa you would teach teachers within that context.

What I'm driving at is that you have to have a structuat change some-

where to achieve it.

4 4 Theoretically we are devising a system that will in fact

accomplish the purpose you have in mind.

You don't want to be in the position of tacking on. It's got

to be integral, and to be integral, you have to 'ook at the structure.

If you know what Emotion you want, you have to look at the structure.

The present structure that we have in universities--alt!.ou4h tie talk

'interdiscipline', it does not reflect interdisciplinary action in the

structure: So an ini:arminable number- of meel;ings between departments

are spent actually in guarding turf. This is because no university

adminiitration as yet has taken the risk and made a change structurally

that channets thinge eo they've got to be interdisciplinary.

I don't think you have to wait until you go to school to relate

education to related professions. I think you have already suggested

an answer.. In every university I know about, whether it's a school

of social work or schOol of ed4cation, we could begin training groups

together on oertain'arcas where tetichere could take courses in school

social work and social workers could

4 Some do

4 They do in a limit2d way.

But it's not the same thig.

'Ies'a limited exempla, inn't it?
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Very limited.

It's a very t'rritoria? thing.

And this may be one of the things in which Triple T in Missouri

can help both teach training and social work education.

You know, We very interesting, we keens jing teacher training

and social work education.

4* The distinction between training and education is extremely

significant.

It is.

And we wouldn't dream of saying social work training.

But we say teacher training and social work education and they

are both supposed to produce professionals.

I would like to say something about this business of differett

schools. At Howard University there are so many schools now that have

education for social welfare but, however, not in the way other people

do their things in terms of their own disciplines. One of the things

we are beginning to do is forming a coordinating committee for social

workers.

I have a reservation about all this - -it's very depressing. If

you put zero and zero together, as a mathematician will tell you, you

get zero. The state of the quote "human relations" sciences are not

that secure. One mania ptousible guess backed by some evidence against

anothei's haa low probability. I actld take any research (I'll be

egotistical about it), in social science today and fault it on any

number of logical or methodological grounds- -and I could attack the

conetuons as to its degree of probability. That annoys methat I

could say what I said annoys mebecause zero plus zero equals zero.

But you don't make the knowledge any harder by teaching it

collectively. But you might be on the right path.

A You know, I think one of the reasons for calling it teacher

training- -this is really a questionis because historically in this

country, tce have really seen the teacher as the transmitter of the

great American values. But we haven't really seen the teacher as an

integral professional with judgements and so forth. She's a kind of

a vehicle to the Board of Education. Somewhere, something with an

American flag hanging over it says this is what the kids have to Learn
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and you're the one who has to briv it to them. Now that's not a

professional role.

** I have WO comments. First, educators the-qeelves are concerned

with the label and oil:. talk freely about teacher education. They

hope the message will eventually get through to others. The other

thing is another kind of historical explanation. If you study the

davelopment of teacher training institutions you`/1 find that they

developed apart from universities. And I think it was the universities

that were concerned with making a distinction between their education

and those other training systeme.

Social work too?

Social work is an activity that prematurely professionalized

** Maybe teaching too? You had a point )u wanted to bring up.

O.K. I want to raise the idea of marginality. As we work with

people in social work, we see that some in the intra-group situation

are just marginal. In other words, they have tneir relationships to

significant others that are different in terms of the identification

of certain sub-groups. Within the Negro group there are some who

identify with this kind of on-going situation and others will identify

with that. And that is because they are p.mginal/y related to these

thing°. The teacher hate to realize that when ehe has groups within tha

classroom or anywhere, they are not atthat she sees. She has to get

some differentiation to understand them.

** So that a black one really a white one?

Could very well be.

* That's a. 'cookie'--black on the outside, white on the ineide.

A zebra.

(There's a black and white adVertizing agen ya that lows a

zebra motif :I

At one point earlier we talked about.goale--whet'a teacher or

trainer of teachers is tryi'g'io achieve. One of the things we need

to be conscioue of is whether the man We use for teaching and for

training and for educatien are consistent with the ends we want to

achieve.
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That leads to another pointwe are in fact teaching t'e teachers

of tomorrow with the teachers of yesterday.

And also, it bears on what the community that hires the teacher

really wants from the teacher and it has to be their decision and not

thot of teacher traine,'f, alone. But if the community really wants a

teacher who will educate, then they 12(4ve to be prepared for some

difficulties and most communities don't know that's what it men's.

* We have talked about community two or three dozen times today.

And when you named the groups that you have asked to come in, I was

aware of the fact that at no time did you talk about the community qua

community.

4.4 For this reasonwe did not know what it was.

Well, nobody else does.

You mean ae a sociological phenomenon or as a spokesman for

some people?

;$3 I understand the thrie T's, it has some component parts to it.

This T.T.T. busineSs at least in my university, has a policy committee

that is made up of the university, the public school administration, the

teachers, and the community. And the community block has parity with

the other three. After I got into this and you invited me to come,

I thought that I couldn't go over thrte to the University of

Missouri ignorant of the T.T.T. project at my or university, eo I

got them to tett me about it just yeLterday at lunch. Paw, they get

community representatives in the same way that we are going to get them

for community control groups--the same way social work is going to

get them representing the delivery of services. We don't know what

community is but we are going to get somebody.

Why is that such a difficulty?

I'm not saying it i8. I want to knot, what he

consortia representing quote "community".

* It ehould be the Missouri' community.

4* . O.K., but I'm going to have to give a complicated answer.

has in his

When

I first wrote the proposal,I believed the American statement of itself.

America is a technologically advanced society and demonstrably so.

?Men I asked the question, how did it become technologically advanced,

I cam f:o the oonlusion that it was because America usee expert.tse
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and attacke the problems of technology systematical/y, scientifically,

and empirically. So it seemed to me that if you are going to attack

social problems, then this is precisely the approach that should pay

off. So I decided to attempt to do that at this particular point in

time. Then I decided, rightly or wrongly, that expertise lay in

control of the people who had given lifelong thought to the nature of

the problem and possible solution. It did not reside necessarily (and

you'll forgive the amllogy) in the knowledge of the patient who although

he knows where he hurts does not necessarily know how to solve the

problem of the ache. This, rightly or wrongly, was my position. I

still adhere to it because I have yet to hear a -rational refutation.

I should add though that subsequently, in the meetings aasociated with

T.T.T.--when I was out of the country--we were subjected to intense

pressure to "involve the community". So now I've written into the

projectprovision for getting community representatives--whatever that

means, and perhaps having one or two community consortia. Now, my

pernonal position on this is that I do not see the logical justificazion

of the move. I see the political justification. I see that in order

to retain soma degree of viability within the whole T.T.T. program we

had to do it to accommodate tr).what was stated an a political need.

But I stilt don't see that it is necessarily going to produce (Any kind

of knowledge pay-off.'

I.don't agree with that.

* I do.

I don't think we should pass lightly over thia phrase "the

community; whatever the hell that is". I don't think we should accept

that. I believa that I made this point earlier, that the use of the

term i8 a misnomer, it is confusing. We use it as an euplemiem and it

obsaures. I think we ought to use a vocabulary that is descriptive of

what we realty mean. Now, if it were to involve customers who used a

particular service, O.K. I can define and might even be able to set up

a eystem where they would be genuinely reprReental. But to involve people

and Just eay comunity, I think is both bad and Misleading and there's

a lot of danger in it. .

* I'll buy that. "Put then the primary customers of the piblic

schools'are the kids. And the next group are the parents. Now, when
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I say I don't buy it, I don't tuy the proposition that the customers

do not have a level of expertise. However, they are defined--I say that

now and I don't care whether you are talking about the students or

the parents or the community leader in that order--thel have another

level of expertise that might bi as valuable in defining the content

or the direction of teacher training as the social worker, the linguists,

etc. ec. Now, I go back to something we said earlier--it is the

community (and now it may he the parents, or the teachers, ea, it may

be the politicians at the local 7 14 and I agree with you again, we

would %tore to be specific here, but for short I say the "community")

that is going to define the role of the teacher and that is going to.

reconstruct that educational system that we were talking about--even

fiough their expertise is at a different level.

AA Let me make points, One, that particular expertise can't

ba backed up by writing. So to this extent we would be relying on

the consortium information only--and we. would he vieims of our own

selection, The other point is that we really had a heavy hang-up

over the diagnosis of community, so we cou'An't decide on the influence

groups. Should we get Black Panthers? Should we get,. for arguments

sake, black businessmen? Should we get Nexican-Ameriaans? What.should

it be? It seemed to me, whatever community group we got,we would be

gourd to get a minority view of the position. So the utility of it

would:depend on whether we had been 'ucky enough to hit on where the

power source lay.

hIty I ask this question. There is one community group within

this system which is visible, reliable and constant, and all of it is

there--and that's the students. Are you going to them?

4* Not at the moment, no. But there is another point I should

make. 46suing we get out of our consortia, a definite direction land

ta will), when we start to develop our curricula, our teaching aids,.

our text books, our experience prescriptions, and so on, at that point

we must have as representative a sample of student judgements,

attitudes- student reality, if you like - -is we can possibly get. So

as far as commit!, involvement is concerned, we can see a much better

dustifYcation for bringing it into Ph...se II. It then becomes fully

incorporated iAto The program.
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I can see the validity of your point.

I don't because it runs counter to what I think we've learned

in social work education. Now, what you are saying is, at a give

point you will involve students, parents etc.?

4 Yes.

A But you will then be taking to them a position, a direction.

** We'll be taking to them a problem. For example, we might go

saying we want to develop in our program an understanding of Language

that allows our teachers to have some idea of cultural relativity

and to appreciate the part that language plays in the disadvantaged

comzunity. Then we say to the community, how can we get this? Let

us visit with you about your Language as it is used. Then admittedly

we take the position that we want to talk about language but we are

also .saying that it is your language, and how it feels to you, that we

want to talk about.

They are just identifying the problem.

You know, if you want to have a product accepted then I would

say it would be politically important that the people who are going to

have to accept it are involved now -- -but you do have a problem dacieing

who the consumers are.

It's a temporary, shifting population.

** If your question is, have I predefined within the role of the

educational institution, certain functions that we say sle have a right to

define because of our professional knowledge then the answer ie yes.

Now please argue with me. I'm genuinely concerned about this and I

recognize that I am taking what is, in many respects, an unpopular

position.

Can I say something? I think everybody is right!! Secondly, I

think one of the problems you are going through is again the matter of

professionalism and expertize and here I think that there may be some

rim not sure. I don't hold much of a candle to the

profeseiorkaiim th &g }nit one of the good things about professionalism

is that theoretically a professional pinqron, anyone of us, is supposed

to be able to see beyond our personal experience. I think that that ie

ate of the things that'would justify the selOotion of professionals.

It's more productive for him to have us all talk. Now, although we all
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uae anecdotee, the whole tenor of the thing is not only anecdotal. What

we know isn't from our 'experience' atone but from a collection of

experiences, theories, ideas, and educationthe whole thing. Now, if

you want to get something defined, I can understand simply saying that.

The thing I have found in working with community people, customers or

recipients of services, is that you need them absolutely to know what's

going to happen in the programs so that they really feet it will happen.

What happens is that you get, becauee of the nature of the thing, the

immediate response of the immediate person and that's why we have such

trouble finding the representative. They are everybody, because they

carry that personal thing that's been washed out of us. I don't know

if I said

It's the student probably who would give the most because he's

there with them. He's the captive within the system --.:td on a stable

tong term basis.

*4 If you can sample widely enough and

That's my point, within a school.

A* If you are encourzging me to turn it into a research design--

0.A% I've got delusione that my bag is researchand this certainly

isn't research.

You're wasting your timeit's all right, I'm joking.

** There's one piece of inforprtion I would like to cite as evidence

but I realize that I'm cheating when I arc. it. In our consortium with

inner city teachers we found that that eyetematicity was lacking. We

constantly had the same point reiterated. Issues tended to be the ones

most salient, and they tended to reflect popular opinion that everyone

knew about anyway. Of course, they demonstrated a great deal of.

conOiction.and concern but I'm afraid, no great ability in analyzing

their role in the system, within the organization. They were without

any marked awarenosa of the complexity of the whole special context.

To this extent it did not seem to be very rewarding.

oonfess to you I'm not convinced.

0.14%

The City Planning Commission in New York had this big meeting

and they brou174 together over a long period of time "all the experts'

where they unveiled the. plan. I was speaking and I had just finished
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delivering pearIsOf wisdom that I thought were going to go down to

posterity about Welfare aspects of city planning, when suddenly voices

from all over the room said; flDkoiN THE MASTERS' PLAN". Then they

came and took over the meeting. Now I listened to these gentlemen,

(they were very polite, they weren't going to attack me personally).

They pointed out that I just didn't represent the community and that

nobody had asked them in on that whole process. Now would you say

they're not the community? I'M not going to say there is a community,

but I an going to say that there are recommendetions in that plan that

effect the lives of people in sections of the city whose voice was

never asked for. They probably wou-On't say about welfare what "I would

say about it, but there W26 no input and that plan will never get off

the ground.

4* Let me make a point. Assume that you had asked for public

opinion. Then asauwe the plan was produced and along comes another

public that says, my voice wasn't heard. All you can do then is produce

a logical argment that says, you had your chance, mate, but you didn't

take it.

4 There's a basic point here. I believe that one of the things

that realty is a tremendous problem is unrecognised in the city today.

It is this very business that no matter which community, which group

of people you involve, there"sanothergraup. that says, we were not --

as a consequence I think a good deal of city action, of construction,

for example, has come to a haft.

* It is not an wisurmountable problem though--if we differentiate

the kirickOf questions we ask the different populations to be exports

about. You don't ask a man who Sias never, tasted cornflakes in his

what he thingSabout'cOrnflakeS. He'll give an opinion--no question-;-

but itwill be worthless.' So when you try to 'get soma idea of what

people "think on fundamental miters, You want to point the 'question

that you have acme reaion'to believe they have'sOMe experience with.

Af' if you are going to throw out any old question in a free for all

sty/e, that's not too bright.

EVen in teacher training thare are diverse groups that would

like'to be hoard, and I do think that part of our problcm is that no

matter which group you hear from, there will be another group that
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will disagree.

You knew, if Ray were to say to the social work profession, "T

heard this from social workers; they would disown us. "They represent

social work- -who says?"

4* Nov ever, a professional will recognize the viability of different

posit;ons. They might protest that theirs is not in there. But let me

make one point. This just occurred to me as a kind of poet hoc

rationalization. Tc some extent we do have the community represented

indirectly, in that ya: have contact with the community; and education

research has gone into the community; and educational opinion has been

sought in the community--our literature search documents it. To this

extent, the cony unity viewpoint, whether it has been articulated in

precisely the same form or not, is in there. Now I presume, and this

is a delusion of grandeur perhaps, that when our program is completed,

it can be logically defended and convincingly argued in such a way that

whoever raises a legitimate objection can in fact be answered. If he

can't, than we've got an inferior program. So I don't think that you

can just say the community wasn't there.

* I will be very ieterested at the end when you finish all this and

really have something to say to whatever community, about teacher

training, whether what you just said is going to be satisfying to them.

* But supposilg the Missouri people were to say to the communities;

''we tried this out, these are acme .of the l'eucs to be confronted in

teacher training, what more issues do you know? Do you think these are

issues?" It's not as total as you thought.

That's just saying add to it, add to it, and that's right.

* It is saying, for example, we have decided that language is part

of it, not what do you have to tell us about language?

It comes full cycle back to your problem. In our society I think

that it works this way--or should work this way: technicians, experts,

make their best judgements and presevt them. Then the channels have to

be opened, in a political process where decisions ore actually made on ,

all these plans--as in the New York discussions. Acceseability to the

political arena to discuss that report is open and has a evolving

mechanism - -it is rolling participation and that what you said is right.

This has been done in whole community participation. And I think.
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that at tid level of the initial input the quote "expert" has got to

be redefined, a new groups has to be coAsidered as expert. I don't

know how to toil you to get it in there, mil' agree that if you get

one group in then another group will say, wo are experts too, but you

are in a much stronger position having had a group in that were not

sociologists, social workers, eta. but who are for example, only

parents of children.

*4 0.X. It seems to me that the way teacher training is instituted

at Missouri, the university is protected at the moment. In fact, the

teacher training program is there and teachers are being produced. To

the extent that we reorganise a program Men is almost a domestic matter,

and the question that the community faces is, do we want teachers out

of that particular program or not.

I must remind my colleagues here that there is a group in our

profession that is saying that stale-ter of social work cannot legitimately

train social workers because the consumers of the services do not ha'

a role in the training. Swim's latest pamphlet says precisely that!

Stop the world I want to get off!

To make a complete parallel this is where the intervention will

have to come into decisions about training teachers.

I would like very much to v7tch this.

4 The point I want to rake is that I don't think you should ignore

a political reality. This is a growing trend.

** I think the logical issue becomes, in your judgement is the action

being taken in getting 'involvement' going to give a substantive pay-off

or a goocbill pay-off. I think that's the name of the game.

4 You nrmed it 6mactly earlier. That's why earlier I agreed with

you when you said that in the paitical round it is important to io it.

But is it exactly what you need to get your content started?

* .i'have. a question about acceesability to becoming a teacher. Are

you &all:Iva:3h the financial conditions, eligibility of environments,

are you studying that in your teacher program.

4*

That's something that the quote "community" is very much interested

in.

4* O.K.
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Do you t.tonsider urban-rural?

No, we arbitrarily cut off at urban, However, I think that we

will find coming out of each of the investigations what you might call

basic educational principles. In particular they will include, it

seems to me, (yOu made the point earlier), that the privileged and the

underprivileged sorely need special treatment in comprehending of the

nature to this very complicated society of ours.

I would just like to get this on the tape. When I first received

the letter-from the University oftlissouri, I was a real sceptichere

goes some more of that fancy, crazy stuff with people locked up in a

room. Now, having gone through the experience, I just wish very much

that we could devise in our field, in social work education, some of

the same kind of input. I don't know if you have got anything, but I

got a tremendous tot from the exchange

I said, as much as ten years ago when we were starting off

community organization, let's hole -p in a room with some other. people.

I only had one effect - -on the curriculum advisory committee in New York.

I started off that project in that way. For the advisory committee

we got out of the social work bag. That was a struggle. We should do

more of this.

Yes. I really want to know what you do and what hopper). I

hope you got some useful input from the social work view.

** Well, there will be a document produced on this, and you'll get

a copyfor your sins! We don't yet know whether we will be funded into

the second phase. However, even if we do get stopped we will have

documentation on how the problem is seen from a number of perspectives

at this point in time. We will have some insights from experts that

ale obviously relevant to education. I will apologize in advance for

the injustice I'll do you all in that doe,ment but I'll he trying

desperately hard not to. As an earneet of my good intentions, I would

like to get my eincere appreciation of your discussion here, onto the

record. Mi thanks to you all.

9 4
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SECTION II

Thia'seetion contains the greater part of the materiel -t,Istracted

during the literature search. The items are presented alphabetically

(by author) according to the following convention. The bibliographical

data comes first. Next comes a brief descriptive statement of the

nature. pf.the.item. Then, under "A", are listed any data supported

points, or any pointa known to be data supportable. Under "B" ate

lister assertions made in the source material but which appear to be

data free. Reeommendations made by authors follow, under the "C"

heading. Finally, where the abstractor has seen fit, some comments

are listed under "D". These mostly indicate what other information is

contained in the source item.

It-will be. remembered that the abstractors were graduate social

workers and their social work orientation, as we intended, 'will have

influenced their judgements. However, an educational requirement

placed'ori them served to.focus their attention also. We required the

searchers to. base their selection on whether or not they as social

worker*, felt-tik. inforMation before theM could be thought to be

germane,ieven.renotelygermane, to the teacher of urban disadvantaged

children., -In so far as they thought that there was information, here

that the 'teaPher, Or the trainer of teachers, of disadvantaged children
. .

ought to know or appreciate, they were to include it.
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Sahel, Y., W. Madaus, and Alvin Winder. "A motivational approach to
compensatory education," Social Work, 1968, 13(2), pp. 16-24.

Description of counseling aspects of "Upward Bound" a residential
program for under-achieving 9th and 10th graders from law SES
leVels.' L.:

C. Purpose of counseling was a realistic increase in students'
level of.aspiration and motivation toward educational goals.
Three problem areas were managed:

.1. The students' negative attitude toward authority and his '
consequent: alienation. Alienation consisted of both
student's feeling of estrangement from school's educational
goal and his estrangement fron'seeing the fulfillment of a"
promise of a tangible career involving educational
commitment.

2: Student's low capacity-far verbalization and self-expression.
3. Student's lackof role models for educational goals.

These characteristics were counteracted by three major forms of
organization built inLt, the program:

1. Strong student government opened way for mutual trust and
cooperation between students and administration.

2. A committe for evaluation of students for whom dismissal
had been Sugkested. This body in practice did primarily
counseling, evaluating students on various criteria, and
involving cheer in the eyaluation.

3. Group counseling with A medor goal, of treating an atmosphere
in viaich members.would.feel free to express conflicting
attitudes toward the selection c: rejection of an educational
future; feelinga'nf alienation and conflicts over authority.

The program provided an attoaphere of fieedom and-tare from interested
adults. Students were not setced to passively accept society's
educational goals but to explore both these goals and the possibility
of making their own choices activlly.

Bernstein, Saul, Alternatives to Violence: Alienated Youth and Riots,
Race and Poverty, New York: Association Pres-, 1967.

Descriptive study. Ito conclusions and inferences regarding alienated
youth of minority groups are based on 289 interviews of youth workers
in nine cities

A.1. characteristics of alienated youth (from secondary sources):
a. inadequate family bnaground
b. dropouts
c. in- frequent police trouble
d. irregularly employed
e. much drinking ani drug use
f. produce illegitimate children
g. spend most of waking hours on the streets
h. have deep cynicism about the system and future.

S.1. Belief in social action and participation in civil rights
movement by these youth is limited as they felt that quick
results are an emotional need for them and civil rights goals
are tea remote.
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2. These ghetto youth have little faith in change via social
action.

3. Nonviolence theme is not acceptable to them as they appear to
feel need to retaliate or ar eye for as eye basis.

4. The impact of civil rights movement on them has heightened
their sensitivity to racial slums, produced greater suspicion
and a changed sense of identity (more self respect).

5. The impact of air,i-poverty programs on them has been slight
and they are seen 89 believing it has meetly failed to dent
poverty.

6. The youth see the JOL Corps as producing no significant results
with the Neighbourhood Youth Corps doing better but not
involving enough youth.

7. Feelings of these youth conaerning race and nationality are
judged to be:
a. they have great pride in their race,
b. there is inconclusive evidence as to whether anti -white

feeling among them is increasing.
C.Z. We need a multi-faceted approach to poverty--including increased

income, better education, greater opportunities, improved
living conditions, and more services to the poor.

2. We must create more and better jobs not merely offer training
for present jobs.

3. We need a guaranteed annual income instead of demeaning,
stigmatizing public welfare systems.

4. Education should put emphasis on preventine the formation of
an attitude of hopelessness in either teachers or ghetto
children,
a. Need smaller classes,
b. Need teachers dedicated to the slum child;
c.. Need flexible aud imeginative administratien,
d. Need moieschool social workers,

More extensive hiring of neighborhood youth and adults meet
tt,e needs of alienated claldren,

5. We need public works programs with on the job training by
private business.

6. Inereasid hiring of ghetto youth.
7. Hiring of ghetto youth for community service jobs in health,
-.socialvelfare,,education, recreatiou, ete.

Bernstein, Seel. Youth on the streets. New York: Association Press,
1964. ,

"This book is about youth groups at the social and economic bottom
of our society, disturbingly alienated from the mdddle-class
community. Most of them have come from minority backgroupds, such
se Negro, Mexican - American, Puerto Rican an others. What are they
doing,Ippiing, and thiniOng? What are the patterns of their
groupings and with. What bearing en delinquency? How do a life and
the future look to them? Mee are major questions to which the book
is addressed."

B.I. lubiower and Minority class youngsters have no access to or
they'cannot offectively utilize educational, finanCial; and

92 \c-
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social opportunities, to achieve personal satisfaction and
status.

a. Home and neighborhood-influerc:1 often are in conflict
with those of institutions which represent the general

..community (e.g. school, dolice) resulting :n a youngster's
p7rception aiut upward roads are blocked.

b. In, some cities not only are there no legitimate opportunities
for upward mobility, but there are increasingly few
illegitimate ones, e.g. via the rackets.

2. In many lower-class neighborhoods there is a relatively stable
sub- culture in which forms of criminal and delinquent values
are accepted as the norm.

a. Models for children groaing up in these neighborhoods, the
standard bearers, behave according to this normative standard
end pressures for the children to conform to the models are-
great.

b.. The illegal-oriented sub-culture is never pure; hence, the
children within the neighborhbod are exposed to some

. individuals who, have law-abiding standards; also, the larger
community .(e.g. schools) influences the children - the
influence stay be negative for the most part, but it is felt.

Negative attributes often pinned to Negroes are often more the
reuult of poverty than of color.

4. A relatively new,phenomena occurs in the US: poverty surrounded
by hil.;hly visible affluence and the general nearness of the poor
to the productwof prosperity.

a. This phenomena is responsible for the tension which develops
between the aspirations created in poor youngsters and their
impoverished resources for legitimately obtaining expensive
things.

. .

b. However negatively the poor child might perceive.the middle-
class person, and the middle- class ideas, the rewards of
themiddle7claos- are attractive to him.

5. "Hostile, autlower-claes'yo:ngsters de not respond favorably to
-pretty. speeches. They are reached by concrete evidence in the
mainstream of their experience."

6. Youngsters in the oublower.-classes have more difficulties
moving into adulthood,

. .

a. Independence from.parents comes earlier for this child than
a middle-class child but other dimensions of adulthood are
:42sfusing.

b. Marriage and a regular job are central goals, yet the. route
to these has become increasingly educational; many of.these

' youngsters are'high 'tictiooi:droP outs and the roue 10:
therefore blocked for them,

'

; After'maily, repeated failures in school, thS'youngOtAr Acquires
negative feelingS'for'sehoot and his experience there and he is
apt to.regarrieturaing for still'another try os.b6peless.

71 WteferenCe tothe"bort bostild; Sublowerclassyouth groups:
a. Tbey'haVe generally 6peridnced repeated rejection'by various

representatives of the general commWty.
bOlemhers.have damaged sense of self worth._
ct They feel that most of tha-Vrespectable" world is against

them.
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d, They have models and precedents for their belligerence.
e. They cannot emotionally tolerate the risk of profit and loss

in conforming.
f. Fear of rejection is grert.
g. Security is found in group aggression.
h. Many-youths in these groups are highly undisciplined and

are able to exert, relatively little control over their
impulses.

i. They "crave" excitement and are weak in the ability to
anticipate the consequences of their behavior.

8. These youngsters do not see education as desirable in itself;
they can see education's utilitarian value, e.g. getting a job;
"however, why go through the effort".

9. Lower - class youth and their families are often strongly affected
by population movement.
a. Many people have.come from rural areas in which they did not

learn or prepare to deal with the confusion and complexity
of a modern ghetto.

b. Often education in rural areas was inadequate.
c. Latin-Americans have ar additional linguistic problem.

10. Lower-class female has "an arduous and even bleak existence.
She tends to feel very much exploited."

11. What often seems to middle - class eyes to be bizzare dress may
mean to the youths an. identity outlet in that bizzare dress is
clearly.visible and rebellious against the standards of dress
of the lar,er community.

12. Among these pore hostile youths, being-smart; outwitting others,
pulling clever wisecracks at someone's expense are highly
prized attributes. .

13. Psychologically these youngsters grasp and can be infleenced
. by the -very specific and concrete..:

a. At least in initial work with these youngsters, abstract
ideas e.g. honesty, industry, etc., are not meaniagfel..

. .6. Their life experiences have tau3ht them'to;be distrustful
and, onlyitangible evidences are acceptable.

c. If one suggests a change in anti-social behavior, specific
Alternatives mustThe made availatle. .

14.. A characteristic ofthese youths! behavior patterasis'to
.project the blame for any difficulties they might experience
onto others. -

.15, Low selfaeateem is characteristic of these'youths, also.
16. "On the centuries - old free will.- deterMinism issue, many of

,rtheae youngsters have, perhaps withaUt-being'conscidus of it,
taken the position that the areas in vitiieh choice tan be

. exercised; in wIlichlree and intelligent declsiont can be made
and followed, are very small.. Ther;aro, for The 'moat part,

.controlled -and driven by. circumstances, conditions, values and
feelings, without sufficient apportunities for intelligently
thinking about-thcaices and values, which is the eseence of
human dighity4I1 ;

17. The school. is recognized by many of-these youths as the way out,
. but the school intrinsically lacks appeal for themvit is the

scene of failure and iruatration; these youths contribute heatily
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- .to,,theLdrop-out class, but many schools have found this partic-
ulpr kind of youngster so difficult, thst in some instances
these youths are school "pushouts".

18. In order for these youtl..9.0-."givc-up" self And society
destructive behavior, they must be motivated to give up what
they consider important for wasting their time in school.

.a. This means a trensformation.in values and behavior; this
transformation requires patience, faith, and skill.

.b. This also means developing a school program which makes
sense to these, kids and interpreting the personalities and

. problems cf these kids to school administrators
c,.This may also mein providing for these kids a decent place

to study in, since their home environment may be lacking in

19. Helping (helpful) relationships with the type of youngster here
considered have a fairly typica?. cycle.
a. The relationship or relating cycle usually begins with youtn

being suspicious and with their engaging in much testing of
adult figure. "We'll show you how bad we are, and then let's
see if you still.caro about us.",

b. 0ccasipmally, there may be a period of a kird of honeyMoon
behavior initially, with the youths fearing to ShOW:anything
ugly in themselves.

c. Worker must demonstrate to. the youngsters that it is not
neceosery for them to continue their performanceor this
behavior.

d. Worker communicates the delicate distinction between
disapproving certain. kinis of behavior _,.nd liking and
accepting youth as people; they can grasp this.'

20. These children are typically,in need of the type of relationship
which would have evolved with a good parent, including abiding
interest,, regularity in living routines, sharing troubles and

814rP9rt%during stress.:
21.,Many.of this type of youth are confused in the area'of-eez

identification end a meaningful experience with adequate, strong
adult nontributes to youth's sense of who and what he is.

22. Goals relating to authority 'ith this type of youth includes
,preyenting.incidents,whiMh-are damaging, help them tolerate'
reasonallle control,. end,to help,them internalize authority so
that they can develop their own controls.
1,17he.healthier of these.youths hays impulses to mature which

,ete responsive to appeal. :
.

b. Crisem can be utilized, emphasis on painful consequences of
lack oontrol. . - -

c, itawardq.for restraint:are,available: social approval and
eonsequence.for such control. .-

23. "Ate .talk andtough.talk frequently id an attempt-to hide deep
lack in eelfconfidence and. poor self-image..

24. Faily troubles oftewgive,the'youth feeling: that parents don't
respect him and also that his family ifs "shoddy ".'

15. Poor occupational models in familfand neighborhood, lOw
tolerance for authority, and perceived low expectationi of them
by,others, youths acquire unrealistic pereeptions, poor Work
habits, tow impulse control and inaptness in finding and keeping
jobs. 5
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Billingsley, AndieW and Amy'Tate Billingsley, "Negro family life in
America," Social Service Review, 1965, 29,310-319.

B.1.. Northern diacrimination against Negro is not so-much overt
efforts to discriminate an deprive Negro of opportunities
(as it is iothe South) but rather an inability to grasp need
for special community efforts to overcome pervasive poverty,

,social isolation and psychological alienation in Negro ghettos.
2. The relative absence of significant role models occupying

major positions in the crucial institutions of socialization
and social control presents obstacles of Negro families who
would like to have their child "be somebody".

3. The Negro child cannot see himself in authority figures awl
positions of power and influence; the child's effori:a.to deal
with autonomy crises are severely restricted.

4. One of most'Crippling handiCaps in Negro Americans' experience
is a deep-seated sense of inferiority; this feeling derives
from being simultaneously separate from and yet dependant upon
the structure of society. . .

5. Each Negro child must develop persona/ means of coping with
the problem of being Negro in a white society; among such
coping mechanisms employed are protest; accomodation, and
denial.

6. Current Negro revolt is a statement of self-worth which rejects
the gl:ineral statancrq of Negro inferiority.

Burchinal, Lee G. and Siff, Hilda, Rural poverty. In Louis A. Ferman,
Joyce L. Kornbluh, and Alan Haber (eds.), Poverty in America. Ann
Arbor: The University of Michigan Presa, 1965.

A description of rural poverty.

B.1. Some rural areas are scenes of intergenerational poverty,
poor schools, and Lack ofcommunity opportunity.

2. Educational levels of rural residents still lag a .lot behind
those of urban residents.

3. School dropout rates are not significantly different between
urban and rural populations, but far fewer rural youths

, continue their education beyond high school.

Chethick, Morton, et al, quest fur identity: treatment of disturbed
Negro children in a predominately white treatment center," American
Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1967, 37, 71.

A descriptive Article.

ti.L Prejudice-affects every Hero American's sense of:identity;
At,fesult in internalized feelings of inferiori:cy, self-
hatred, and lack of self-esteem.

2. Preyalent etereotynes.laid down by white-dominated society
give impetus to the ptejudi,za and hence to the effects of it.

:3. In clinical,treatment of Negro. children, severaLelear,
dominant end repeated ways of reacting to the.seXf-picture
created by prejudice, etc. emerge:

..a..There is A periodof reacting dominated. by hyper-race
consciousness in which the child shows special sensitivity,
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as if.child waits for and anticipates,,constant "blame" for
being Negro. -.

b. For the Negro child, the ostracism of the wider, white-
::dominated onomunity lends support for him to-laMe his
:problems upon his color.

c. There ie alsoa period of reaction dominated by "color-
blinddess" in which the child attempts to deny any difference
in himself and tric.4 lo be like all of the other children
id treatment.

-d;:There is-also a neriod of "loyalty conflict" for the child.

Chilman, Catherine, Growing Up Poor, Washington, D.C.: Welfare
,Administratiod, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

-1967.
. .

. ,

A review and analysis of ree :arch on child-rearing and family life
patterns of te,very poor ccapared to cqAimal child development
and family stability RatLrns (generally middle-class).

A.1. Evidence strongly suggests that the very poor, more than other
graups;'tend to'empley child-xiaring and family life patterns
that aremaiadaptive tb e.ur society in these areas: mental
healtn; educational achievement,-aocial acceptability, "Idoral"
behavior and faaily stability.

2. Childrearing patterns charaCteristic'of vary poor families:
a. misbebavior-regarded'in terms 'Of-concrete outcomes, reasons

for it not considered, blame projected on others.
b. lack of goal*conititMent and belief 'in long-range aucCess:'

main object is to keep out of trouble.
.

c. sense of iMpOtence in hiOdling child's behavior and 1PotLer
areas. . _

d. diecipliae harsh, inconsistent, physical with limited
verbal cOmmtiniCation control-largelyphysical.

e. authdritarian reefing methods With mother chief child -care
1-'agentand)father (who -L-Often out of the'home) largely a

punir4ve figure.
.

-1.-ldwparentatI:telf-esteem and eense-of defeat.
:-.1argeladillies,' more imptilaiVe,' narciesistiC parent
behavior; O4ientation'to "excitement and abrupt: early
yielding of independence."

h. repressive punitive attitude abot: sex, and sex viewicas
as'exploitatiOn relationship:-

i. alternating encouragement andtestriCtion of aggression
primarily related to consequences ogaggression for parents.

j. distrust of new experiences, constricted life, rigidii:y.
high-rates of:baritil Conflict'and family breakdown.-

1. acedMeilo aChiewemenencit highly'valued- and feaf and distrust
cf the school eystem'preValent. '

th's post' Who 4ppear to eMploy maladaptive patterns,
bbcause Middle-class standards are applied to the very peer.
.lech tends t'or-condeMon them to thiapositioh, yet "for
'=411cteas in our middle -class approaches Seem to be mote

functional. . .

LThe very peer fail to receive their share of benefits from

,9
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the socio-economic system, mostly because of the System itself
'. which has a complexity of limits to free participation in it.
3. The subcultural adaptation to poverty seems to interact with

the povertysituatiot to'perpetuate lower-lower class status.
4. Emotional depression may-be.the -prevalent life-Style of many
-:lower -lower class members and that'it has 'its 'origins in
..overwhilming anxiety associated with'the almost constant
powerful frustratiots and threats which surround the slum
dweller from infancy to old age.

5. Depressive-reactions, confusion over'identity and use of
various mechanisms for self-expressive escape more prevalent
and *.,ore pervasive in men of lOWer-lOwer class since pressures
for Obtaining unobtainable occupational Succesiare-greacer
than on the females.

6. The situation of poverty shapes child-rearing patterns that
ere adaptive to the poverty environment; parental patterns in
line with middle-class view olgood Adjustment might result
in. poor adjustment to poverty environment.

7. Hypothesized that the more dramatic, expressive, impulsive
personalistic life style often found among very poor may be a
defense mechanism for coping with overwhelming anxiety related

:-to pervasive hopeless depressionform of severe frustrations
and rejettions. More acceptable'and healthier defenses
(sublimation, rationalization, etc.) are not readily available.

C.1.'It seems necessary to, utilize twin'prograne.to
a. help a large group'of the very poor re-adapt'its life

styles to more effective patterns, Mel,
b. to concurrently implement massive changes inthe poverty

situation itself.
2..We need not only enrich educational experience for very yOung

children in low income families but also we need to experiment
further with enrichment experience for older groups inclUding
adults.

3'.Specific intervention etrategies'thatmight be tried inClOde
expanding services ln the "slum school" such as Offering
school breadfasts, bathing, laundry and clothing 'services as
well -`as aficz tchpol recreational add 'attdy Prograiatu
'Complement what the parents Cat offer:

4. Possibly small health, education and welfare unite Should be
set up in such schools as referrals not allays Possible:or
carried through.

Cohen, Jerome, "Seidel work And the culture of poverty," Social Work,
1964, 9, 3-11,-: : '

DesCriptive Article.
.

B.1. Lower class is defined as that Portion of popUlatiot which
sufferecteverepoVerty as a'reSult Of unstable enpioYment and
the lowest paid service and unskilled work.

!2.:-Poverty produces-mote readily identifiable patterns of
,.. behavior: -d:: - :..

3. Lower class individuals experience high drop out rates from
school; not only because they must hell economically but also
because the school system is organized around the learning
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.,styleof the more advantaged child.
4,,The.disadvantaged have a relative inability todefer gratifies-

, ,,tippLin many areas oftheir;aocisl functioning.
,5. -The lower-class individual has little opportunity for mastery

and mastery's anxiety-rcduciog,function
a, There are leviavtammeptionato the absence of mastery; e.g.

being a good delinquent .offers a type of maetery and serves
to prevent completely damages sense of self -worth for low-
income youth.

b.:a sense of shame often accompanies limited sense of mastery
and this .shame often leads to hostile-aggressiveness of
destruction of abilities to trust others.

,6..The mere fact of living in poverty leads to questions about
self-adequacy and alsot to a questioning of societal values.

;.7. The "brave front" often seen among this class is protection
against a core, of deprespion which, is a natural consequence of
.living iu poverty conditions.

8. Betrayed confidence was built on false assumptions.
9. Unfulfilled expectations. of love and happiness further. lead to

self- debasement; the greater the sense'of expectation, the
greater..theauxiety is, likely to be.

.

10. ,Withdrawal and suspicion are.comaon characteristic behaviors
. in this class; investing (taking a chance) simply hurts too

much.. .
.

11. It is extremely important that when offering opportunities
., for achievement, these opportunities must. be offered with

carefully planned assistance so as to maximiz.:, likelihood of
success.

Cohen, Wilbur 4., !.(A. ten-point program to abolish poverty," Social

Security. Bulletin, 1968, 31, 3-13.

Quality preschool opportupities.are essential ior disadvantaged
children i1. they are ever to:heve the. hope of:succeeding in

.regular classroom studies...
A.1, Less th:y one -third ofAmerines 12.5 million children between

the ages of 3-5-are enrolleOin nursery schools or kinder-

2. The. proportion. of low income .families enrolled is even lees
than the average.

3. H)re than 1 million students a year fail to complete HS.
:8.1. Unless low-income children haye,the opportunity to learn and T'

develop skills they will not only be poor children, but will
face the high possibility of being poor adults and bearers
end rearers of poor children.

C.1. Urovide quality preschool opportunities for disadvantaged
uhildreni 1640 early :learning experiences must-be, provided
:nor them. , .,- :, :

2.; There.mmst be_improved Job opportunities for poor youth as
well as programs that will increase their earning capicity.
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Dentler,11Vo-W. Mackler, and M. Warshouer (ed.) The Urban R's. New
. York:. Frederick-A. Praeger, 1967.

Research.

B.I. The mental.scyle' of the diaadvantnged according to Frank
Riessman is summarized as follows:
a. oriented to the physical and vislel rather than the aural
b. content,-centered rather than font- centered
c. externally oriented rather than introspective
d, problem-centered-rather than abstract-centered
e. inductive rather than deductive
f. spatial-rather than.temporal
g. slowi-careful, natient; persevering (in areas of importance),

rather than quickielear, facile
h. prefers gomea'and action raJter than tests
i. has an expressive rather than instrumental,orientation
J. follows pattern of Onetrack thinking and unorthodox

learning rather than "other-directed" flexibility
k. uses words in relation to action rather than being word-

boundbound (inventive word power and lip" language).
od the basis of these, .Reissman Ouggeate' the following -for
curriculum innovation:
a. adapt the Montessori methods, which have a strong sensory -

motor orientation.
b. segregate sexes in early grades, since boys are more

antagonistic and their work is poorer.
-c. teacher4ponaores:each child sees a.-:other teacher_ for '

half an hour per week--to talk as a friend.
d. role-playing as central method of instruction.
e. competition e.g. spelling bees, contests, etc.
f. special simmer session program especially for those most

in need.

g. reading materials using "hip" language as a transitional
technique for motivation and stimulation.

h. paper textbooks own and to mark up.
J. -experiment with the new British phonic augmented Roman

alphabet.
J. films appropriate for low income groups and for preparing

. teachers. ,

i.:trala.guidence vorkers and teachers in special methods 0.1
"learning analysis ".

, 1 1 : :

Doverman, Max. ."Teday!sjegal revolution: the.reformation of.social
welfare," Social Service Review, 1966, 40, 152-168.

Descriptive Article.

B. Life conditions of ooverty ani racial ContainmentJnon-aelf-
impose0,generatiy inferiority, hopelessness, frustration, rage
and;ilienation wnich in turn generate anti - social behavior, low

.:404satiOnal Attainment, apathy, hedr'In, broken marriages,
.child ,neglect, unwed parenthood.

.1
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Funnye, C, an&a.? Shjffman. "The imperative of doghettoization: an
answer to given and Cloward," Social Work, 1967,..).2(2), pp. 5-11.

Theoretical.

A. . "Separate.but equal".schoois thAsis is fallacious and an.
' 'impossible achievement.

A.1. Theoverriding consideration demanding repudiation of Piven
And'Cloward Is the real and dangerous psychological damage
createdhY ghetto existence.

2. Ghette.residents recognize the implivrion of'undesirability
and inferiority conveyed by forced separation.

3. "Recent studies" have shown that the quantitative dollar
difference between ghetto andnon-ghetto schools:is insigni-
ficant: the difference mainly lies in the ghetto child's lack
of self- confidence, which prevents him from finding value in
education,

C.1, Rapid and deliberate deghettoisation, integration in schools
and housing.

Geisman, L.L. and ;41 Sorte, Michael A., Underaletling the Multi-problem
Family: a Cqnceptual Analysis and Exploration in Early Identification.
New York: Association Press, 1964.

Research study inn NeW Haven COnn., housing project of 75 lower
class families, comparing stable and disorganized families to pin-
point basic characteristics of the multiOrobleM'faMily.

The "multi-problem. family".operational definition is a family with
disorganized social functioning with regard to.
1. relationshipn.inglide thr, family, .

2. relationships. .outside the family and
. -

3.task.performance in areas of health, economic and household
maintenance.

CTiteria for evaluation are: .levele of family functioning rated on
a at:ability-disorganization continvum from adequate (behavior in
line with community.expectations), marginal (nor sufficiently
harmful to justify,interventieu).to inadequate (the community has
the right to interven).

Ad.-The faMllieAshelomostdisorganization and greateit instability
in the area of interpersonal relationships, especially among
faMily members, With greater adequacy is the'phyaicai maint-
enance of the family group.

2. There is a general lack of family cohesiveness in the problem .

family,' both between the parents and chilEcten and .there' is a

lesser degree bf.familY eoliditity.'
r

3. The adequate family is better able to deal.with a-stress
situation in terms of action or attitudes of family

-,-tobeshtneits..' ' '
. . -

4:'Tbbibilbtlem family members appeaftO have.eitablished a set
Intektolationships thaf furtheri the 4iiintegrating pattern

'-litl-remoWew any possibility of communication and understanding
within the family, and leads to inability to'perfori familial
jobs adequately.

5. The problem family group has a smaller total income and is more
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likely:to be:supported by public:funds, such as ADC and relief.
6. The largest differences between the two groups are in the area

of intra-familial functioning and the individual behavior of
fatily.members;Atems withiittle.discriminatory power included
use'of church, saurce.of iLcome, physical conditions of the
home;-informal associations, job situation, and use of
community resources (except health agencies).

7. There are factors in the earlier life cycle which may
differentiate stable from unstable families: behavior of
families in orientation and the early functioning of the
families in procreation.

8. The multi-problem families were characterized by an early
partnership between the man and the woman, greater agr
differences, a shorter acquaintance before marriage, more
conflict daring-the.acquaintanceship period, more premarital
pregnancies, and less realistic expectations regarding married
life.

9.. Values and expectations of patents differed, with wives of
the more stable families ha/ingplaced a higher children and

, positive attitude toward preguancy.
10. Absence of realistic expectations -and planning for the future

more characteristic of disorganized families-.
11. Spacing of births differed subdtartially with wore planning

for children done in the.s:able families.
11. Problem families were found to be younger with fewer of the

-children out of the home and independent.
13. Multi-problem femilira are predominantly poor families though

'it is not a sufficient cause for this deviant behavior.

G,chros, Jean S. "Recognition and use of. anger..in negro clients,"

Social Work, 1968, 11(1),Av. 28 -34.

B.1. There AA no negro of, anygroUP'whia'haS not been 'affected by
.

prejudice, and who does.ndt harbor Some resentmant; it is
Merely a question of the degree to which hostility is twined

..

into.,self-hatred, acted out, deliberately disgilised, repressed,
and/orturned-into apathy.

2. If thanger and hate which are iherd are not recognized and
dealt with, they'doom to failure the best-intentioned attempts
at belP..

3. Not only relationshipp ari-affected.. If the-

negre seee the white worker as the. "eneny", he see the

negro authority figure as something worsethe collaborator
with. the enemy.

C.1. It is essential .to explore racial attitudes quick/y and
directlY.ai ageneral rule rather than as an exception.

not demand'inmediate rationalicY.
If.:!intglecrual" disCussion is engaged In it cleat be with

CoiPleta hOnesty. White should not suggest "understanding"
. . which they cannot, feel a priori. IntellectUal'discVssion is

Useful.
. , ,

a. in prOviding a leaf+ eht.Pateninkopening into an uncomfortaLle

b: fin'setring up ground rule's.
. ,
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?tf. Don't deny the validity of just complaints against the
institution. ,

5. VOicing:anger.isa.lt an end in itself; but should be combined
Arith help in changing environment, not just accepting it.

- '6. There could be no more meaningful demonstration.of.whites'
'convictionsthan,te form an-alliance with clients that
endeavors to undermine elements in the agency or community
thsi:"prevent them from realizing their full potential.

Haggstom, Warren C. The power of the poor. In Louis A. Fermaa, Joyce L.
Kormbluh, and Alan Haber (eds.), Poverty in America.' Ann Arbor:
The-University of Michigan Press, 1965.

Descriptive Article.

F....I,. The poor have a "keen sense of thepersonal" and the concrete;
interests are generally restricted to self, home, and
neighborhood.

. 2. There is a particular stress, among the poor, on the intimate,
the sensory, the detailed.

3. Problem of survival is more basic than problems concerning
moving up the social ladder. -

4. Poor tend to' value skills required to cope with deprivation
and uncertaint* more than skills needed:to make pror.ress.

5. Poor are caught in present and do not plan much.
6. The poor have little sense of the past.'
). They find it. difficult to delay gratification :or postpone

satisfaction.
8. The poor hold much envy, hostility, and egotism toward those

who have peoupered.
9.,Outsiders are seen as risky and threatening.

10. The poor attribute causality to external-fortes.
11. In any rapidly rising industrial. society, e.g. U.S. in former

period,theretypicallyerisee some form of the "Self-help"
doctrine, Comrebn core of such a doctrine is:' a parson is

. seen af good to the .extent, to which he has assumed responsibil-
ity fOr and completed his potentialities in reaching distant
sosls; with enough effort anyonels peen at, being capable to
:attain these:goals and no special ability is see;* as pre-
requisite. -

12. In View ofthie,doctrine, in that anyone given enough time can
Makalt,Ybeing_pboi.can have eitter of two meaningi;
S. poverty was originally regarde6 as the accOmpiniament of

highest character development: - - '

b. on the other hand, prolonged poverty might Signal a
iChatacter'difeCt, lack of will power,

ii ibe,ISOOrAO'b4aievdeOendent were 7ineicusable,Ai.e. because
of 'the'petson4i worth ofthn poor; according id the doctrine)

....,,,,..11.14the'd*RendenCy seen MLA social symbol, communicating

..,,d1.(ec4ve chCliCter: ":
14. C-Poverfy theA; is a eituation Of enforced dependendic giving

scope for action, in ,the tieAte of
hehavicirMnder their own contro1777----

15. The dependency of the poor is not primarily a'nenrotic need
to occupy a one -down, dependency position, but rather it is
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the result of a deprivation of those minimal social resources,
at every period of their lives.

16. Initial social dependr icy is reinforced by the hardening of a
consensus 1.n majority community about the nature of the poor,

. stabilization of behavior in poverty areas, and partial
internalization of ideas and patterns of behavior in the
children who grow up in both communities.

17. Some consequences of this social process (dependency creation)
include:
a. poor tend either to retract from, or attack forces

controlling their lives over which they have no control
and from which they cannot escape.

b. poor do not accept, totally, definitions of selves from
larger community, but develop involved psychological
strategies to avoid accepting, the definitions. .

c. poor frequently verbalize the values of the more affluent,
without practicing them; these verbalizations are useful
in protecting self concept and in dulling with the affluent
and are not necessarily related to behavior patterns.

18. Poor are normally involved in partly involuntary self-
diminuation.

19. The inability of poor to act their own behalf-Creates a
less complex personality structure for them than is the case
with affluent persons with greater linguistic skills.

Herzog, Elizabeth. Is there a culture of poverty? In Hanna Meissner
(ed.), Poverty in the Affluent Society. London: Harper and. Row,
1966.

B.1. Various often cited characteristics of the poor include:
a. higher death rate, lower health, poorer nutrition %vela,

shorter life expectancy.
b. low education, leading to or associated with low school

achievement, inadequate verbrl skills, lack of intellectual
stimulation, lack of motivttion for getting en education.

c. low educational aspects often associated Stith unrealistic
aspirations.
poor tend to be more authoritarian.

e. anti- intellectual.
f. action rather than contemplation oriented.
g. subjective, concrete rather than objective and abstract in

thinking.
h. less developed imagination and logical powers.
i. less sense of autonomy and control of their own "fates".
j. poor are present-oriented rather than future oriented.

2, Author suggests that these attributes are often those which
Are used tp roint to or outline the culture of poverty and
then points to some qualifications to the usefulness of the
concept of the culture et poverty.

3. Dosertion, separation, divorce and size of family are varied
in frequency inversely with incure level.

4. There is evidence that child rearing practices differ according
to socio-economic level enA that there is an increase in
physical punishment practices and riduculing behavior in the
lower class segment of the population.
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!hinter, David and social work," Social. Casework

340)';'503507.

B.14. Poverty has a dual affect:

a.lAbaolute fact of deprivation and its inhibiting effect on
jfl,every.aspect of-hdmannevelbpment and its entrapment of
r people in avitiona-Circle froM which' escape is almost

impossible. L tr"'
b. Insidious effect of relative deprivation -'being relatively

poor in an affluent society. Relative deprivation is one
of, the prime forces making ..for deViant'behavior and
feelings of unjust deprivation have much to do,with
generating troublesome behavior among the yout.g.

. 2. Another condition With nationwide dimensions is the failure
of the public schools to deal'adeqUately'with pupils who
are not bound for college. - ' '

a. Public schools have never'effeCtively engaged or educated
-children from lower. Class families..

b. The-school. sjstem made edUcationan.irritant for these
children-to make unappealing manual labor'jobs more
pleasant. ' -

c. The society in its educational system hag sorted children
into manual- and nen:manual groups based on their social
clase,tather than'their basic endnwmente.

Hunter, David R. The slums: challenge and response. London: Free
Press,

BA. The most imPortant mission of slUd schools is to convince'
slum children that they are a part of America and that they
calL.he succastfUl. " '

2. Itis hotsufficient,to bring level of 'education in alums us,
to an overage if dent in probleM is to be made.

3. Sven ifinisic 'educational prograsi content in the, slums
remaited,unChanged, more teaching anetcounseling staff, more

--,reom,Pcore'materials, and more extra-curricular activities
1%are.reitlived.'=! 'A

4. Low educational level of parents often leads to. "what's good
enough for use is good enough for'My kid? attitude; realist-
ically, attitu'es may mask embarrasamentand fear that the
child will sarpAss parent;' attitudei.iMpede childrens'

..education.
'

'

' '"
5. Parents often see school as authority over which they have

6, Slum schobl is'often :seen as agent:g A world that has no
:entrance:- :

. .

:

....?c,Slum school teachers are Often"riot-even familiar with the
inside of their.childrensi. hothea, With-the environment from
whichftbe children -come. ". '

B. Teachers in slum schoolg.often leadWell qualified than
others; IlUm schools 'are not desirable pOsitand.

9. Teachers are not generally trhined-to handle'sPiciel Otoblems
of.alum schools and Slum Childienbeare they helped to
Adjust to a different CUltUral'and'valui System from
they are used to.

r !
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10. 3/4 of the teaching population can be identified as middle
class.; middle' class views and orientations are different from

!* those ofSlum children; differences can make for communicatioa
and acceptance difficulties on both sides.

11.'There are a-large number of slum children, particularly Negro
children,Amose families are female-headed; developmental-
identification ga".is inherited in these situations.

12. The character of the public ghetto; school performance of
.chi,depends not only on his own so:io-economic statue, but
.also c,n,the socio- economic Characteristics of the school he
attends.

13. Racial mix 1..riisportant for good educatioul however, lower-
class children Must have compensatory eduCation.as well as

,mixed.classrooms: (mixed.in the status and color sense).
14. The,alum condition or the slum problem has certain elements:

a. Poverty-relative or absolute. ,
.h.,Rundown housing-dilapidation isrolt uniforM.
c.. Crowding-high:occupancy per room,rather than mere density

perblock. ;

d. Concentration of lower -class people.'
e::Racial concentration;:increasingly black or non-white

populations.. -2 4 ;.... 1

f Concentration of persons with,low educational achievement,
low.skill level, and cultural, limitations..

g. Many welfare cases. c ',.)

h. Internal mobility-mainly moves ulthin slum, from slum to
slum, or to grey area.', . .

i..Crimermore -crimes-committed by adults and juveniles.
j. Health problems-more people !II shims are physiCally ard

mentally ill;-life expectancy.is
ic,Brniten families: higher divorde tate often

"partial"-families'rather than broken families in slums
'due to fact.that parents were frequently not legally
united to begin vith. : =

1. Aelotation'eroblems-from urban renewal.
m. Inadequate 'community serviceastreetrepair,-policing,

tgarbage.olecting, etc. alsdischooling:'health'and welfare
lervideel 0

n.,Isolation.and alienation-Some merely isolated from main-
stream of life; others not only separate from but against,
.the alienated. r.. ---

o. Dirt and fire hazarded
p. Language.probleme.'
el...The:610m atmosphere-the sum of the above parts-a .

-.-- qualitative' factor of .influence. .

Jeffers,- Camille,, !Ming Poor, Ann: Arbor Michigan: 'Ann Arbor
Publishers, 1967.

Inferences ancl cOhCIJaiOris based oil participant observation study
of fsiiiu 'in public h-Ousing project i Washington, D.C.

-4..,..Znferences sad generalisations based on observations
l.-Geatrally.perents.mbo are poor care deeply about the welfare

children. They know what they.want for themselves- and their
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1: children, This includes: better food, clothing, shelter,
education,-more-stshle..families geared to support, cooperative
husbandaand fathers and the income to:reduce vulnerability
to deprivation.

2.. A pattern,ofaOcial diffezentiation among the poor in. public
*using is Lasid mainly on extent to which families believe

. :they haVe the-potential:to escape it.
3. Lack of sufficient noney and its irregular flow restrict

options and force a continuous reatrantement
of priorities Among food, shelter, clothing, health, education,
recreation and other demands.

.4., The family envirOmant of a poor:family may fluctuate markedly
- over relatiVelyibrief periodsofchild-rearing time;
opportunities for growth and developmentmai very. markedly

,;ameng,childteu ofdifferentages and ordinal;positions.
5. speech patterns often vary markedly among children of the

same familyiand-tbere appears to beta lack of concern
regarding.grammar perhaps because-language:skills have low
priority versus food, shelter, clothing, etc.:

6. The lives of parents'in many-Ivor families are marked by
:,;'.extreme loneliness ;-:accentuated by awareness of the lack of

self-determination and of their disproportionate susceptibility
-,:Lto the unpredictable. : ,

7. Families ift,tha project Wfththe most inadequate and uncertain
incomes appeared to have the moat extensive communication

,L:4. networks in the-projects. .These are seen as adaptive eet-
works, cssential for survivals which facilitate the exchange

,7 of mall goods:nd services among; people constantly caught
with mma11 lacks.

8. The presumed inability of sone poor parents do delay
+' is less'a matter of-lack.of willpower, self-

, ];control-or lower nags norms than it-is a matter of realistic
and ,`ional responses to chronic uncertainty and vulnerability

the coutingincies of puverty.
9. The most rejected and frownedupon problem behavior of many
,Lopoor,parentsislessaimatter,Of.not knowing better, or of

having .the ability-toact differently, than it is a matter
of (depressed) mood; this mood is criticallyrelated to the
pretence ana absence.of money with which to satisfy wants (to
:ellov:a minimum ofaelf-deterdination)..

10. Many of the urban poor straddle poverty anctffluence, exl:biting
complex, fluctuating mixturevnf-the living situations, styles,
possessions and tastes of different cleated.

11. M3r,;.ftreAndicationwehatthelordercchild'in some poor
families is in a partieUlArly vulnerable position- -more likely
to be isolated in the family and to have a less satisfying
relationship withthe4aother because pUL.the relative absenee
of play experience, etc.

C.1,..1.anguage of,theToor ie direct and frequently sipply.ailthat
'the probler. -ef'communieatieVie in being willingAe,/ieten to
what is said And to respond with reined and sincerity.

2.Acceptance, atcass, confidenc4,and competence'sre-important
401' ies'ta.dealing with the poor,..swthat!flot being

ilvindigenoue may not matter.: 1.

r'.
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Knopka, GiselayThe Adolescent Girl. In'Conflict; Engelwood, New Jersey:
Prentim,BallicInc, 1966. .

Tiis boOkdeale-iiiih tits. Knopka's acquaintance and interaction
with 181 adolescent girls between fourteen and nineteen years of
age. The Majority ofttte girls had been adjudicated delinquent
andwere either in an institution, reformatory, on probation, or
on parole. A smaller number of girls (76) were institutionalized,
unWed; pregnant'girls. Mrs. Knopka states that the unwed girls
were mote MiddleCliss than were the girls adjudicated delinquent.
She itatemthat the large part of the girls interviewed were white,
(as typical forliinnesoia where the study was done), but that there
were Also Indian and Negro youngsters in the group.

. .

B.I. Every person ,needs human communication, at all ages; inter-
dependance with other human beings:is essential to human
survival.:

. . .2. Most ofjthesadelinquent,gUls come from economically deprived
families in which the parents themselves live in frustration;
poverty is not only economical but also poverty of knowledge;

- Children are .not a "joy", in this:atmosphere, but a nuisance,
particularly when they begin to assert their need for
independwnce; they are handy for parents to use in ventilating
their anger. . . .

3. Many lower7class families are mother-present hones in which
the'fathOr.i0 absent or was never present...

4. Moat delinquent.yeungsters meet:advIts as authority figures
only and not as individuals also capable of love.

5. Most teachers, social workers, policemen, do not live in -the
.. neighborhood with these girls; they are seen as "strangers"

with power.
6. To some of these children, the desk symbolizes the powerful,

loveless authority; the desk becomes the barrier.
.7. Frequently even-teachers are so removed from the 'Ireal world"

of these girls that they are known as "they" and not as
figures recognizable in the girls'. world. -

8. These girls especially resent what they.term.amthe "phoniness"
of adults, particularly insincerity, failure'tolive up to
tliir on preached ideals.

.

.9. :B ;ause the authority figure.is so removed and unreal,

presenting the girls with only demands and restrictions, and
not presenting a giving side, the girls retaliate by.:

expecting perfection.
,10. These girls hate easily made broken or forgotten promises.
11. Many girls have internalized the feeling of not 'being wanted

to such a degree that they take over the attitddet:of those
who despise them.

12. Frequently these girls are delinquent in a Ppassive" form;
i.e. they truant, they do nor answer question, th9Y fail
grades,, they "hang around"; they often infuriate adults
beCaUse'Atheir remote, unappreachable

.:13.1 lila cOaiderahly easier for these giiIS to a,:ci in the way
they preeXpecied to Act, de1tequntl.y, than to attempt
to Change-their behaVlor:

L' 108
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;14.Jo the girls here,considergd, the fight against race and
prejudice is a personal battle; they are :lot attached to or
or identified with any organization; there is riot a sense of

: "we" rather "it".'
15;'HanYVFthe girls are not sure of their own attitudes because
they do not engage in any sorting out of their feelings or

working through conflicts..
16,:"Oii4lieInfiet;uent initial sharing-of their feelings, the girls

felt ashamed for haVing done this personal thing.
17. Personal loneliness may "drive" girls to joining a crowd;

however; these asioclationn are usually more of physical
proxiiity thal,any strcng,f6rm of interaction; being in a
crowd assuages loneliness and fear.

. 18. "So acceptable outro.etlor aggression, no way to relieve the
guilt stemming,from behavior-they themselves despise, no hope
of ever regaining a sense of self-worth, little or no sense
jof.being protected,essential loneliness-ell these increase

. the self -hate. But the destruction process does not stop
with this. It.isknown,that people who have little or no
self-respect find it'difficult'to respect othersi ' Hatred
turn:, against:other, individuals and groups. The degraded
ones find .their victims. . .

19. The behavior of these girls usually leads to ejection by
the community, general experience of having no success
recognised;, increasingly low self. esteet, then more behavior

! which increases:the feeling of worthless, vicious cycle.

Kolodny, g.L. :."Ethnic cleavages in the Unite_'. States: .a historical
reminder to social workers," Social Work, 1969, 14(1), pp. 13-23,

The author suggests ethnic differences should'be consideied along
2 with 'class differences.

A.1. Ethnic cleavages have persisted along status lines which
-remain very similar through time.

2. Rank ordered. ethnic groups fall thus:
A.Ganadions,,Hritieh, and North European,
b.= Slavie:Anuth Europeans, Jews, and American Indians,
c. Orientals, Mexicans, Near Easterners, and Negros.

3...Groups at the low eud of the scale are characterized in
..termsaLien to dominant' Ameritan values.
4. .inter- ethnic relations have always beenharacterized by

tension in America.
;5...Ethnic tensions persist and ethnic awareness continues to

. play 0 prominent part in the self - perception of American
children.. .

Kraft, Ivor. "Child.welfareservites: ent.essay review,"-
Service Review,i1967, 41,-419-427. .

in-chileiklftire'seryices'are not purely for the sake
of all-out ethiti to help country'eTchildren; rather they
are bY4roducls ortectinologthal aAlitip4s.
A. Sciiping of eduCation results 1111.16ns of drop outs

and a high percentage of fUnCticinal illiterates.

1.99
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, b. -Refusing to provide comprehenSive medical care as a right,
results in millions of children with poor teeth, faulty
vision,., and untreated dieeases.

c. Failing to invest a necessary 4 or 5 billion dollars per
annum in needed youth services leads to high youth
unemployment, wasted talents, 20% of the brighter high
school students not going,on to college, and a failure to
deal adequately with juvenile delinquency. .

2. Child welfare services have not only railed to progress, they
have backtracked to a 'pre-depression stacdard. (Gives
example of payment s to AFDC families.)

3. America's we/fare setvices are less comprehensive than those
of many other induetrially developed nations.

4. U.S. is exceptionally laggard in provision of preschool
services. . .

,

Mayer, Herta snd p.. Schemes. "Log term treatment for the disadvantaged .

Social 'Casework. 1969, 50(3), 138-145. .

Theoretical article with case illustrations as support.

B.1..Characteristic.a of the "disturbed" child raised in poverty
include: , -. ,

a. He hasreceived in general -inadequate nurturing.:durieg bis
. , early -childhood, ,

b, I5 .is likely tO have an extremely poor self-image, to lack
k...go skills and to see the world as a pervasively hostile,

rinconsietent environment. . .

C. H fee,lj rejected not only by his parents but also by the

; Acheol en,d, the community., ..

d. His attitud,e,tpward an agey. is marked by suspicion,
discouragement and hostility, especially if he is Negro
-or 1"uerto.aican. ,,. ,

2. Negro and.Puerto Itican,faadlies. , ,.'.!
,

01011 a .greater tendency to project problems onto
the school or community because of the many reality

. problems. in their lives a. .emotionaLAeprivation.
. I,. Families are extremely.distrustful of .agenciesan early

contecte, due, to previous negative .exoerience with welfare
agenr:Ies or other_governmeut agencies.

q. Of tau :the mother in very .large family- cannot rerember

lc, d9t ai 1 s...b eeaue e , overwhelmed, by> s progression of

birthey she, is.,.upable to individualise her children.
d. CO.tuyel attitudes_ toward time are also significant and
Liatenese._,oriunkept appointments are not uncommor; often

aggressive reaction to pressure from a
punitive authority.. ,

C. Such ichildren need ,to.dev.glop trust in another human being
Nen.be-foatered.by, contact with a benign .person who

can_incresase the pleasure of learning end establish reasonable
, educ4ctont,k,goals...

,014,51.,,Auct be given:selected life experiences that will
increffift his s,en4e, of ego :adequacy and independence.,

3. Hitqh.0.4renwith learning difficulties it is advisable to

4.1 10
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have the remedial tutor also' functioning as the therapist,
when the members of the family'areonabli to recognize or
accept emotional problems but are willing to accept the

-lees, threatening service of tutoring.
. -

Meeds, Danals1 E "The white ego ideals implications for the heireciel

treatment relationship." Smith College Studies in Social Work,

1967, 37, 93-105.: .

,

ExperiMental:study ,regarding the effects on race and social class

in aspiiing-behaior.

A.1.. Social clamo.wee found to have a significant effect of
aspiration while the race of the subjects acting alone did
not have such a significant effect.

2. Although the general hypothesis concerning race.(that race
would have an effect on the level of the aspiration) was not
,supported; the direction of the aspirations of'the over -all
class groups was strongly associated with race: 'This was
due to the fact that aspirations were significantly influenced
by the combined effects of race and social class. (p.mi.001)
a. while:. the over-all loWer class groUp aspired lower than

the over-all middle class group, the white lower class,
!considered separately, had very high' aspirations.

b. the mean aspiration score of the loWer-clasn group was
depressed. by the markedly low aspiration's of lower-class
Negro subjects. -

c. the extremely high goals of the Negro Middle class group
,:elevated the mean aspiration score of the Over-all middle-

class group, despite the lower more realistic aspiration
, .;scores of white middle class
3,..Althorigh!the interaction' of the race and social' class of

subjects and the race of the experimenter hadnOsignificant
effect on aspiratio..s, the combination of the social class of
sthjectsIsed-race of the experimenter had A prOfOund effect

.(00,?.01) .
, ;5' 7

at,bothafeget and white'lower class groups had significantly
wilowevespiratione with Negro, than with white experirentots.
b. the aspiratIons'of the middle-clais subjects were not

significantly affedted'by the race of the eXisetimenter.
:.-This.inding is- somewhat illusory siticethe'eiceptionally

high scores ofetiddle Class Negro sTubjeCte Mere grouped
tightly.sround,the:ideal goal introduced moxinnn

),.f. store possible:. Despite the over =ail telling effects
T,thescores..-of middle' class Negro 'Objecti"Wiresomewhat
3 higher with white-experimenters,, although'ucltiignificant
to the level of confidence employed in this et*.

c. white middle -elate SubjecteshoWed'no Shifta in' Aspirations
r. %hen confronted- by experinentets of'differint /et4e.

434.,A,white experimenter with lover elate yhite youngsters
seemed to confront them with the discrepancy beiwein,their

-real-circumstances-and thoit idealloalt.: In 'this' getting
they strove to attain. the' ideal; however; es noted aliOve, this

Lad,. to their holding high, unrealistic
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.
2.21)4:Ire is,.an indication that less pressure may be experienced

in setting a level of aspiration (al part of lower class
.white. child) in the presence of a Negro examiner.. Lower class
whites may attribute greater sensitivity and understanding to

. Negro worker because of wcrker's unfavorable social position.
...While.the Negro worker is at some distance from the ideal of

. the lower class white he may be seen as having greater
empathy for the wite's social handicaps. In this situation,
the need to compensate for felt inadequacies may be minimized.

3. Lower class Negro youngsters scored low in presence of both
white and Negro experimenters; they assumed a defeatest. .

attitude toward their goals. This implies that low initial
goalSby lower - ,class NSegro kids may be set with workera of

either race.
4. Clinically, lower class Negro clients may fantasy "rescue"

by neither the socially impotent teal fathet nor by the
abstract, hostile white model. Negro worker, like'real
father, may be seen as unable, by his Ova "helplessness" to
provide enough. White worker may represent the unattainable
white ego ideal. With white worker, the lower -class Negro
is confronted by the extreme discrepancy betweea his position,
eswell as society's assignment of inferiority to him.
Findings suggest that an initial elevation of aspirations may
result fret') client's pretence is necessary with Negro worker
because of the projected feelings of low esteem. Since lower
clais Negro subjects set extremely low, unrealittic goals
even, when provided with a frame work of success, their
situation is singularly tragic. EXternal factors seem to
make little difference in terms of a positive influence on
their willingness or ability to strive toward ideal goals.

,

Meyer, Carol'H.' "Individualizing the Multi-problem familii," Social
'Casework; 1963 (5), 44, 367-272.

,

Descriptive article with recommeudations for treatment of multi-
problem families.

A.' : Characteristics of multi-problem families:
1. Main or universal characteristic is poverty.
2. Chronic economic dependency shown in periodic unemployment,

indebtedtieis, inadequate housing, poorstandards of house-
keeping, conspicuous marital discord, school failure,
.delinquency, chronic illness, alcoholism, drug addiction
(narcotics).

:3. Repetition of their difficulties in succeeding generations.
t 4. Are often members of racial minority groUps;*Wcomers or

marginal workers.
'5. Are resistant to offers of help from social. agencies.
C.1. A large part Of answer to multi-problemlaMily is seen in

eliminating economic insecurity.
2. Working'with multi-problem families does not.invdve dialing

with new'clioical entities or Flower-classiems",Alut requires
dealing with universal psychosocial,problemsexacerbated by
poverty, lick of resources and 'rejection. '

:412
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Tamilies-thae fail tei'Meet socially approved 'standards (are
4One respect), may be reflecting particular

,s subculiurtil attitudes or the result of grinding poverty and

disd.tindnetior. :. "
r.1.t 4. Triatate:.ent'Ontking-with the muIti-problem family-tnst be

baBedthi an-Undeistanding of the individual family and its

pathology AS well as directed toward removing obstacles to

' family1S efforts to meet expectrAlens of the ComMunity.

' "ReachInt.out" to these families is necesecry to help them.

Walter B. Focal concerns ofiloWer-clams culture. In Louis A.

FirMan,- Joyce L.,Kornbluh',' and 'Alan Haver (eda.), Poverty in

America.[Inn Arot,lbe University ofMithigan Press, 1965.

..s4, There is.a-substantial portion of America whose values,
.behavlore 410 life patterns are products of .a distinctive
Cultnrak-syst,em, the "lower class".

2;"Prvidende.suggests that this cultural system is becoming
increasingly '.1istinctive and that the size of the group is

increasing. , , .

.1. This distinctive,life-styla.group is characterized by a set
of focalconperns, i.e, area's, or issues which are of common

concern.
4. 'Concern over ..trouble is.a dominant feature. of lower class

life.

a. trouble represent,s.bp.havier or,.aituation leading to unwelcome

inVolveMeMtv wiU officials and agencies of middle class.
.4. getting'into _tcoub' 1 and staying out of trouble: represent

. -major.issues for ale and females, of all ages in lower

claseei.
c. in middle eleases, the major evaluative tool for each other

is "achievem-.1t" but in lower classes Rerons areoiery,often
evaluated along "lew-abiding .and:non*law-abiding" dimensions.

d. "trouble-non trouble prcducing" behaviors areboth'S basis
for.defining stat6e, as'Well as an internalI'zid conflict

potential for the individual.
e. which ofthe.two bellavior.typs.valued.depends on, the

person and, his current circumstances.
f. in many instance, there is overt committment, to law-

, ibilin&behnviorbut covert committment to,son-law-abiding
behavior.

.

:g. !'geceing into tmble" is149m4timea overtly. repgnized as
prestigicud, e.g. in groups and gangs.!,:
for aoiubstantiel,portionof lowrTclassesoletting into
troublsje.net,in itself,considered prestigious, but it is
implicitly recognizel as a means toothertyalued ends, e.g.
,thE covertly' valued,desIred "to be:cared fpe: and subject

oenJil constraints,orovertly valued.ecaee.of
axcliement or rAilk.

. 3. "Toughness" is anoth90ocal O.-acorn:in lower .less life.
C.,the over class.concept illcoughness reueseqs:a compound

of.qualItieci etc...0)7444f prowassjpOsses4OS.Ot strength,
endurance, and at*itiC LAsculinitylsimbolized by
compler of arts and nvoidances, e.g. tatooing and absence

if3
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' sentiMentality)., and having bravery in: the face of
'' piysina1 threet. Models for combination of "tough"

qualities iniliJaes movie gangsters and Cowboys
bGiétsdfntese e Concern-about "inughriess"in lower-class

lifels 'Probably reletei.: to f*ct that any lower-class
are reared in Zetaale-dominated 'households and lack

Consiatent mile models with whoni. they can identify and
'item 'whom they carrderive the essential components of a
"male role". since women serve as the primary identifica-

Object in'pre-a:.iolo6cerit years, the almost obsessive
concern tres4ulinitY expressed by lower class males is

.probably a type of compuloive reation-formation,
6. Eiceitoident is a focal concern area for membeta of the lower-

'
a. for many lower-class individuals life rhythm fluctuates

batwe;in periods of relatively routinized, repetitive
...ittivitied 'and sought situations which provile -great
cmotior.al stimulation

b. many of most predoisinant lower-clads characteristics are
relitad-tti this search for eXcitemant and thrill
I Bihly prevalent use of alcot...,l by both sexes
2. .Widespread use of ell forms of 'gambling
3. Recurrent "nighti-on the toe involving a patterned

set-of:behav:iors in which alcohol, music, and sexual
' advenitUringrare majdr Componente.

. .

c. other predoisinant,j'characteridtic behaviors of lower-class
Iffe'Counter-balinCe'ihe risk-tliril aspect; these behaviors,
e.g. "hanging around","shooting the breeze", etc., involve
long petiOds of: telativ inactivity or passivity.

c. 'a definite periodicity eiistie in the pattern of activity
relating to the tWollinecte,Of 'exottement' dimension. For
'Many lower-Clads' iridiViduals the venture late the high
world of alcohol, sex, and fighting occurs regularly once

Week, with rinteriM periods devoted to accommodating to
poseiblo.'consequencesMf 'Ogee periods, along With recurrent
reviolveS not to beftome -so. invaved 'again," .-

7. Related to the thrill.quent is andther'foceil coneern, fate.
arc.two ends 'of thie'C.onCein;--: 'lucky" and "jinxed"

b. lomat '614.43 'individdele feel that 'they'have-ielatively
little control over thoir lives, thattheirrliVeS Are

403Jc:tad to :a Set of fOtced' '-
n'.'" this "set of forces" is not ditecttyi'rPlated 'to the super-

' tiatufat biii rather 'tO'"aestiny" '"'
4...frequentlq this 'often implinit''Iriew of the WOrld is

:aSicitiaited. With .a futility in
''vOrktnt towird tbd achie44:Ment Of 'Set 'gdela; failure or

success of such goals is predicted on the basii. of a
. pro ec ed fare with or: "tae against state-precluding

any ffort ; ..;

e. performarke of semiAinagideil,' ritualistic :acity'19 a frequent
ètt to change one's ltickAroluay state

' "' '?. 'thdrai`ii'clid of fantasy iiViaValent in 6.onnedtion with the

114
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things "start going your way", life will continue to hold
good luck for: ndividual; hence the continued effort via
gambling,, etc. to "make a big killing" absorbs energies and
there is little persistent efforts within:conventional
.occupationil channels & achieve like rewards.

8.'Autonony is another focal concern of the lower-class
a, the extent and nature of control overjndividual's behavior

.has striking distinction between what is overtly valued and
whet is covertly valued .

b. overtly, there is frequently expressed resentment of the
idea of external controls on individual's behavior, e.g.
no one's Bonn! push me around" .

c. in lowerclass.culture, "authority" is frequently concept-
ually Connected with nurturance; to be restricted or

. firmly, controlled is "to be cared for"
d..thuS, overtly. negative evaluation of superordinaie authority

is q #tea extsoded to care or protectionxe well, "I can
take care of myself"

e. actual behavior patterns, however, reveal marked discrepency
tetween,expieseed attitude and what is covertly valued

f. many lower -class individuals appear to seek out highly
restrictive environments where external controls prevail
end are exerted on their behavior
1. e.g. army, mental institutions, prisons, etc.
2. While in such environments, the individual constantly

.expresses resentment of such authority, but upon discharge
often seems to appear to try to get back into the

. environment.
g. since. being "controlled" is equated with being "cared of",

attempts are frequenay made to test the strength of the
authority to see if it remaina.,.firm. If authority remains
firm, thejndividual is reassured at the same time he
empresaes resentment..

h. this is 10quently the situation with -"prohlematic"
behavior of lower-class children in schools; their behavior
does nor.Commau the coercive controls (from teac'.iers, etc.)

. . implicittYsought by their behavior.,
.; . O. Following cultural practices which are essential elements in

the lower-class life pattern automatically violates certain
legal norms. ,

10. Where there are both law-abiding and non-law-sbiding
alternativee forgetting similar rewards, the non-law-abiding
avenue frequently offers greater, more immediate reward with
competitively smaller investmentof energy.: ..

,11. TheJlemOded (or sanctioned) response to certain situations
in lower- -class Culture inVolves. the commission of illegal
acte.

12. A large body of interrelated attitudes, behaviors, and values
characteristic of lower-class rife are desiwd to support
the features of the lower -class way of life.

13. In areas in Which these features differ from those of the
middlecliss, action oriented to the achievemr',It of the lower-
class. life pattern may violate norms of middle. class and may
be perceived by it am deliberate non- conformit .havior.

1i5
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':14. Mon-confOrming is not the dominant motivation for the behavior,
rather it is lower-class by-product behavior.

Mogulf, Melvin B.; "Involving low-income neighborhoods in anti-
delinquencyprograts, Social Work, 1965, 10, 51-59.

B.1.41or. .n this society have difficulty obtaining every conceivable
thing they need; this difficulty becomes, in effect, the
definition of their poverty.

2. The poor, by the nature of their circumstances, are forced
into a continuing relationship with public agencies.

3. Society provides legal entitlement.to a range of resources,
but attached to this legal entitlement are certain eligibility
requirements.

4. There are legal means (via eligibility requirements) by which
the poor can becut off from these critical resources.

5. Lees easily identifiable, informal ways also exist by which
publie, agencies can divorce themselves from the poor, or short
change theM in:service 'delivery. of resources to which they are
legally, entitled, e.g. unequal medical care via welfare statua;
school personnel often treat low-income parents condescendingly;
discriminatory housing polides.

6. Disadvantaged who are rejected by public agencies have no other
alternative resources; often they do not know how.to fight back.

MCCabe, Alice R. "Forty'forgotten families," Public Welfare, 1966, 24,
(2), 150-171.

Descriptive study of 40 AFDC one parent families in East Harlem.
(Negro and Puerto Rican).

A.1. Relating to the mothers
a. 2/3 had been at sometime legally married
b. 3/4 had at'least one out of wedlock child, but many of

these unions lasted from two and a half to six years--not
a "fleeting" relationship indicating not promiscuous
orientation but desire for permanent relationship with a
man.

c. few had finished high school but most indicated regret for
leavingschool.

.d. all had experienced disappointment in men (all were
separated).

e. 602 of mothers and 50% of children had at least one chronic
. or acute medical problem. -

2. Relating to, the .children

a. only 142 rated as good on general adjustment in school;
absence rate higher than general school copulation.

b. projection psychological teats showed poorability in
abstract reasoning,vocabulary, general inft.rmation, confused
sexua identification and marked orality.

B.1. Relating to the mother
Most had an emotional hunger that drove them unconsciously
but relentlessly from one unsatisfying relationship to

--another (which partially accounts for their image as
-irresponsible and immoral.)

116
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1:,Identified metertal patterns they established with their

childrea as... - - .1 . .

1. overprotectiverestrictive of childs' outside activities,

: !-2 uaderprotectivepushing ehild,to,assume responsibilities
before he has the abLlity;generally they are harsh in
dealing with the children, yet don't control them;

3. the sibling mother - -is frequently competitive with her
children, does not cOntrol.-them.,

2. Relating to the children
a.lievere, chronic familial anCenvironmental deprivation and

disorganization seen as.caUee' Of:
1. Acting out of behavior
2. poor impulse control
3. pervasive anxiety
4". unsatisfactory and fragmenttd relationships
5; dilifilahed'capacity for%learning'
6.'1Ack'Of self- esteem and negative self-Concent

D. ChildreAbften'lacked knowledge of family background, make -
'up, aget,''birth.Places and even their own birthdays

C.'Learaed to have-constant vigilance and'earn money when very
you41.bol to take careof:themselvet'and younger siblings
was learned early.

C. Recommendationi.
WithOui ireatieintervention'for need in increasing funds,
budgeting home management, interpersonal relations, dependency
problett did-parent-chiid relationships for mothers,and-.
children there will be an endless cycle of dependeney and'defeat.

.

Parkham, T.M. Jim. "The horrendous facts of poverty" - the culture of
poverty." Public Welfare, 1968, 26(3),. 193-199.

8.1. Most insidiowtendency of poverty oubcultures in the
productienof a pattern,of failure,in adults and .children.

, a. Hope, faith and initiative are-replaced-by resentment,
Idespair.tand.apathy.as events of life in poverty make clear

;. the overwhelming odds. . .

b. Public welfare up to now has neither the understanding or
resources to break the cycle.

2. It is a mistake to assume the poor have simply a present
orientation without ragard for the future; the poor think
about the future but they have the feeling it will be just
lilte4ha past. !. ' ,

3. Poor people with meager welfare grants move from one crisis
to another--this week the rent, next week no foodit They are

.e...unable:to.consumeiin a- consumer economy.
4. The poor spend:4 higher percentage,df their incomes on durable

goods such as appliances., radios, television sets, and phono-

, lxspbe,because they have theame.Weaknesset at-the rest of
American consumers hub also use these item to pawn when
money rune out.

5. The poor often cannot make economical voluMe quantity purchases
At the supermarket due toi.
a., Lack of available -.capital to invest-Wlarger'quantity
b. Lack of storage space' safe from rate(And other pests, and
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refrigeration:for large amounts of perishables
c..L.ack of convenient .transportation for this.

6. The poor are. more likely to use neighborhood stores where
prices are higher but service relationships ere more
personalized,

7. Aivpoorerogenerally greater credit risks, those who cater
.to them generally charge maximum ratea.

C.1.. Money grants must be raised'.so poor have more adequate incomes.
2,Less complicated application systems and presumptive eligibility

arrangements in pub.ic assistance are needed. .

3. Public welfare should utilize lower level personnel recruited
from client groups and in opening such jobs avoid creating
more "dead-.end jobs".

Piven, Frances, "Participation of residents in neighborhood community
action programs," Social Work, 1966,11(1), pp. 73-80.

A, Characteristics of the Urban Poor which. contribute to
disorganization and political ineffectiveness.

1.,Low.Income.people.sre overwhelmed by concrete daily needs.
2. Their lives are,often.crisis7ridden, deflecting from concern

otherssues. ,
.

often have no belief in their ability to effect the
world in which they live. - -

4. Institutions whose services might offer incentives for low
incomeinterest and activity aro often effectively isolated

from thelow income cqpmunity by their structure, practices,
and cultural style. -. . f

B.1. The essential dilemma in gaining participation is that
k..participation and influence depend:on a wide range of social-

and economic capabilities.
2. Strategies intended to induce participation may set directions,

but sustained andeffeetiVe partidipation,depeuds on allocation
to these communities of Social and economic benefits that are
the resources fem. participation and influence

Piven, FrenOeS and R.A. Cloward. "The case agains,turbaP desegregation,"
Social Work, 1967, 12(1), pp. 12-21. '

A.1,.Demegraphic trendslre-zeal that negroes are'becoming.the .

' largest group in the central areas of:many large cities, and
'that thites:are vanishing'fram-,the inner city.

2Diverse economic backgrounds may be more important than
economic.diversity; Mixing'middle class students with lower
class.has,a beneficial effect onlewer ..class students and does
not diminish achievement levels,in.eithervoup,...

3. Lower class negro schools are significantly inferior-.to
middle class white schoole. -

B.1. Schemes for providing:the best:"mix" of. middle class -white
and ghetto children, either bussing or "educational parks"
re'iMpraC'fiCal-or'ineffective.

'6.1.'Aithough sehOOls that are racially and acOPOitiCalli hetero-
geneous-Are probably superior, removing claim inequitiai of
teachers and programs is a more realistic goal.
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2. 0hette -tedidents need means to organize separately and a
heightenedswarehess of the distinctive goals to which

'orgedizetions must be directed. Separatism is a precondition
for-eventual' penetration of rullog circles and achievement of

full economic integration.
3. Integration should be understood; not as the mingling of

bodies, but as participation in and shared control over major
institutional spheres. Communal associations should be
developed which are the bases for power, instead of dispensing
a community that is powerless.

Piven, Frances and R.' Cloward. "Separation vs. integration: a
rejoinder," Social Work, 1967, 12(3), pp. 110-111.

A. theoretical Answer to Funnye and Schiffmau criticism..
13.1. Funnye & 6chiffman, inattacking authors for failure to

comprehend the demoralization and depersonalization of life
in ghetto,' join others in contending that the negro 'community
is pathologitallind negro personality is eformed.

2. Children may not be'learning.for lack of pride, but'surrounding
them with whitei orsubmerging negroes in the najnrity only
continues the historical trend whereby negroes' saw themselves
through white eyea and! had their own feelinge.Of personal and
creative worth dependent on white feelings.
Increaied black pride; black iolidarity;- black power.'

2.. Fight majority prejudice with a strong tountervailihg ethnic
community Which can expert powerto make negro ghettos as
suitable a place to live as white ethnic' comdunities.

Powledge, P., To Change a.Child,-Chicago: .Quadrangle Rooks, 1967.

A. .A report on the. Institute Or Developmental .Studies sponsored
..:_bythe anti-Defamation Leigiie_of iith on_its program

for early education of the disadvantaged. ..
B.1. In Speaking of. intervention at an early age to make up for

cultural lack in home environments, the report points out
,,that some,_ general qualities are necessary in education if

success is to be had. They are committment, adventure,
patience and courage.

C. -,'!It le Our hypothesis that the disadvantaged. child needs" a
.Opeeially sequential curriculum, designed to build 'cognitive
skills and improve linguistic and perceptual 'abilities. This

'':thrrieulum ihould he Contrived.throUgh at.least-the first
threetithool years in'additionto the' two preschool years if
the diSAdveniaged.child is to develop the more logical and
abstract!thougWprocesses'needed for learning and academic

'succesii Thenititute has been developing alsteineticed
curriculum which emphasized thedevelopment-of a pOcotive
self 'Concept'anda high motivation level."

The last portion'of the book demonstrates that such. intervention
does work as indicated by some statistical data.: HenCe. the author
believes that they are heading in the right direction.
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Schorr, Alvin. Housing policies and poverty. In Hanna Meisnner (ed.),
Poverty in the Affluent Society.. London:. Harper and Row, 1966.

B.1. The poor person tends to be a block chieller and not to feel at
'home outside his neighboYhvd.

2. The poor peison'a orientatiOnis a product of his background,
removing him froi thie'backgroUnd sOeepe away all of this
security. "

3. One effedt of the separation Of the housing of the poor from
other areas is that some of the poor get the idea that they
are beingrdiliberately sealed off from others.

4. The attitudes of the poor are an adjustive response to what
is going oa around them.

.

Simon, Arthur, Facesofpoverti, New York: Macmillan, 1966.

A clergyman's Account of urban. poverty through descriptive analysis
of five families.

B.1. The Negro, Northern or Southern, is trapped in a vicious cycle
-c;f disdriminatlon in employment, housing and education that

-leas him in poverty.
2. The poor'today have a proportionally smaller shave in the

nations' wealth than yesterday's poor enjoyed; also, yesterday's
'poverty :Wei the usual startfng point for better things--today
it lb' the'dead end.

3. Self-rightebus moral superiority of the non-poor prevents us
from working for real solutions to poverty end perpetuates
myths about the poor that
a. they are -lazy,

bt don't want to work,
c. loaf in comfort on welfare,
d. allow themealved'to be dirty,
e. live in slums,'etc.

4. Strength and virtues of th., poor often overlooked. Examples:
a. poor are more apt to be open about themselves than non-poor

who are more likely to be prisoners of pride,
b. are not impressed-with formalities or sophistication that

tends to obscure rather than reveal,persons,
5. The poor today are an isolated minority and thus: are treated

as politically expendable.-.
C.1. We must create enough jobs to go around and pay wage earners

who support families a living wage. . -

We need mach more low income housing that permits the rich
and 'poor to live tide by side and not In isolation from one

3. We need more educational reronrces in area's of maximum need
(Such as inner city areas) and greater integration.

4. We must spend public funds to wipe out, poverty, and not just
maintain it. -

SmIly, andH. Miller (ed.),,PolicyIssues in Prban Education, New
York: The Free,Press, 1968.

_ !

A book of readifigh concerned with current issues with their con-
comitant controversies.
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iii'diaCuation Of the instrumental style points out that addle
'prefer tho taskmaster style and others the motivational style.
Both argue. a good case and there is little evidence that tips
the scales. A mitigated taskmaster style could be the answer

where success becomee the best motivation. A discussion of
teacher-pupil relationship hinges on two aspects.:
1. that which concerns the teaches as an authority figure, and
2..that which is personal and human.
It is.generally agreed the authority must impose a meaningful
order for learning. This. means order and not regimentation and
requires, .teacher ego-strength, and confidence. The personal
relationship dimensions are more complicated.

2. The teacher -pupil relationship should not be sentimental but
respect for the children and acceptance of the child as he is.

3. The common problem of teacher resentment is discussed and
painta out a very interesting Problem. Teachers are trying
for acceptance and style their own initiative and creativity
to be accepted in their-bureaucratic environment. Hence they
lack.Jthecourage to allow creativeness in their students.

C.1. What is needed are teachers with-courage to be creative and
. Allow freedomyof growth in others: This means secure and

.mature,t*achera. , : ;
-

.2.-Suggestions for teaeher selection and training are to select
those who are already capable of firmness and orderliness and

, train.them to be more sensitive and accepting. This training
means totalb-new methodeand development of sophisticated
selection devices. .

3. Most significant point of debate methods. Two main views are
reviewed:

a. the core should be highly diversified, emotionally and
intellectually stimulating experiences..

b. highly restricted, rigidly controlled training excercises
in which theteacher,is motivator.

Smitson, WalterS.v 1The grpup process in ;eating culturally deprived
.psychoticm from AppellachAa," Mental Hygiene, 1967, 41, 108-114.

B.1, One iiportAnt Charecteriatiea'a disadvantaged person in thiq
" country' is a ladt of participation in group activities.
2. Study has, shown that 76% of ,the disadvantaged strata of the

pOpulation'is completey isolated froMformil community
association of any kind. e.g. social ,

3. ThcAlidaVantaged ibaigoteristi011y'hold feelings of deep-
Meated'Aistrdst Of'autheiity figures..

4. The disadvantaged direct suspicion toward such 'figures as law
authorities, physicians,`eocial worker*, etc. ' f

5. The dieadvattaged have strong Convieticins of being exploited
and.thatt-atithority figures are never belpgul.:

6. They hold the belief that each person has got-to "look out for
theufelvee because no one else will.

-7.-Tb47Aisadvanteged ire characterized/by 1Mpulse gratification.;
they cannot delay irradiate gratification foilfuture gain.

8, FeW disadvantaged adults have'completed thm8th grade. ,
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9. Nearly 50% of wives and mother* in these homes work outside
home; this .points to 'possible excessive role 'cOnfusion.

10. Employment of males among the disadvantaged is'irregular and

the struggle for existence becomes the central focus of most

energy.
11. Family instability is prevalent due to divorce,. death,

diesertic4 and/or separation.

Social Service. Review, ''Rootless children", (in notes and comments)

1966, 40, 369.''

B.1. Hundreds of homeless children pass through the courts yearly;
some :...::e successfully placed in adoptive homes, others are

not'.

2. Minority group children are hard, to place adoptively and they
conse'uently remain under the auspices of the court and the
social agency to which the court has assigned them!

3. Social-agencies responsible for these children (at least in
the court decision of three children presented in the comments)
hold little hope of successfully placing them and seek
extended placement for them in foster care homes as the
alternative to the difficult task of-placing then.adoptively.

4. Extended !foster care placement means a series of-foster homes
and a status of being "just one more agency child without a
family." .

5. The.court, in this instance was intolerant of discriminatory
implementation of placemer' of children.

Social Service Review, "The rights of children:excluded from school4-
(in notes and comments), 1967,41, 306 -308. .

8.1. In the U.S.. school system -iny groups of.children are not
given the rights to which ,ney. are legally ent.ttled;. Among

such' groups is .the. group:ef-children whose behavior is
disruptive to other children and the tesnherd,-.

2. The question ie raised (in, Wisconsin, e.g.) concerning the
state's responsibility to'prOvide educational opportunities
for, among O0-eri,"childienvith behaViot and/or learning
problem-oethose WO are cultuially and socially dePrived
and auffician'tly disiUptive'te'be PlaCed oUi'Of the'regular

classroom.
:COnstiiiitiOnal. interpretation (HisdonSIn) is.the:the school
has the-righCin-a reasonable 'and non.:.arbitrarinianner to
exclude these children 'frori:the regular. .clastirciortif that,

*Swever,. 04 localscheOl.district 'abet tot tip' speCial
eduCater;i.pregrami for .these children In order'io'Ompensate

deling.these-childien their fundementet right, to attend

'publUlAc'hoOlLthai failure of.ihe loCal.schodl'district to
piOvide such compensatory programs places such reepOnsibility

upon the state,
4, Alternative educational services to childreneOpended'from

echoni-Ate being demanded in some areas, e.g.'Ne4 York City,
by.varique civic organizations.
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a. -full:nowledge of school suspeneion is not available
_because, schools have no, central :records 'concerning exactly
how many. children are, suspended eadfor what reasons, and
their fate once they are suspended.

,b. Suspension procedures: in spite pf hearings before achool
officiali, the child is denied due process; thete is the
assumption that reports regarding the child contain nothing
but truths; neither child .nor parents are permitted
attorneys or other helps useful in presenting the child'S
side of the case; the possibility that the teacher or
systim is partly at fault is ignored,

c. susnenetion- cannot be condoned as a substitute for the
kinds of services that should be provided by the school
system; however, the child often has no educational
servicea or peidonal assistance after the school drops
him.

C.1. Suspension for longer than 5 days should be preceded by a
hearing in which the child should be advised of his rights
to be accompanied not only be his parents, but aldo a lawyer,
if desired by 'child or family..

2. That upon' suspension; the child be guaranteed immediate,
alternative-edtcational'services; such services are to be
provided by trained-personnel. -.-

3. That complete information about suspension should be made
Available, including reports'of what'is happening to every
child who is suspended.

ThomeS,-Mary Margaret, "Children with absent fathers," Journal of
Marriage and the Family, 1969 (1), 30, 89-96.

Experimental study of the role of the father in socializing
'children,,uiing two'groups of low socioeconomic status children,
one with father present (cot.rol), the other with 'father absent
(experimental). 411 children ere Caucasians 9-11 years of age.

44.. children in- father absent homes more frequently .perceived
the role activities of teacher; disciplinarian and protector .
as part.of the mother's.role, where as the other children
.(from mother-father families) more frequently viewed this as
father's role.

2. Children injather7absent homes made fewer choices of father
to carryout parental role activities andmore choices of the
mother than did the coptrol,group. .

3. The degree of feeling.and.attitudinal involvement with the
father was much lessfor the children in.father absent homes.

4. There,were no significant differences in hostile feelings,
. , either mild or strong, directed toward ihe fathers who had

.left the home because of marital discord and the fathers who
remained in the home.

5'. The most meaningful outcome was.the finding of many
similarities and few differences. between.childien in the two
group's,.

6. In a komparison of peer relationehips'erls from father absent
homed' more frequently expressei a tendency to act out hostility

13
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and belonged. to fewer groups than girls from.mother-father
families.

7. There is a similarity of perceived self-concept awing the
two groups:il:

8. Data failed to support tha assumption that:boys wenld be wore
effected than girls by absence of a father and tended to show
the oPPOite,(i.a. girls are.more affected).

B.1. In these low socio-economic states familiec the fathers who
were present to the homes did not have.a particularly warm
or clooe relationshipiwith their children, so one might not
expect the absence Of the fatherto have a very great effect
on these children:

Thsrsz, Daniel. "Social aspects of poverty". .Public Welfare, 1967 (3)
XXV, 179-186. .

Descriptive and critical assessment of the meaning of being poor.

A.1. The article points out the fiction that the poor are
inarticulate:.

:

a. Studies show poor peoplespeak English clearly with
directiVeness about themselves if not grammatically correct

b. Failure.by professionale..(including teachers) to communicate
with the poor may be due to desire to nmanage' ther:1, not

to listen or engage in constructive dialogue.
2. The article points out'fiction that-poor are cynical,

apathetic and hard to reach
a. Study showed people in one community (in Washington D.C.)

though discouraged still felt.theyconld organize and
improve the:area.

b. Poor have hone.and desire to improve.their lot which does
not die below the hard shield of suspicion and hostility.

3. The article points out fiction that.poornsed spokesmen for
them .

.

. . _

a. Attempts to have "poor election" systeis in 3 citiee
felled; interpretation was thatthie was due to labeling .

participants as poor (not all want to be so considered).
b.,.Poor need opportunity to organize and speak for themselves

. .and not official spokesmen appeinted by outside agencies !

or self-anpointed.
B.1. It is a fiction that the poor like things the way they are

and reject the Gbod Life".
2. Poor have middle class reactions of feelings of shame about

pr4nency out of wedlock, anger At being shindoned, concern
for the future and desire for better life..

3. Rejects fiction. of sole solution to problems of the poor
(seen as non-homogeneous groups withoUt a separate value
system, behaving rationally in their.circumstances) and
therefore rejects belief that poor need only

b. education
c. money.

.

. d. professional services
.

e. opportunity and jobs.
q.i. Power, Oucation, money, professional services and opportunity

and jobs are all needed:,
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Tiditaif; Wiiiiim. "A look at the self-hatred of the negro " New

Perspectives, 1967,.1(2), pp. 1-19. .

Diecussion and review of the literature of the-development of
negative self- concept. .

:y '

B:l. Negroes AmeriCen society.are stigmatized:* negroes identify
with thentigMates'and react to this identification in a
self- deprecating way.

2. Successful compensation fOr the degrOOs.negative self-

.: concept would be apathetic withdrawal, hostile indifference,
Or a violent redefinition of values: .

3.hegro children internalize the reflection'of themselves in
the worldaround.them, and that reflection is largely
negative. For example, in schools, he cannot.identifywith
predominantly white literature and middle class curriculum,
he gets no negro history: .

!

Recommendations:
1. Negroes must recognize they are negroes and be .proud of it.
2. But not be incessantly bothered by coloi: Help individuals

develop Ad identity 'separate from their'color.

Warden, S.; The'leftOuis.New'York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,

1963.
.

This 1,:soco.kis an enalysie of the disadvantaged child, his back-
ground, his school problems and some suggested_cures..

"cures for a lowneaoc*.eConomic.class background." The

author suggests that we Must indiViddalize the. educational

experience. This requires three-thing0
1. a very thorough knowledge of,the child,
2. adequate facilities, and
3. An approptiate'metha of approach.
This means a comprehensive records systemelectronic
equiprienf:ind the use of aodern machine methods.' Use of
assistants in the classroom Is recommended. ':Preschool
'programs, compeniatory programs, integration 'of. academic and

social programs.. Teacher training ahould include group
dynamics 'and exPloration of sociocultural differences among

children. .

2 "Cures-forinadequate language facilities.",
a. special compensatoryfprdgrame designed'to offer

educationally stiMuliting new experiendes which nezessitate
thr-etaal6jiag of ItinguaKend intensive training in
language deve16'pment.

b.` Eleetroaic devides are helpful ante release teachers to

'dello:110p prirmary.instrucilbnaimaterfia. .-
(c. Compensatory eiperienCeisdaaigned to raise the Leftouts'

I.Q..ievel. I "
d. Techniques for measuring non-verbal types of intelligence.
e. Small group sessions using simple early taekb.'
f. Experiences to teach the skill of attention -- encouraged

to be imaginative and useslangUsge skills often with rich

regards. .

.

. .
,

g:-Efforteto foster Understanding froi advantaged peers.
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3. "Cures for deprivations in family affiliations." -

:a. foster,parental interests e.g..openhouses, etc.
b. nonprofessional aids to work with pArent8 in'en open door

policy.

c. more male teachers -- therefore salary changes etc,
d. college and high school student help.
e. counseling, specialists, coordinators, field trips, and

libraries improved.
f. curriculum contents around student interests.
g. don't isolate the disadvantaged--peer influence can be

important.

4. ",Cures for status deprivation."
a. earlier compensatory measures
b. small groups--partnershipi, etc.
c. deliberate group dynamics
d. emphasis on social skills in compensatory training for

peer acceptance
e. extra-curricular activities so child feels he belongs
fYuse of advantaged students as role modals

5.."Curet for low levels ''of self-esteeM:"'

a. compensatory efforts with help from parents, teachers,
peers, etc. Warm, supportive help

b. counselor visits
c. small successes go a long way
d. avoid special classes
e. get more experienced and effective teachers in these

schools, special training of disadvantaged e.g. group
dynamics, developmental psychology communicators, etc.

Weinandy, Jane, L. Cary, M. Wagenfeld, and C. Willie. Working with the
Poor. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuat University Press, 1965.

Report of a three year family consultation service in public housing.

A.1. The housing project manager, the 1 :.esehold, and the family
consultant (social worker) each indicated a " major family
problem."

2. Problems involved family economics 33 %, family relations, 122
housekeeping 152, plus child behavior, health, neighborhood
and community problems, illiteracy, and police contact.

3. Families tended to see only one rather than multiple problems.
The three judgmental perspectives saw major problems
differently, and what was major from one perspective was
mior or non-existent from another. e.g. housekeeping was
the major problem to management, 5th ranking problem to
social workers, and completely absent from the families' list
of problems.

C. Useful service techniques:
1. Importance of emotional concern - "caring".
2. Use of active intervention.
3. Directness - clients were confused by eubtlety and vented

to know directly what had gone wrong with their situation.
4. Use of a practical approach.
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Wright, Mary Wi.-ThedUiikirtiOf hope. Hanna Meissner (ed.),
Poverq'inthe Affluent Society.' London Harper and Row, 1966.

A descriptive article concerning Appalachia.

B.1. ''.Ittakee-time to be sympathetic, to -listen, to
understand a 'human condition.

. .

Young, Wm. Jr. "The case for urban integration," Social
12(3), pp. 22=-17..'

A.1. Disadvantaged negro students in schools with a majority of
equally disadvantaged white students achieve better than
negro students in schools with a,majority of equally
disadvantaged negro students.

B.1. Segregation by definition means exclusion from any chance to
influence society and advance self-interest; thus, eegrgation
can't be used to build organized "power .bases' within the
poor.cpmmunity

C.1. Entrance of negro into. mainstream of nation's economic life
is a top priority, and integrationieva prerequisite.'

. . . . .

hear - -to

Work, 1967,

.

. "..

:

e ,
.
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SECTION III

In this section an attempt has been made-to present:in more

integrated form, the information contained inthe abstracts.. This

has been done by grouning items with similar content under nine

major headings. The headings are:

I The family unit

II Negativism toward the poor

1II Impact of poverty

IV Behavioral characteristics of the poor

V Inferred psychological charaaeristics of the poor

VI Characteristics of thought processes and verbal skills

of the Poor

VII The disadvantaged Negro and other minority grouns

VIII Education and the disadvantaged

IX Recommendations for education of the disadvantaged.

In the pages that follow, each set of items is presented in 'a

standardized way. First a number of sub - headings are enumerated

and the names of authors whose work is relevant are cited. Then all

the sources for that section are listed. Then on subsequent pages

appear the details relating to the sub-headings. Each set of items

is thus kept senarate from the others. Such a separation should not

be taken to imply that there is no cmmon ground between them. In

fact, the seta of items have been put in an order so that no great

difficulty is exnerienced in passing from oae to the next.
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I. The Family Unit

A. Definition

Geismar '& LaSorte, 1964

B. Sociological Characteristics of the multiproblem Family

G4siiat 6 LaSortt, 1964
Bernstein, 1964
Meyer, 1963

C. Psychological Characteristics of Multiproblem Family.

Geismar 6 LaSorte, 1964
Bernstein, 1964
Meyer, 1963
Thursz, 1967

, .

D. Formation and Dissolution of Fanily Unita

Smitson, 1967
Geismar & LaSorte, 1964
Chilman, 1967
Herzog, 1966
Hunter, 1964
Mayer & Schamess, 1969.

E. Child ReflrismAaoRE222ITamilies

Social Service Review, 1966
Konopka, 1966
Geismar& LaSorte, 1964
Jeffers,, 1967

Chilman, 1967
Hunter, 1964
McCabe, 1966

Sources

Smitson, 1967.
Billingsley & Billingsley, 1965
Social ServiceReview,:1966 :

Konopka, 1966
Geismar & LaSorte, 1964
Jeffers, 1967
Chilman, 1967
Herzog, 1966
Hunter, 1964
Bernstein, 1964
McCabe, 1966
Thomas, 1968
Thursz, 1967
Mayer & Schamess, 1969
Meyer, 1963
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I. The Family ait

A. Definition of the multi-problem family: a family with dis-
organized social functioning with regard to (1) relationships
inside the family, (2) relationships outside the family, and
(3) task performance in areas of health economic and house-
hold maintenance. Descriptive terms used in reference to such
families: hard-core, sociall delinquent, deprived, hard-to-
reach. (Geismar e LaSorte, 1964)

B. Sociological characteristics of multi problem families

1. noverty (Meyer, 1963) (Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

2. economic dependency ( ? "-eyer, 1963) (Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

3. generational transmission of problems (Meyer. 1963)

4. frequent membership in racial minority groups, new-
comers or marginal workers (Meyer, 1963)

5. mobility (Bernstein, 1964)

6. younger families with fewer children out of the home
(Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

C. Psychological characteristics of multi-problem families

1. interpersonal instability in family (Geismar S LaSorte, 1904)

2. absence of family cohesion (Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

3. weakened ability to deal with stress (Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

4. unrealistic expectations and lack of planning (Geismar &
LaSorte, 1964)

5. projection of blame for problems to outside entities
(Thursz, 1967)

6. family distrust of outside agencies (Thursz, 1967) (Meyer,
1963)

7. damaging effect of family instability on children
(Bernstein, 1964)

D. Formulation and dissolution of family,units

1. multi-problem families experience a shorter amd more
conflictual courtship history than non-problem families
(Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

2. illegitimacy

a. more pre-marital pregnancies (Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

b. feelings of shame about out-of-wedlock pregnancies
Mayer & Schamess, 1969)

3.'partial families' formed without benefit of legal union

(Hunter, 1964)

4. marriage

a. early marriage ages for partners (Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)
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D. 4. b. greater age differences for partners (Geismar.4_
La Sorte, 1964)

.c. unrealistic experiences of married life (Geismar &
LaSorte, 1964)

d. high rates of marital conflict (Chilman, 1967)

Child rearing among poor families

1. the child's significance for poor families

a. generally, poor parents care deeply for children
(Jeffers, 1967)

b. wives of problem families place lower value on children
and have a more negative attitude toward pregnancy
(Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

c. child in poor family is often a nuisance, particularly
when children begin to assert independence (Konopka, 1966)

d. child is often a scapegoat for parents' anger
(Xonopka, 1966)

2, family structure and child rearing

a. one-parent families

i. many lower class families have only one parent,
the mother, present (Konopka, 1966)

ii. many slum children, parficularly Negro, live in
one-parent households (Hunter, 1964)

iii. developmental and identification gaps for the
. children are inherent in female-headed families

(Hunter, 1964)

iv. child's perception of the mother is as teacher,
protector, and disciplinarian in female- headed
families; these perceptual attributes given to
fathers in two-narents families (Themes, 1968)

v. feeling iuvolvement of children with the absent
father is not strong (Thomas, 1968)

vi. girls with absent fathers exprese more hostility
and leis group involVeMent than comparative
father-present girls (Thomac, 1968)

vii. girls are more negatively affected than boys by
an Absence of the father from the home (Thomas, 1968)

b. spacing of children
.

i. less family planning in'multi,Troblem families
: (Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

ii. with large, unplanned families, mother is unable
to individualize the children (Thursz, 1967)

of goal commitment in child rearing, with
main eMehasis on simply 'staying out of trouble'
(Chilman, 1967)
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2. b, iv. parental sense of apathy in handling, child's
behavior (Chilman, 1967)

v. harsh and inconsistent discipline, largely physical
controlling methods (Chilman, 1967)

vi. authoritarian child rearing (Chilman, 1967)

vii. mother as chief child care agent (Chilman, 1967)

viii. father is perceived largely as a punitive figure
(Chilman, 1967)

ix. child is forced into at, abrupt and early yielding of
dependence (Chilman, 1967)

x. poverty-situated narents exhibit to their children
a reoressive, nunitive attitude toward sex (Chilman,
1967)

xi. alternate and
of aggressive
1967)

xii. constricted,
1967)

c. child rearing practices of the noor are shaped by and
adaptive tl poverty (Chilman, 1967)

d. child rearing patterns of the very poor are maladaptive
to our societ} in the areas of mental health, education,
social acceptability, and moral behavior (Chilman, 1967)

3. identified maternal patterns (data re: Negro and Puerto Rican
mothers)

a. under protective in that they push child to assume
responsibilities early (McCabe, 1966)

b. over-protective of child's outside activities (McCabe, 1966)

c. the mother is often a competing sibling (McCabe, 1966)

4. other factors bearing on child rearing

a. income restricts child rearing ontions (Jeffers, 1967)

b. family environment may vary markedly over relatively brief
periods of child-rearing time such that opportunities for
growth and development may vary markedly among children
of different cges and different ordinal positions
(Jeffers, 1967.

confusing encouragement and restriction
behavior of children by parents (Chilman,

rigid environment for children (Chilman,

132
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II. Negativism Toward 'the Poor and Poverty by the Non-poor

A. Discernible in Myths About the Poor

Simon, 1966
Mayer & Schamess,1969
Parkham, 1968

B. Non-poor Sunerior Attitude Toward Poor

Simon', 1966

C. Negative Views of the Poor

Simon, 1966
Chilman, 1967
Haggstrom,1965
Miller, 1965 '

D. Mechanisms for Perpetuation of Negativism

Siron, 1966
Chilman, 1967
Haggstrom, 1965

SOurces

inoTI, 1966

Chilman, 1967
Haggstrom, 1965
Miller; 1965
-Mayer & Schamess, 1969
Meyer, 1963
.Perkham, 1968
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II. Negativism Toward the Poor and Poverty by the Non-poor

A. Negativism discerlible in myths about the poor

1. myth: the poor are lazy (Simon, 1966)

2. myth: the poor are unwilling to work (Simon, 1966)

3. myth: the poor are loafers on welfare (Simon, 1966)

4. myth: the poor allow personal uncleanliness (Simon, 1966)

5. myth: the poor are satisfied (Mayer & Schamess, 1969)

6. myth: the poor are unable to speak for themselves
(Mayer & Schamess, 1969)

7. myth: the poor have no regard for the future (Parkham, 1968)

B. Negativism is expressed in the self-righteous, superior
attitude toward the poor (Simon, 1966)

C. Negative views of the poor

1. the poor are seen as politically expendable (Simon, 1966)

2. behavior of the poor is seen as deliberately non-conforming

(Miller, 1965)

3. the poor are seen as maladaotive (Chilman, 1957)

4. the poor are seen as inexcusably denendent (Haggstrom, 1965)

D. Mechanisms for perpetuation of negativism

1. the unwillingness of the non-poor to consider the strengths
and virtues of the poor (Simon, 1966)

2. assessment of the poorst standards via middle class
values and standards (Chilman, 1957)

3. transmission of negative stereotypes to children
(Haggstrom, 1965)

134
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III. Impact of:Poverty. On'the Poor

A. Poychological Inpact of Poverty

Cohen, 1964
Doverman, 1966
Konopka, 1966
Chilman, 1967
;Baggstrom, 1965
Parkhan, 1968

B. Impact of Poverty on Behavioral Patterns of the Poor

Simon, 1966
Mogulf, 1965
Chilman, 1967
Schneiderman, 1964
Hunter, 1963
Parkham, 1968

Sources

Cohen, 1964
Mogulf, 1965
Dovernman, 1966
Konopka, 1966
Simon, 1966
Chilman, 1967
Haggstrom, 1965
Hunter, 1963
Schneiderman, 1964
Parkham, 1968
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III. Impact of Poverty on the Poor

A. Psychological impact of poverty

1. poverty leads to questioning of self-adequacy (Cohen, 1964)

2. poverty induces a questioning of societal values (Cohen,
1964)

3. poverty results in inferiority, hopelessness, rage and
alienation which generate anti-Eocial behavior (Doverman,
1966)

4. poverty creates a state of frustration from infancy to
old age (Chilman, 1967)

5. poverty causes hope and initiative to be replaced by
recentment and apathy (Parkham, 1968)

B. Impact of poverty on behavioral patterns of the poor

1. the poor fail to receive their share of socio-economic
benefits from country (Chilman, 1967) (Simon, 1966)

2. poverty shapes child-rearing practices (Chilman, 1967)

3. poverty enforces dependency (Haggstrom, 1965) (Mogulf, 1965)

4. the impoverished may share a common life style different
from that of the general population (Schneiderman, 1964)

5. poverty entraps people in a vicious cycle (Hunter, 1963)

6. deprivation effects all aspects of human life (Hunter, 1963)

7. relative deprivation of being poor in an affluent society
is prime force in deviant behavior (Hunter, 1963)

8. poverty produces a pattern of failure in youth and adults
(Parkham, 1968)

9. the poor are unable to consume in a consumer economy
(Parkham, 1968)
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1V Behavioral Characteristics of the Poor,
. . _

A. General Behavioral Characteristic of the.Poor,

r'Coheni,4964..

Smitson, J967
Chilman, 1967
Simon, 1966
Hunter, 1964
:MogUlf,.1965
Jeffers, 1967
Schorr,J966

B. Life-Style B7havioral Characteristics

Miller, 1965
Meyer, 1963

C. Value-Related Behavioral Characteristics

Haggetrom, 1965
Miller,-1965

D. Control Seeking Behavioral-Characteristics;

Miller, 1965

E. Characteristic Behaviors of-the Poor in the Educational System

Cohen, 1964
Bernstein, 1964
Smitson, 1967
Doverman, 1966
Herzog, 1966
Konopka, 1966-,
Moyer, 1963
McCabe, 1966

F. Behavioral Characteristics Related to 1.1E81 Norms

Miller, 1965

G. Characteristic Behaviors of Disadvantaged, Alienated, Male Youths

Bernstein, 1964

H. Behavioral Characteristics of Delinquent, Disadvantaged Female Yenths

Konopka, 1966

Sources

Cohen, 1964
Bernstein, 1964
Smitson, 1967
Doverman, 1966
Herzog, 1966
Konopka, 1966
Meyer, 1963
McCabe, 1966
Simon, 1966
Hunter, 1964
Mogulf, 1965
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IV. Behavioral Characteristics of the Poor

A. General behavioral, characteristics of the pcor

1. Interactional characteristics

a. withdrawal (Cohen, 1964)

b. lack of participation in group (Smitson, 1967)

c. limited participation in society (Chilman, 1967)

d. isolation from formal comnunity association
(Smitson, 1967) (Hunter, 1964)

e. socially dependent on social agcicies (Hogulf, 1965)

f. extensive inter-neighborhood communication (Jeffers, 1967)

g. tends to be block dweller (Schorr, 1966)

h. in dependent relationships with forces controlling
their lives, poor tend to retreat from or attack such

forces (Haggstrom, 1965)

2. Family behavior patterns

a. child neglect (Doverman, 1966)

b. problematic family
;

relationships (Meyer, 19631
(Weinsndy, Cary, Wagenfeld & Willis, 1965) (Geismar
& LaSorte, 1964) (Herzog, 1966) (Hunter, 19G4)

c. inadequate familial role perfornance ( Geismar & LaSorte,

1964)

d. early marriage (Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

e. less family planning (Geismar & LaSorte, 1964)

f. physical discipline of children (Chilman, 1967)

f. migrite from rural to urban and are unable to cope with
conditions of modern ghetto existence (Bernstein, 1964)

3. Non-categorical characteristics

a. anti-social behavior(Doverman, 1966)

b. partly involuntary self-diminuilion (Haggatrom, 1965)

c. zrisis-ridden life styles (liven, 1966) (Parkham, 196B)

d. unstable, interpersonal relationships (Geismar & LaSorte,
1964)

e. performance of semi-magical, ritualistic acts in frequent

attempts to change such status,(Hiller, 1965)

f. indebtedness (tteyer, 1963)

g. poor housekeeping (Mayer, 1963)

h. lateness and unkept appointments (Thursz, 1967)

i. due to cOtural attitude toward tiem

ii. due to pas3ive aggretrive reactions to pressure from
punitive authorities
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A. 3. i. irregular male emPloyment (Smitaon, 1967)

j. 502 of wives and moths employed outside home
(Smitson, 1967)

B. Life-style behavioral characteristics

1. life rhythm includes both intense exciteneAt ard
passivity (`tiller, 1965)

2. behavioral characteristics related to search for
excitement:

a. prevalent use of alcohol by both sexes (Miller, 1965)
(Meyer, 1963)

b. widespread gambling (Miller, 1965)

c. recurrent 'nights on the town' with these dono lent
behaviors: (Miller, 1965)

i. alcoholic intake

ii. musical involvement

iii. sexual adventuring

3. behavioral characteristics related to passivity (Miller,
1965)

a. 'hanging around' oehavior

b. long hours of relative inactivity

C. Value-rated behavioral characteristics

1. frequent verbalization of the values Of the affluent vith
practice of thlse same values infrequent (Haggstrom, 1965)

2, 'trouble' and 'non-trouble-producing' behavior are both a
basis for defining status and internal value conflict for
individual (Hiller, 196)

D. Control-seeking behavioral characteristics (Miller, 1965)

1. many poor seek out restrictive environment e.g. prison, army

2. express resentment of authority but seek re-entry when
" expelled from euvironnent

3. being 'controlled' is equated with 'being cated for'

4. when authority remains firm, individual ia convinced he
is cared for

i. thie desire for 'caring control' is rather frequently the
case with problematic behavior of lower class child in
schools

6. in school, problem behavior does not command the coercive
control!, implicitly sought by the behavior

E. Characteristic behaviors of the poor in the educational system

1. many drop out (Cohen, 1964) (Bernstein, 1964)

2. few complete 8th grade.(Smitsop, 1967)
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E. 3. low educational attainment ;Doverman, 1966) (Herzog, 1966)

4 grade failure (Konopka, 1966) (Meyer, 1963)

5. truancy (Konopka, 1966)

6. diminished capacity for learnin3,, (McCabe, 1966)

F. Behavioral characteristics related to legal norms (Miller, 1965)

1. frequent overtcommitment to law-abiding behavior and

covert commitment to non-law-abiding behavior

2. legal and illegal behavioral alternatives simultaneously
present for like ends yields a choice of the illegal
behavioral alternative because it offers more immediate
reward with less expansion of energy

3. the demanded (or sanctioned) response to certain situations
in lower-class culture involves the commission of illegal

acts.

G. Characteristic behaviors of disadvantaged, alienated male
youths (Bernstein, 1964)

1. high drop out rate

2. 'big talk' behavior in attempt to hide poor self-confidence

3. frequent trouble with police

4. frequent drinking and drug use

5. irregula, employment

6. fathering illegitimate children

7. street dwelling

8. difficult maturational process

9. bizarre dress which is ident,ty outlet

10. outwitting behavior as behavioral asset

11. poor work habits and inertness in job finding and performance

H. Behavioral characteristics of delinquent, disadvantaged female

youths (Konopka, 1966)

1. 'hanging around' behavior

2. refusal to respond to questions

3. failure to consider things objectively

4. crowd or g roup aasociation
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V. Inferred 1%1Chological Characteristics of the Poor

A. Chavicteiistics'Aeld4ant to the general Disadvantaged Populat.f.on

(wit It Specific Refereacetto Age or Racial Groups)

Cott( 1.,)

Smitson, 49)7
Haggstrom, 1965
Picrettl 1966

Chilman, 1967
Herzog, 1966
Schneiderman, 1964
Mayer & Schamess, 1969
TLursz, 1967
Parkham, 1968

B. Characteristics of Poor Adults (without Special Reference

to Sex or Race)

Jeffers, 1967
Chilman, 1967
Schorr, 1966

C. Characteristics of the 'Disturbed' Child Reared in Poverty

Mayer & Schamess, 1969

D. Characteristics Relevant to Alienated-Disadvantaged Youths

(with Reference to Specific Racial Groupl Note3)

Konopka, 1966
DerPstein, 1964

Sources

Cohen, 1964
SmItson, 1967
Fanstrom, 1965
Piven, 1966
Chilman,-1957
Herzog, 1966
Schneiderman, 1964.
Mayer & Schamess, 1969
Thucaz, 1967
Parkham, 1968
Jeffers,'1967
Schorr, 1966
Kneopka, 1966
Bernstein, 1964
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V. Inferred Psychological Characteristics of the poor

A. Characteristics relevant to the general disadvantaged
population (without soecific age or racial references)

1. no access to anxiety ixtucing mastery (Cohen, 1964)

2. a sense of shame from betrayed trust in others (Cohen, 1964)

3. a sense of self-debasement from unfulfilled love and
happiness expectations (Cohen, 1964)

4. distrust of authority figures (Smitson, 1967)

5. suspicion of authority figures (Smitson, 1967) (Cohen, 1964)

6. conviction of being exploited (Smitson, 1967)

7. belief they must 'look out for themselves' (Smitson, 1967)

8. impulse gratification tendency (Smitson, 1967)

9. inability to delay immediate gratification for future gain
(Smitson, 1967) (Cohen, 1964) (Haggstrom, 1965)

10. 'overwhelme' state due to daily needs (Piven, 1966)

11. depression (Chilman, 1967)

12. anxiety (Chilman, 1967)

13. subjective orientation (Herzog, 1966)

14. diminished sense of autonomy and r.ontrol of fate
(Herzog, 1966) (Piven, 1966)

15. present-tine orientation (Herzog, 1966) (Haggstam 1965)
(Schneiderman, 1964)

16. a sense for the personal (Haggstrom, 1965)

17. a stress on the intimate (Haggstrom, 1965)

18. survival orientation tither than a socially progressive
orientation (Hsggstrom, 1965)

19. little sense of past (Haggstrom, 1965)

20. hostility toward the prosperous (Haggstrom, 1965)

21. sus,-,icion of outsiders as threatening and risky
(Haggstrom, 1965)

22. projection of causality to external forces (Haggstrom, 1965)

23. concern for the future (?Ayer & Schamess, 1969)
(Thutsz, 1967) (Parkham, 1966)

24. resentment (Parkham, 1968)

25. apathy in face of ovetwhelmin*, odds (Parkham, 1968)

R. Characteristics of 000r adults

1. extreme loneliness (Jeffers, 1967)

2. awareness of lack of self-determination (Jeffers, 1967)

3. awareness of susceptehility to unpredictables (Jeffers, 1967)
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B. 4. feeling of constant vulnerability (Jeffers, 1967)

5. chronic uncertainty (Jeffers, 1967)

6. depression (Jeffers, 1967)

7. a sense of impotence in child rearing ( Chilean, 1967)

8. distrust of new experiences (Chilean, 1967)

9. low self-esteem (Cbilman, 1967)

10. Beim of defeat (Chilmon, 1967)

11. excitement orientation ( Chilean, 1967)

12. identity confusion ( Chilean, 1967)

13. attitudes adjtvltive to situation (Schorr, 1966)

C. Characteristics of disturbed child reared in poverty
(Mayer & Sehamess, 1969)

1. extremely poor self image

2. deficiency in ego skills

3. view of the world as pervasively hostile

4. feeling of being rejected by parents, school and community

D. Characteristics relevant to alienated, disadvantaged youth
(with specific racial references included)

1. the disadvantaged female youth, adjudicated delingu.mt
(Konopka, 1966)

a. internalized feeling of rejee' A

b. shame in initial expression of personal feelings

c. personal loneliness

d. guilt stemming from their own behavior

e. negative sense of self-worth

f. self-hatred

g. resentment of adult 'phoniness' and adult failure to
live up to preached ideals

h. hatred of easily made and broken or forgotten promises

i. exrieetation'of Perfection in authoritative adults

2. the disadvantage wile youth, hostile and alienated
(data referent to minority group youngsters, primarily
Negro, Puerto Rican and Mexican-American (Bernstein, 1964)

a. intolerance for 'pretty speeches!.

b. envy of middle class rewards

c. damaged sense of self-worth.

d.'sensaiof rejection by 'respectable' world

e.'fear of being rejected
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,D. 2, f. security in group aggression

g. 16w imnulse control

h. weak in ability to anticinate consequences of their
behavior

i. 'craving' for excitement

j. influenced by specific and concrete

k. distrustful of any but tangible evidence

1. projection of shame

m. low self-esteem

n. confused sexual identification

o. lack of self-confidence

p. low tolerance for authority

q. unrealistic nercept4ons
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VI. Characteristics of Thought'Processes and Verbal Skills of the Poor

A. Thought Processes

McCabe, 1966
Herzog, 1966
Bernstein, 1964
Haggstrom, 1965

B. Verbal Patterns

Behal, Madaus & Winder, 1968
Herzog, 1966
Jeffers, 1967
Heggstrom, 1965
Hunter, 1964
Thursz, 1967

.Sources

. Bahat, Madaus & Winder, 1968
Herzog, 1966
Jeffers, 1967
Heggstrom, 1965
Hunter, 1964
Thursz, 1967
McCabe, 1966
Bernstein, 1964
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VI. Characteristics of the Verbal Patterns and Thought Processes

of the Poor

A. Thought processes

1. poor ability in abstract reasoning (McCabe, 1966)

2. diminished capacity for learning (14cCable, 1966)

3. lack of intellectual stimulation (Herzog, 1966)

4. subjective-concrete rather than objective-abstract
thinking (Herzog. 1966) (Bernstein, 1964)

5. less developed imaginative and logical powers (Herzog, 1966)

6. stress on the sensory and the detailed (Haggstrom, 1965)

B. Verbal patterns

1. low capacity for verbalizatior and self-expression
(Bahal, nadaus 61 Winder, 1968) (Herzog, 1966)

2. lack of concern with grammar due to other, higher in
priority concerns (Jeffers, 1967)

3. speech patterns often vary among children of same family
(Jeffers, 1967)

4. limited linguistic skills (which contribute to less
developed personality (Haggstrom, 1965)

5. language problems are characteristic of the alum
(Hunter, 1964)

6. the poor as inarticulate is a fiction; their English is

direct and -lear, if not grammatically coridet
(Thursz, 19:7)
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VII. The Disadvantaged Negro (With Selected Comments Applicable

to Other Minority Populations)

A. Discrimination Toward the Disadvantaged Negro

& Billingsley, 1965
Simon, 1966

B. Pre udice

Chethick, 1967 .

Gochros, 1966,
Tidwell, 1967
Bernstein, 4964
Billingsley & Billingsley, 1965

C. Segregation & Separation of the New).

Young, 1967. .

Funnye & Shiffman, 1967
Billingsley & Billingsley

D. Sociological Featureauf Disadvantaged Negro's Position in

Society

Kolodny, 1969
Hunter, 1964
Piven &.Cloward, 1967b

E. The Disadvantaged NegroChild
Billingsley & Billingsley, 1965
Chethick, 1967
Tidwell, 1907
Funriye & ge.fmad, 1967
Social Service Peview, 1966
Kolodny, 1969

F. Disadvantaged Minority GrouLyNuth and the Racial-Equality

Movement

Bernstein, 1967
Konopka, 1956

G. Chsvacteristics of the Disadvantaged, Minority Group Feir3le

McCabe, 1966

Sources

Billingsley & Billingsley, 1965
Simon, 1966 Chethick, 1967
Gochras, 1966 Tidwell, 1967
Bernstein, 1964 Bernstein, 1967
Young, 1967
Funnye & Shiffman, 1967
Kolodny, 1969
Piven & Cloward, 1967b
Hunter, 1964
Social Service Review, 1966
Konopka, 1966 McCabe, 1966
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VII. The Disadvantaged Negro (With Selectee, Comments Applicable to

Other Minority Populations

A. Discrimination of the disadvantaged Vegro

1. northern discrimination is inability to ;;rasp the need for
special community efforts to overcome perva3ive poverty,
social isolation and psychological alienation in the
Yegro ghetto ( Billingsley & Billingsley, 1955)

2. southern discrimination is more an effort to discriminate
and deprive tLe Legro of opportunities (Billingsley &
Billingsley, 1565)

3., the Negro in all of the U.S. is trapped in a vicious
cycle of discrimination in employment, housing, and
education (Simon, 1966)

B. Prejudice.

1. prejudice effects every Negro American's senes of identity

(Chethick, 1967)

2. prejudice results in internalized feelings of inferiority,
self-hatred, and lack of self-esteer, (Chethick, 1967)

3. prent stereotypes established by white - dominated
society give impetus to prejudice (Chethick, 1967)

4. no Negro of any group has escaped the effect of prejudice
(Gochros, 1936)

5. no Negro is without resentment whici- prejudice induces;
it is merely a question of the degree to which hostility is:
(Gochros, 1966)

a. made into self-hatred

b. acted out

c. deliberately disguised

d. repressed

e. turned into apathy

6. the Negro Ameecan in our society is stigmatized;
identifies with the stigrates, and reacts to this
identification in, a self - deprecating way (Tidwell, 1967)

7. negative attributes often pinned to Negroes are more often
a result of poverty than of color (Bernstein, 1964)

8. Negroes coLpsnsate for their negative self-concept
(induced by brejudice in varying ways: (Tidwell, 1967)

a. apathetic withdrawal

b. hostile indifference

c. violent redefinition of values

9. crippling handicap of American Negro is A deep-seated
sense of inferiority (Billingsley 6 Billingsley, 1965)
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. Segregation and separation of %the Negro

1, segregation means an exclusion from any chance to influence
society and advance self-interest (Young, 1967)

2. ghetto residents reco,nize the inolicat;ln of undesirabilitj
and inferiority conveyed by forced separation (FunnyL &
Shiffman, 1967)

3. the American Negro is simultaneously separate from and
dependent upon the structure of society (Billingsley &
Billingsley, 1965)

B. Sociological features of the Negro's position in society

1. Negroes occupy the bottom position in ethnic rankings
(Kolodny, 1969)

2. Negroes rapidly becoming predominant group in the central
areas of many cities (Piven & Cloward, 1967b) (Hunter, 1964)

E. The Negro Child

1. Negro child's problems in identification (Billingalev &
Billingsley, 1965)

A. legro child cannot identify with authority figures
and positions of power and influence

b. Negro child's efforts to deal with autonomy crisis are
severely restricted due to problems it identification

c. the relative absence of role models occupying major
positions in the crucial institutions of society
presents difficulties for the Negro families who would
'have their child be somebody'

2, the impact of being Negro on the Negro child

a. each Negro child must develop personal means of coping
with the problem of being Negro in a 'white society.
Among such means: (Billingsley & Billingsley, 1965)

i. protest

ii. accommodation

iii. denial

b. the Negro child has been seen to react to his self-
picture, created by prejudice, in clear, and repeated
ways (Chethick, 1967)

i. hyper -race-consciousness, characterized by an
especial eeneitivity and an anticipation of
constant blame for being Negro

ii. color blindness during which child denies any
difference in himself and tries to be like all
other kids

iii. loyalty conflict for the thiP.

c. Negro children internalize the largely negative
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reflections of themselves present in their environment

(Tidwell, 1967)

d. the ghetto child lacks self-confidence (Funnye &

Shiffman, 1967)

e. for the Negro child, the ostracism of the wider, white-

dominated community lends support for his projecting
blame for his problems onto his color (Chethick, 1967)

f. ethnic awarenzss continues to play a prominent part in

the self-perception of American children (Kolodny, 1969)

g. minority children, abandoned or deprived of parents, are
difficult to place adoptively and become agency children
*.without families (Social Service Review, 1966)

F. Disadvantaged minority youth and the racial equality movement
(Bernstein, 1967)

1. limited belief in the civil rights movement

2. little faith in change via social action

3. non-acceptance of non-violent theme

4. heightened racial sensitivity, suspicion and anger

5. little impact unon them by anti-poverty program

6. deep cynicism about the system and their future

7. disadvantaged girls have nersonal fight against prejudice
and are unaligned with any particular organization
(Konopka, 1966)

G. The disadvantaged minority-group female (McCabe, 1966)

1. often are legally tarried at one time

2. many have had at leaP: cne child cut of wedlock

3. illeritimate children conceived in unions lasting from

2-6 years

4. few finish high school, but leave reluctantly

5. chronic or acute medical problems are prevalent
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VIII. Mutation and the Disadvantaged

A. ,The Slum School

Hunter, 1964
Funnye & Shiffman, 1967

.B. The Disadvantaged Child's View of Education

Funnye & Shiffman, 1967
,Bernstein, 1964
Konopke, 1966
Bethel, Hadaus 6 Winder, 1968

C. The Poor Parent's Attitudes toward the Educational Process

Chilman, 1967
Hunter, 1964

D. The Teacher and the Disadvantaged

Konopka,'1966
Hunter, 1964
Thursz, 1967

E. Value Orientation of Teachers and Disadvantaged Populations

Schneiderman, 1964
Auntei, 1964
Konopka, 1966

F. Characteristics of the Disadvantaged Child Relevant to School

Performance

McCabe, 4,96b.
Herzog, 1966'

G. Integration and Learning...AMON, the Disadvantaged

Piven & Cloward, 1967a and 1967b
Tidwell, 1967:
Hunter, 1964
Young, 1967

H. The. Drop -Out Problem

Bernstein, 1964
Cchen, 1964 and 1968
Kraft, 1967

I. Society and Educating the Disadvantaged

Kraft, 1967
Cohen, 1968
Social Service Review, 1967
Bernstein, 1964
Hunter, 1963
Mayer & Schamess, 1969
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Sources .

Cohen, 1964 and 1968
Kraft, 1967
Pernstein, 1964
Piven & Cloward, 1967a and 1967b
Tidwell, 1967
Hunter, 1963 and 1964
Young, 1967
Konopka, 1966
Thursz, 1967
Social Service Review, 1967
Mayer & Schamees, 1969
Chilman, 1967
Funnye 6 Shiffman, 1967
Baal, Waits 6 Winder, 1968
Schneiderman, 1964
McCabe, 1966
Herzog, 1966
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VII/. Education and the Disadvantaged

A. Tim slum school

1. not saficient to bring level of slum education up to
average; it must be h4gher than average to effect the

problem (Hunter, 1964)

2. even if basic educational program remains the same,
there must be more Leachers, counselors, rooms, materials,
and extra-curricular activities (Hurter, 1964)

3. school performance of a child depends not only on his own
e-cio-economic characteristics but also on the socio-
et.onomic characteristics of the school in which he is

(Hunter, 1964)

4. the most important mission of slum schools is to convince
slum school children that they c ,n be successful (Hunter,
1964)

5. Quantitative dollar difference between ghetto and non-
ghetto schools is insignificant (Funnye & Shiffman, 1967)

B. The disadvantaged child's view of education

1. education's value for the child

a. difterence between ghetto and non-ghetto schools is in
the ghetto child's lack of self-confidence which
prevents his finding value In education (Funnye &
Shiffman, 1967)

b. education is not seen as desirable by alienated,
hostile youth (Bernstein, 1964)

c. education intrinsically lacks appeal for alienated
youth (Bernstein, 1964)

d. education is seen as a 'way out' but too dull to have
ends justify mems (Bernstein, 1964)

2. child's view of the school system

a. negative feelings due to repeated failure (Bernstein,

1964)

b. desk symbolizes loveless authority and is barrier
between teacher and student (Konopka, 1966)

c. school is scene of failure (Bernstein, 1964)

3. problem areas in motivating the disadvantaged child
toward educatiol, goals (Babel, Halaui, & Winder, 1968)

a. negative attitude and alienation

b. low capacity for verbalization and sill-expression

c. lack of role models for educational goals

The poor pareAt's attitudes toward the educational process

i. attitudes held toward the school system
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a. fear and distrust of school system prevalent

t. disadvantaged parent often sees the Achool as an
authority over which he has no control (Hunter, 1964)

2. attitudes toward eduction

a. acadeMic achievement not highly valued among the very
poor (Chilman, 1967)

b. low education level of parents often leads to a 'what's
good enough for me is good enough for my kid' attitude
which impedes a child's education (Hunter, 1964)

c. disadvantaged parent may f,iel embarrassment about lack
of education and fear his child's surpassing him
(Hunter, 1964)

D. The teacher and the disadvantaged

1. the teacher as alien

a. most teachers of disadvantaged live outside the school
neighborhood and are often viewed as strangers with
power (Konopka, 1966)

b. teachers do not know kids' environment (Hunter, 1964)
(Konopka, 1966

2, the teacher as unprepared to teach the disadvantaged

a. teachers are not trained to handle special problems of
alum scbool setting and slum children (Hunter, 1964)

b. teachers are not helped to adjust to differences in
their own and their children's cultural and value

. . system (Hunter, 1964)

c.-failure by professionals (teachers) to communicate with
the poor may be due to a desire to manage the children
rather than to engage them (Thuisz, 1967)

E. Value orientation of teacher and disadvantaged populations

1. value differences between teachers and the impoverished
(Schneiderman, 1964) (Hunter, 1964)

A. teachers prefer 6.'mastery over nature' value orientation
while impoverished demonstrated equal preferences for.
!harmony with nature' and 'subjugation to nature'

.value orientations

b. teachers showed significant preference for 'future-time'
'value orientation OhilA the impoverished showed value
preferences for 'present-time! orientation

c. teachet preferred a 'doing' human activity moAality
value orientation .

O. teachers engaged in teaching the disadvantaged may be
engaged in an inter-cultural cnterprise auti may expect
problems: (Schneiderman, 1964) (Konopka, 1966)

'J. in Communication
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ii.'in joint goal'eatting efforts
. .

2:'tetichers and the impovereished begin from different first
assumptiOns aboUt life and its major'Organizing values
(Schneiderman, 1964)

3. 3/4 of the teaching population is middle class (Hunter, 1964)

F. Characteristics of the disadvantaged child relevant to school
.performance

1. characteristics releyant to children of one-parent families
(McCabe.', 1966)

a, loW percentage rate 'good' on general adjustment in school

b. higher than average absence.rate

c. poor ability in abstract reasoning, vocabulary and
general information

2. some commonly assumed characteristics (Herzog, 1966)

a: low educational level and achievement

b. inadequate verbal'akills ' "
c. inadequate intellectual etimulation

d.jack of motivation for education

0. Integration and learning among the disadvantaged

1..racial integration is the school

a. integration of poor whitea, and.poor.Negroes does not
improve levels; in either group (Piven & Cloward, 1967b)

b. lower class Negro schoois'are significantly inferior to
middle class white-schools (Piven.&. Cloward, 1967b)

c. the Negro:child Cannot identify with the predominantly
White literature and middle class Curriculum (Tidwell,
1967)

d. racial mix is important for:good education (Hunter, 1964)

e. the Negro child surrounded by whites in school setting
perpetuates the Negro child's forming an image of self

. .-. through white .eyes (Piven & Clpward,.1967a)

'f.disadvantaged Negro atUdants in schools with a majority
of equally disadvantaged white students achieve better
than Negro students in schools with a majority of
equally disadvantoged,Neare students (Young, 1967)

'g: 184ei=clasto children must have compensatory education
'programs as wen as racially mixed classes (Hunter, 1964)

2. socio-economic integration'in-thameh6ols

a: nixing middle class siudenti with lower class students
,..has a beneficibreffdet on the-loWer class students
and does not diminishilavel of-dchievement of the middle
class children (Piven:&.Cloward,1967b)
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:Schemes for:providiug.best economic mix of middle class

and ghetto children are impractical and. ineffective

(ftven 8 Cloward, 1967b)

H. The drop-out problem

1, the drop-out rate

a. lower :lass individuals experience high drop-out rate

(Cohen, 1964)

b. more than 1,000,000 youths fail to complete 8th grade

each year (Cohen, 1968)

2. some cauoal elements of drop-out among the disadvantaged

a. drop-but is due partially to economic necessity

(Cohen, 1964)

b. drop-out rate is related to he fact that the school

system is organized around the learning style of the

more affluent child (Cohen, 1964)

c. scrimping of educational appropriations results in high

drop-out rates (Kraft, 1967)

d. the behavior of hostile, alienated youth often leads

them to become 'pushouts' es much as drop-outs

(Bernstein, 1964)

I. Society ar.d educating the disadvantaged

1. the effect on society of inadequately 'educating the

disadvantaged

a. educational scriping contributes to functional

illiteracy (Kraft, 1967)

b. absence of the opportunity to learn and develop skills

means that disadvantaged children face being poor

adults and the bearers of poor children (Cohen, 1968).

2. the disadvantage.] in society's educational system

a. in U.S. school system, many children are not given

their legal rights with regard to alternatives to
public schooling and with regard to suspension
procedures (Social.Service Reviews 1967)

b. sub-lower and minority youngsters have no access to or

cannot effectively utilize educational opportunities to

achieve personal satisfactional and status (Bernstein,` 1964)

c. public school system has never effectively engaged or

educated lower class children (Hunter, 1963)

d. society has educationally sorted children into manual

and iron - manual broups based on their social class

rather than their basic endowment (Hunter, 1963)

e. the disadvantaged child feels rejected by school system

(Mayer & Schemes. 1969)
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IX. Recommendations Relevant-toEducating the, Disadvantaged and for

/mnroVing'Iheir'Sitilation

A. Education

Cohen, 1968
Funnye and Shiffman, 1967
Piven and Cloward, 1967b
Simon, 1966
Bernstein, 1967
Chilman, 1967
Bernstein, 1969
'Mures, 1967
Social Service Review, 1967

B. Job Opportunities

Cohen, 1968
Simon, 1966 .

Bernstein, 1967
Parkham, 1968

C. Housing

Funnye and Shiffman, 1967
Simon, 1966 .

Bernstein, 1967

D. Income Stabilization

Bernstein, 1967
Meyer, 1963
Parkham, 1968

E. Techniques for Working with the Disadvantaged

Cohen, 1964
Bernstein, 1964

, Weinandy et al, /965
Jeffers, 1967
Wright, 1966
Aturez,.,1967

Meyer,,1963
GOchras, 1966.

F. Por./iPiovement of the Black Position

'Piven and Cloward, 1967a and 1967b
TidweiL
-'Simon, 1066

Miscellaneous

Bernstein, 1967
';-McCabe, 1966'
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,.1. Sources

Cohen, 1964 and 1968
Simon, 1966
Bernstein, 1967
Parkhari, 1968
Bernstein, 1964
Funny° and Shiffman, 1967
Piven and Cloward, 1967a and 1967b
Chilman, 1967
Thursz, 1967
Social Service Review, 1967
Meyer, 1963
Weinandy et al, 1965
Jeffers, 1967
Wright, 1966
Gochras, 1966
Tidwell, 1967
McCabe, 1966

..7 7.'t .

1.58 `.1. .
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IX. Recommendations Relevant to Educating the Disadvantaged and for

Improving their Situation

A. Education

1. quality pre-school program for poor children (Cohen, 1968)

2. rapid school integration (Punnye and Shiffman, 1967)

3. removal of inequalities of teachers and programs in
ghetto schools (Piven And Cloward, 19676)

4. more educational resources into inner city (Simon, 1966)
(Bernstein, 1967)

5. smaller classes for the poor (Bernstein, 1967,

6. teachers dedicated to the alum child (Bernstein, 1967)

7. flexible and tmaginative administration in ghetto schools
(Bernstein, 1967)

8. more social workers in ghetto schools (Bernstein, 1967)

9. ghetto residents as leader aides in ghetto schools
(Bernstein, 1967)

10. more curriculum adapted to needs of alienated children
(Bernstein, 1967)

11. divided educational experience for very young children
in low-income families (Chilean, 1967)

12. experimentation for enrichment programs for the older
poor (Chilean, 1967)

13. expanded school services in slum schools (Chilean, 1967)

14. curriculum which makes sense to poor kids (Bernstein, 1964)

15. interpretation of personalities and problems of ghetto
children to school administrators (Bernstein, 1964)

16. adequate study places for poor children (Bernstein, 1964)

17. remedial tutors for children with learning difficulties
(Thursz, 1967)

18. appropriate suspension procedures for low-income children
with behavioral problems (Social Service Review, 1967)

19. good relationships for learning problem-poor children in
which the increase pleasure in learning (Thursz, 1967)

20. prevention of the attitudes of hopelessness in either the
teachers of students in ghetto children (Bernstein, 1967)

B. Job opportunities

1. improved job opportunities for youth and programa which
will increase their earning capacity (Cohen, 1968)

2. more and better jobs, rather than just training for
existing jobs (Simon, 1966) (Bernstein, 1967)

3. adequate living wages (Simon, 1966)
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-.,!4:-public work programs With on the job training (Bernstein,

1967)

5. increased hiring by private businesses of ghetto youth
(Bernstein, 1967)

.6. ghetto youth in community service jobs (Bernstein, 1967)

7. low-income personnel in public welfare (Parkham, 1968)

8. avoid hiring poor into 'dead end' jobs (Parkham, 1968)

C. Housing

1. rapid integtntion in housing (Funnye and Shiffmen, 1967)

2. more low-income.housing (Simon, 1966)

3. improved living conditions (Bernstein, 1967)

D. Income stabilization

1. income increases for the poor (Bernstein, 1967)

2. guaranteed annual income (Bernstein, 1967) .

3. elimination of economic insecurity (Meyer, 1963)

4. larger assistance grants (Parkham, 1968)

5. less complicated assistance application systems (Parkham,

1968)

E. Techniques for working with the disadvantaged

.

1. providing opportunities for achievement which have carefully
planned assistance for maximizing likelihood of success
(Cohen, 19G4)

2. specific alternatives to anti-social behavior (Bernstein,

1964)

3. emotional concerns atid'carings'(Weinandy et al, 1965)

4.'directness rather than subtlety (Weinandy et al, 1965)

5. pratital approacies (Weinandy'etal, 1965)

6. willingness to listen: end xespondswith respect (Jeffers, 1967)

7. acceptance access, confidence and competence (Jeffers, 1967)

8. time for sympathetic understandinp (Wright, 1966)

9. concreteness (Bernstein, 1964)

10. patience, faith and skill (Bernstein, 1964)

11. distinction between bad behavior's unacceptability and
acceptability of the person (Bernstein, 1964)

12. utilization of crisis to teach alternative behavior
(Bernstein, 19f,4)

13. rewarding restraint (Bernstein, 1964)

14. abiding interest (Bernstein, 1964)

15. support (Bernstein, 1964
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16: providing selected life experience to poor children to
increase their sense of ego-adequacy (Thursz, 1967)

17. an understanding of individual families (Meyer, 1963)

18. 'reaching out' (Meyer, 1963)

19. when whites attempt to help blacks (Gochros, 1966)

a. quick, direct explanation of social attitudes

b. no demand in discussion for immediate rationality

c. acknowledge validity of just complaints

d. help ventilation of anger

e. help to change environment rather than accept it.

F. For imrpovement of the black position

1. strong counter-vailing ethnic community to fight majority
prejudice (Piven and Cloward, 1967a)

2. increased black pride, black solidarity and black power
(Piven and Cloward, 1967a)

3. separate ghetto organization and heightened awareness
of distinctive poala (Piven and Cloward, 1967b)

.

4. integration should be understood not as the mingling of
bodies but as participation in and shared control over
major institutional epherei (Piven and Cloward, 1567b)

5. NegrOesmust increase social pride (Tidwell, 1967)

6. Negroes should be helped to develop identity separate
from color (Tidwell, 1967)

7. greater integration (Simon, 1966

G. Miscellaneous recommendations

1. more services for -the poor.(Bernstein, 1967)

2. greater'intervention in medical help funds, budgeting,
home management, interpersonal relations, dependency
problems and 'parint-child-relatioaships (McCabe, 1966)
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SECTION IV

SUMMATION

It is the purpose of this section of the report to attempt to

establish a link between social work and education. This link will,

hopefully, make it possible for education to take advantage of many

of the insighre and understandings that have been developed in its

sister discipline. More particularly, it is hoped that the ideas

generated in the consortium and discerned in the literature search

will prove'useful for designing a new, realistic and relevant program

for training teachers of disadvantaged children. At tha outset then,

it seems appropriate to touch on some of the common, and uncommon

ground held by the two disciplines.

Education - Social Work Similarities

Both education and social work are informed by the highest of

unselfieh motives. Both state their goals. in terms of improvement of

society and the enhancement of the.individual. Both are service

industries, engaged not in the two-why negotiation and maneuver of

economic exchange but in the one-way contribution of a service expertise.

This.ts not to say that socioi workers and educators do not got

gratification or reward from their activities--they undoubtedly do--but

merely to point out that the recipients of the service are entitled.

to it by right and have no immediate obligation to Iender anything in

return.: For this reason,. both education and social wok receive their

support (largely) from the polis. The state, in its wisdor., has decreed

that for.their' own good, its subjects should be educated. It has also

declared, that ts educated subjects should not become dysfunctional.

within society. -It has consequently set up institutions to combat the

evils of ignorance ald social maladjustment, and promote the virtues

of education and.social adaptability.

However, both education end Social adaptability are variable

quantities; One mane eduCation is anOther'sfiinorance: One man's

social responaibility is another'idelitiqUency.-For exaMple, the Minimum

requirements for Appointment to most universities is a Ph.D.--a mere 4.A.
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is not anough. Similarly, not ev4.ry citizen geticulonsly observes

traffic regulations, tax laws and injunctions against sexual promiscuity.

Because this is the case, both education and social work have in common

a retreating horizon. Uhatever amount of education is Provided, more

could be done, and done better. Whatever social remediation is

accomplished, more could be undertaken and achieved core efficiently.

One of the critical effects of the retreating horizon is that,

for entirely understandable political and economic reasons, limits have

to be set. The gross amount of education and social service that

society permits is subjected to limitation. But, not only is the gross

over-all amount restricted, the amount made available to snecific

individuals is restricted also. Society is thus faced with two

continuing problems: (1) to decide how much education and social

service to furnish in general, and (2) to decide the quota nernitted

to different individuals within the systems. It is at this noint of

course, that societal ideals run into life's harsh exigencies. The

ideals of maximisation of individual potential and equality of

opportunity pose practical problems. In both education and social work

it is the least disadvantaged who produce greatest societal return for

least effort. Un:ier the system-conditions that obtain at present, it

is Cae brighter, socially well Adjusted child who can be educated

more easily, for longer and with greater return on the capital invested

in his education. By contrast, the 'duller, less well adjusted child

produces a smaller dividend. It IA faif to Fay that the greater the

intellectual or social 'handicap' the more difficult and more exnensive

ie the service necessary and ea well, the less rewarding, in absolute

terns, ie the outcome. Of course, in relative terns the achievement,

by both teacher and Pupil nay be immeasurably more impressive. For

example, the nature of hearing and sneech defects and their consequences

are such that fora huring defective child to eveu learn to sneak,

renresenti an athievemant that More than compares 11.th a normal child's

graduation from elementary school. In a 'similar way, the more severely'

socially damaged a child ie, the greater the investment of time, effort

and money necessary to overcope his disadvantage, am' consequently the

greater the relative rchievement.yhen auccess ensues.

In one sense then, both social,work and education inherit



frustratiOnii-Both know that motelcould be done 'to elthance,the
educational and'aocial.welfare-ofaoclety. ..Both know that;:i:mord:offen:
than not;. they 4o -incomplete :and inadaanate Jobs.. Both knot} that
L.eir custoevard.do .not receive the best :service end iconaequently do ,-
not cometo realize (in both..senses.of the word) their ?own -:Bull:
potential Consequently, bath professions* fall .Victim to -formal and LI
informel preseures.,.( from both inside' and outside their organisation).
to subscribe to the idea of relative oblectives..i..For-examPle, .giVen the.
patteot :ME/torte it ie .realis tic to.:predicn that the. raatority 'Of
disadvantaged.shildren,will grow up is poverty:, deaf out tof school

prematu.nely:, change johs.frectuentlys haveifir at hand experience, -oil ',1,;
anti-social :behavior , remain, economically flepri'ved,' .'"OverilYt sublaiied.

to ill health and: receive inadequate.hospitatization and so on.' ..The: !,

school, to be realistic, should .both. recognize the lacts of disadvantaged
life and be concerned .about assuring survival in. it., However, were it
to do so, it would at the same time be giVing tacit recognitiot to

the itaprobabiity of the equality of opportunity ideal. . Caught tItes. in -:

a troubling dilemma, the present day sthool has, tended to falL between.,:,
the hornsit . On the one hand. it, has given lin service to the- equality.
of opportunity .myth but on :the other it -hes declared the a tudent;raw
material to: be Impossible -to work. with. Teachera-, recognizing the .,

improbabinty of. their being able., to overcome successfully both 0'.e
causes, and ,effects. of econortie disadvantage,: have sought refuge in
rationalisation, One of the terrible results of the rationalisation :

has been: that teachers and taught have become victims of ,thei self- . :.
fulfilling prophe.e.y. :.The expeetationa: of the: teachers' are, readily
communicated to the pupils who, predictably, ive up, or, rather clown,
to: them

To some extent , social. work is visited by the same, affliction..
Where social workers are ecintrsted: wi,th.Nalpiap,.-the, socially 'nal-, . .

functioning indlvidtuil: to, . 'make-mit-11 the definition' of 'making -out'
has to be environment relevant and therefore environmentally...relative
For exaMply.,..the' prohlea,,of Whether an unwed mother% should . keep .heC

illegitimate child71a-, 11060.9 for} vidattga, rural'ses the weighing :

of consequentin alteruttiwaev for mitarinle,..whatuere the, likely. economic.,
effects. of taking a,certain decisito,-what.ncoviaiwaLean De mae for -,
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the care of -the:thild, will it benossible to keep a job, etc:, etc;
Inevitabl7; these. consequences are 'relative to 'that mother,' her
resources "andvber.envitonMent. ::.If ehe sand the environment are deprived
then therationallsolution.roher problem permits a- few alternates.'
If, on the 'other hand,' she.and her environment are privileged; more
options are alienable: To 'such an extent then, social. work. too is
caugh.tip in 'eatablishing self,fulfillfng vtophecy bOundatieS beyond
which .it .becomes'increasinglVldifficult to go.

. Mien/Rion and social' Work also :ehate a' number of'.orginientienal
features: Characteristically both tare part .of the-public sector:"
Their support 'COTIO/3 trots government arid their 'nersorinel ate pinilic
serVentsr- This 'placed both sets' of pretessionala 'in 'a peculiar.'
relationship' to the public *they 'seri/6; ,The .publit 'hires theN, .

'them 'and in other ways sicerte proprietbty :influeuces "that are .113 tit ied
on the ,'he who page the piperE'lcalls 'the t One .principal;,: At the 'same
time the utility of the. profeseionals -tci the public depends' on the
expertieb,by definition, :exclusiva extertise,thst; the ta-biessionAls
have. Scs! to this extent: the public is .ighorant of-borhedueatiOh'itfid
social We/farethey are 'rocs ;able of making rational judgettients-about
the pratti'ce' -of edUtation and so' tal %Aar:: . Their. are of couree capable 7
of havintiopiniOns and of Eterting their 'political'And,ec.onotait pik67 :

over both riroffisiions-, but sucte'acapatitV for the ekett tee of tiowei.;'
is not to be con Need; with- iapability inake. sound eduoiktiehal a,: or

sociat,work judget-entie. As a. result Of-this istete, of.effairb; both
professibne have the double problems' of preteetle* their 10itihately
exclaiVe' domain trosi public intriseiOn:atid 'of. tcrricsirring to the
legitimate at/lands of 'a cOncernedand'affected pUblic.'

A further organisational characteristic held in common by social";'

work hiVeduation is.the hierAtchica/ .chltattet,'Of their adalinistrative

structure; Both hte chatacteristiCally.bUrcautratitbueauciatit in'
the ifeNcrian' iense"ofIthe" term, net tht"everyday fteirferitiVe
The Orkhnleatibhalatrttture of 'social wbtk'is eharactetited:by the',
divisib&of labbri'lipatifieation:Of'ruleinnd reabondibilitiesi;whith

in turneritet. OA the to adirdoistratiVe-Orihcipleeofi.eboidinatiOtik'
end'apatialleition:;f Sett4e ethieetift Weiedlttly'pliteea,'both-,::

ptofettione'have eitaihat 6tietinieetione'otobletiBut whether their,
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'respective adjustmentatothem are identical or not is something that

will merit discussion later.

kthird organisational characteristic'thdt is common to the

two,'is'the fact that both have university based training programa.

The preparation of both social workers and teachers is subject to

the influence of the organisational structure that is peculiar to

universities. They therefore have in common prcolems of; institutional

status; relationshipS with °the disciplines; end reconciling their

training function;, with their educational function.

All'this.Juggests that the migrant from education to social work

or from social 'cork to education would not find hiMself In completely

foreign territcry. Nonetheless the countryside is not identical.

Consequently, some brief attention needs to be given to some of the

more major discernable differences.

Social Work - Education Differences

In one sense social work is patholm oriented. Its principal

concern is to remedy 4500E11 illness. The illness .may be manifested

within indiviudals, within organisations, within institutions or within

society itself. For this,reasoo,it is possible to find social work

service,agencies operating at all levels, providing consultative and

guidance services:to, individuals rich or, poor and to organisations large

or small., It;is ptobably:feir to say that whatever social work agency

exists, exists as a result of a perceived social ill,. So whatever the

service supplied may be, it exists to help remedy a problem--whether

the problem is eccnomic insecurity, vocational ignorance, psychological

or psychiatric disturbance, delinquency, crime, ill health, or the

like.,. What is more, the problem is an immediate one. This man is.

jobless now; this family is fatherless now; this child is before

juvenile court now this youngster .ie a dope addict now.; this school

. has too many drop-outs now; this ex-patient of a psychiatric hospital

needs.continued support now--and, soon, and so on. One consequence

of this endemic state ef.affaire is.that social work is essentially

problem oriented. Its catch cry might welL be "what's wrong ". By

contrast,. education is not., True,,esch child poses a kind of problem

in that hie ultimate educational state-is supposed to be better than
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hisjoitial.one, But:the problem; for the nost part, is not pathological.

Ignorance does not necessarily represent a pathologicalicondition. This

is because we have come_ttLappreciete the: developmental nature of the

learning,process.. We can accept from a ten year oldaperformance thati

were he four years older, we would judge to be ignorant. True we

accept the idea of relative ignorance. Children who are not achieving

ata rate.considered-consistent with their estimated capacity are seen

as relativelyignorant. So are others whose performances fall appreciably

below the norm for their age. And-of course, provision is made in

education systems for remedial work to be .undeltaken with such children

But thepoint, that is being made here is that in education, such

problems .(0athological.problens) constitute a much more limited part

of the educational enterprise than they do of the social work one. The

vast majority of social work problems verge towards the extreme that

would be recognized in education as 'special'.

One consequence of such a state of affairs is that in social

work the-problem is much 'More clearly defined. Ifhe issue is economic

then ite'.:esolution will be in economic terms. If the issue-Is

organisational, it will be resolved in organisational terns. If it

is psyChiatriC, if'it is social, if it is physiCal, it will be' resolVed

in psychiatric, social and Physical terms respectively. -Furthermore,-

becaUse the Problem is defined and beCause it is immediate and because

attempts at remediation'are'sdirecied totiards as quick a solution as

possible; its success or failure is relatively apparent. Asa

conseque/hee, it is (theoretically) possible for social workto modify

its rtadtice relatiVely quickly in the light Zf'its results.* Contrast'

this with education where the geals'Of the enterprise are both cilffuse

and distant. For eXamPli, although the Meaninglodeness'ofthe'phrase

"educating the whole 'child" has becoM'e'recOgLized; the idea that

edStatiOn is concerned with the deVelopmenI of tiSrly; facets of a child's

csiitiAfi', ddelS, accented: Also accepted is'4he idea thaehe

immediatq'cAdietivei, though important, are leas irS3oreant then the

grandez!'Oliir-arehing Ones that lie in the'dient future. It 16 more

* This is not to imply that the social worker's task is not complicated
nor 'Muiti-faated. ' The eriAisis .6era is on.ihe word

aocial work relative to edutatiani. -
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important for example, to equip a nunil to live a profitable and

satisfying life as an adult than it is for him to master the concept

of multipliCation now. Furthermore, because the future is indefinite,'

and because education's objectives are somewhat enhemeral in contrast

with the concrete and realistic character of social work objectives,

this difference is not without significance. Also significant is the

nature of the social worker - client relationship in contrast with the

teacher-pupil relationship. Although it is part of the educational

ethic to argue that.the teacher is concerned with the uniqueness of

the individuals-that constitute her class, it is a demonstrable fact

of educational life that characteristically teachers deal with pupils

en masse (Jackson, 1968) (Adams & Biddle, 1979). They are, in fact,

required to deal with collectivities rather than individuals. Now

this is not a fact of social work life. Characteristically, the social

worker deals with and focusses on one individual at a time--or-on one

group (a family, say) that .1,ares the same'problem. The social worker's

task is highly individualized and highly dersonalized. What is more;

the servicemffered is highly relevant--directed to the specific

problems of the specific client at this specific 'time. Unlike the

teacher, the social worker remains largely unconstrained by demands

to fit'all'clients intc the eame regimen. The curriculum is not an

ever present incubus.

By the same token, the evIluation of'a social worker's performance'

can core to be seen in terms that are more relative than are those

used in teacher evaluation. Success forthe social worker is relative

to the 'client', the place, the conditions and the time. Not so the

teacher. Standardized tests, public examinations, institutional

entrance requirements, all conspire to influence teacher evaluation

so that 11 comes to be seen in terra of general,'comarativesuccess.

The institutionalzed pecking order among our educational institutions

of higher learning testifies to the principal ."getting there fastest with

the moistest" not to the principal of "the diAance'you get with the

load you carried": Predictably,' tehchets and administrators and

educstion'eyhtems and the public come to'adopt a edifier stance. Thus

the not becomes' not what ie beet for each child hilt, within the

limited perspective of graddation Success', hoot many can survive the System.
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In thenreeedingsection the point was nede, rather. briefly,,

that both teachers and social workers were, in effect, change agents.

Howevm, there ere_subetantial,differences in the vay they fulfill the

functioneachnts have, they.contend, been charged. with the task of

preserving and perpetuating society's values. To this extent.their role

is conservative, or perhaps morscontemparancpusly, conservatienal.'

They know Oat, (behavioral) outcome-is desirable and they are.in the

business: of,ensuring,its advent; ..Tbeir,justification lies in the

mandate given.them by society to ensure the maintenance of the societal,-

type. .Tbeiocialworker on the other hand tends to be somewhat pragmatic

and expedient. ConfrenW es he is with a problem in social pathology

his task is not to generate-en:ideal-type but to produce a remedy--

the ill is to be cured, :he discomfort and distress alleviated.,

. It is the individual case worker whose.socialworktole most'

approximates the teacher's end-thereforemerits further consideration

here. Theway case-workers have regarded-,their task has been subject

to change in recent years. Mere once, becausethey knew what would be

best for their clients, social worker& assidiously sought to manipulate

them onto acquiescencei the contemporary social worker views his lnsk

differently. Basing his approach on assumptions which attribute both free

will and responsibility to the client,. and which respect individual

autonomy and individual rights, he is concerned with helping the- .

client to perceive the consequences of alternative forms.of. behavior.

in a sense, his.task is.truly.educational in that he:helps provide

information, insight and understanding thatwill:-enable.the client to

perform in a way more satisfactory to himself because the consequences

of the action will be more gratifying. This approach, 4nnontrast with .

the teacher's characteristic one, is muNi.less directive.- (It is

however, not non-:directive in the strictly.Rogerian sensefor the

exposure of cauee_and effect, antecedent and consequent feature

prominently.) . Because of the immediate nnd coneretelneture of the .

social problem, it often follows that-the practical solution does not

necessarilyjepresent.the.'ideel'..solution. Reality dictates .ite own ..

terms,. and its terms often deviate from the; ideal. thissense

that the social worke..:49 opneitivo to expedieney,,Jhe action:that an

individual cilent.takes is not neoessetily-for:the best in the best of .;
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of all possible worlds-Ehough it may be the nearest thing to best, given

the harshrealities'of that client's life space. To put it another way,

the social worker'has to be a social relativist. The solution moat

appropriate in each case'is one that takes into account the relative

condition of tit: the relative conditiOn of his life space and

sees'beth relative to the immediate present, the near future and

perhaps eventhe'distant future.

. Forthe social worker to be both relativist and practical,

requires him to have'access'to two kinds of information. First, he

must know intimately and with empathetic underttanding what the life-

spice Conditions of hie clients are like. Second, he must have

knowledge of act tnd consequence in that life-space. These two kinds

of knowledge are 'different in kind. The first requires a degree of

affective involveMent, of feeling and reection that goes beyond the

mere intellectual appreciation of the facts of the disadvantaged

condition. The second requires an intellectual appreciation of (i)

alternative' forma .pf behavior possible under the Circumstances, and

(ii) the probability that anticipated consequences will follow. The

social worker must know what the chances are. This latter information

of course', has to have its basis in research. Necessarily it will

also be expressed in terms of group norms.

Several points raised in the last two naragraphs invite

interesting comparison with education. The education system also has

a deterministic role in setting vocational limits for'most of its

clients, but it only grudgingly acknowledges this. Rather does it

clait'to'ciroVide opportunities from which the capable and enereetic

can, if they Chose, profit. However, there is eabstantial evidence to

show (see for example, the Coleman RoPert) that'abilit7 and energy is

not necessarily 'enough. Environmental factors, including the'school,

influence the'outcome extensively.- The school thus inheriti the double-

bind problem referred to earlier. Should it realistically prepare a

proportion of its clients for a future life of relative deprivation,

or should it maintain-the'pretence that all can rise above it. A

further' problem arises directly out of this. should ' the schnol also

have regard fOt'rebeeich based grOu0 datd that can be used to predict

future probabiliti06. In actual practice, it already does to some
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$.-.4 on the grounds that the raw material was worthless .in the first

;.0.- place. This is reflected in the attitude of administrators and .

.. .

'mi.`t..

OrlY
teachers alike. Small wonder then that a nroportion of the school

00 population gram; up,unaware of the odds against them. They.know
1 1 .:,1":.
1..TY neither the extent to which they have been victims of their educational

'i!.', .. and social circumstances nor have they been given anything useful to
)1,

.e.; . -. help them overcome. Instead taey have.heard the message of their own
., ;*- ;

%,.4,.
inferiority proclaimed loud and often._,It is hardly surprising that
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extent. Counsellors and vocational guidapcenersonnel. operate with:'

such a base. Characteristically they are concerned.with.!special

problems'. Also from time to time,. the,school takesinto account

intelligence measures and performance measures whose group based

probability norms are.then used to classify and diagnose individual

comuetences. Two points need to be made about this. First, thatwhile.

such norms are undoubtedly culturally influenced, cultural difference.

and cultural relativity are not taken into account in them.. Second,

there are hazards in using group based data in the diagnosis and.

prognosis of individual cases. Probability statements derived,from

group data,when,applied to iudividuale.become more,than an .educatsd

guess. What is more, it is. an edacated guess.only.ip,the sense that

if enough individuals can be guessed about, then.the ineidence of

success is likely to be greeter than if the judgements were made at

random.

All this is not very helpful in the solution of the schools

problem of what to do about the proportion of,its pupils who are

likely to inherit a life of disadvantage. ;However, neither is the way

in which the problem is, being dealt with at -the moment. It appears

that in too many instances the school takes refuge in/the claim that

the pupils are incorrigible. The school's failure is thus excused

they come to develop anger and resentment At the,school, everything.

it stands for and the socisty.that_promotea it...

It is perhaps yeah noting, in passing that if it is true that, .

the school rejecte.someof its clients as,hopeless,.then the question .

of the extent to which the education profession can merit. recognition
, .

as a profession becomes pertillent. Doctors and lawyers cannot opt out

of their reeponsibilitiee4o,their clients. .,Neither tan.social workers--
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despite the .fact that in comparison lAth teacher, the olds are often

more heavily stacked against their achieving success.

Extrapolation: Fro7 Social Work to Education

The fact that social work and education have similarities and

differences provides at the one time both a starting point for our

utilization of socialwork insights and a circumscription of their

utility Because both professions have some similar purposes but

dissimilar practices, it is possible to conjecture about the viability'

of the transfer of practices from one to another. But because they

operate largely within different time constraints, it is reasonable to

wonder to what extent extrapolation is legitimate. Also, because some

aspects of education are relatively immutable -t times two equals

four is net negotiable-and because much of social work is contingent,

again the relatiovshin has to he considered with caution. HoweVer,

there ie tile justification for undertaking the initial examination.

The Teaching Task.

The most satisfactory place to basin is with the teacher of

disadvantaged children. . Typically she is concerned with a group of

children who are diverse in capacity, in personality and perhaps on

countless other scores also. Despite the fact that they share

condition of economic deprivation they are as uniquely individual A4

any other group of children in any other ordinary classroom throughout

the United States. The suburbad middle class has no monopoly on

individuality. In fact there are grounds for arguing that the ghetto

classroom is. characterized by greater diversity than are those in

homogeneous W.A.S.P. communities. Furthermore', given the predominance

of middle class teachers in the service, there is distinct possibility

that cultural. differences between teacher ard pupil are substantially

gresteritban in typical suburbia.' All this suggests two things-'-that

the task of the inner city teacher is both different from and tore difficult

than thatof her suburban sister. .. . :

Thepreblemirthat follow from the diversity'in the ghetto class-

toom and from the teacher's cultural remoteness, become crystallized at

the point where communication ie attempted. They become crystallized
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because this is the point at which misundi.tratanding is confirmed or

reduced. Now misunderstanding can conveniently be seen as a miss-

match of expectations. In any given social situations, the perticinants

have expectations about the kind"of.behavior they will meet and the

kind of behavior expected of them. Characteristically too, they carry

attitudes towards these behaviorssometimes negative, sometimes.

positive. What occurs within the situation. then can either confirm

the expectations or violate them, and can reinforce the attitudes or

chansa.them. In the teaching situation, the teacher has anumber of

education based asnirationsthat she tries to turn into expectations

that her pupils can perceiveand.can respond,to appropriately..:These

in the ideal case are consistent with an educational philosophy

formulated with the heat interests of the ehildren in mind. Overlaying

these expectation° however, are her own social attitudes developed

during the process of her own socialization.. These attitudes about,

society about and about man effect her expectations and serve to

modify those that are educational. In a similar but not identical ways

the children in a ghetto classroom cone with nre-estahlished ideas about

school, about teachers, and about classrooms. These result not

necessarily from first-hand experience but from the meanings and norms

and values that orevail.in their .ismediate social environment; Like'

the teacher they have come to internalize the values of the culture

they know.

Given the facts of ghetto life then, it is distinctly possible

that there are many points at which pupils and teacher can violate

each others expectations. Even at the initial point of contact when

expectations about the role of the teacher and the roles. appropriate

for pupils are up for negotiation,, the miss-match between expectations

may be 80 great that no Affective relations can be established- at' all.

:It'follows from the argument so far that it,the effective' teaching

of children-is contingent on.coMpatibility of (positive)?expectationa,'-

:':,and that.e.xpectationsare modifiable through communication, then two

critical issues have to be faced. They are respectively; the nature

of the expectations hold.and the meaning of communication assayed.



f.,,TVer

Teacher. Wectations

It is of no point to examine here in detail the precise

expectations teachers do hold about ghetto children, provided it is

accepted that their expectations are not as realistic or as constructive

ac they might be. In other words, the oroblem can be defined'here in

terms of what the expectations should be, rather than what they should

not be.

If teachers' expectations are to be functional, they have to be

based on two sets of knowledge. In the first instance the teachers

have to know what is intellectually and socially feasible for their

pupile. And second, they have to know what is Rocially realistic for

youngsters like these. In other words, they have to know what their.

youngsters are capable of doing and they have to know the social system

constraints (school, uaiversity and society based) that will contain

and restrain their achievement. Against such a realistic perspective

they also have to pAt their professional optimism, that they as

teachers can push their children up to and perhaps even beyond the

limits set by a grim reality. Their job then is to blend optimism and

realishope and circumspection.

What they does a teacher need in order to become reasonably

proficient in conditions like these? The first and singleminded answer

to this question is quite obvious--the teacher needs to be able to

understand their ghetto children. Rut what constitutes understanding?

It has been argued by black reformers that no one who is not black

can understand what it is to be black. If this argument is carried

to its logical conclusion then presumably no member of one culture

can ever understand another. In the sense that no one individual's

behavior can ever be entirely predicted by any other, such an argument

has weight. But just as one would reject the conclusion that no

individual could therefore help another, one must also reject the

conclusion that cultural identity is a necessary condition for social

service. The problem, if two cultures are to be reconciled, is to

find 'rays of diminishing culture clash. ror indiiiduals, this can

best be achieved by their coming to apor...ciate the nature and etiology

of differences between the cultures and, more importantly, finding the

differences acceptable. In effect, what is being called for is facility
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than ones own.'

most degenerate manifestations of the human condition. Obviously too,

be drawn on. ObOiously social workers are confronted with some. of the

the manifestations invite a human reaction--dismay, disgust; pity,

in recognizing the meanings Celt life holds for others from a different

than as legitimate, and are in fact, equivalent-to and no le$r valuable

culture and coming recbenize that the norms and values implicit in

It is here that the exneriences undergone by social workers can

condescension, even hatred. .Even more obviously, such reactions ara

dysfunctional--nonewoUld promote effective 'alleviation of the malaise.'

For survival, -let alone,sucCess,. social workers cannot hold their

clients in contempt -+nor'can.they patronize theM. The solution they

have found 'to their very human 'prohleMAs the professional one.- The

problem is seen to be not the person but the condition. What is

permitted to appal'is the illness, not the patient. Their professional

ethos requires them to set their fates egainst the effects of deorivatton,

not the deprived. It would not bt'unfair to say that, in comparison

with social workers, teachers too readily attribute their pupils' social

and educational problems tc, the pupils or their parents. Children

are tagged as lazy, uncooperative, inattentive, anti-social, maladjusted,

disturbed, trouble-makers, and their parents are dismissed as indolent,

wastrel, immoral, exploitive and so on, tied so on. It should be quite

apparent that such judgements are both personal and value laden. It is

the (other) person who is evil and that is more, he is evil when

measured against the fudge's own criteria. The fact that the criteria

are themselves culture biased and, for the judge, result from an

accident of birth, goes undetected.

If the exaMole of social work holds a moral for education then,

the moral is that teachers must come to hate the condition of their

disadvantaged children. Their issk of'remedYing ihat'Condition is

hindered immesuiSbiy if they ;16 anything zlse. For the teacher then,

What is the condition to hate. Firstof all, it is not the overt

manifestations of poverty--ihabby and ditty clothing, lack of clean-

linesiind thelike. In So far as there are no re,edial orovisiona
4; . .

in the sChool, these are no concern of hers. Neither are sore of the
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overt behavioral consequences of poverty. For exanrAe, hunger and lack

ofsleep havetheir own effects on pupil behavi6r. A pupil inattentive

through.hunger or fatigue is no more culpable than a pupil with

epilepsy. In a similar way s runil who manifests social behavior that

he has learned through his out-of-school socialization is not culpable

either.. if for example, obscenity is a ratter of everyday speech in

the ghetto, the teacher should not find its occurrence in the classroom

surprising.. Neither should she attribute to others the emotional

condition she herself experiences when confronted with obscenity. What

may be intensely repugnant to her personally, may he of little

consequence to others whose cultural norms do not etTloy the same

negative sanctions.

If these are matters that should prove of litt &s direct concern

to the teacher, what are the Josue° that should be salient. Presumably

the issue most central to her should be the educational state of her

zhildren. As the consortium recorded, she should hate the condition

of ignorance with such intensity that everything else pales into

insignificance.

While this represents a convenient starting point for the

teacher of disadvantaged children, it obviously leaves a great many

questions unresolved, for examnit; how does she come to feel this way;

how does the feeling get translated. into effective teaching behavior;

what about the sheer problem of managing, and administering the class-

room; whstabout the organizational restraints that surroundler,

and ao on. While it is not within the scope of this report to answer

such, questions in detail they cannot he ignored. For this reason a

brief attennt fill be made to indicate the direction in which one might

go to begin the search.

Commitment against ignorance. Given the apparent fact that

suburban middle class teachers have little difficulty insetting their

faces against ignorance, one is forced to.ask, why should this not

also be the case in ghettos. It would stem reasonable to assume that

the answer lies in the fact that in suburbia, both teachers and pupils

share the same values. Because both teachers and narents have come

to accept the utility of education and because their attitudes are

couched in similar terms, predictably the pupils come to interaalize



similar values. Apparently thts 3's-not th case in the ghetto. So

the problem for the teacher becomes one of appreciating how differences

in the ghetto environment come to influence the development of her

pupils' educational values. Without that knowlege, any attempt she

might make to try to induce change or to modify her own position would

be no more than trial and error behavior. Consequently, her initial

need is to know how the ghetto 'views education, what it thinks of the

school, what it expects the school will do to and for its children.

If some of the research reported in the earlier section of this report

is true, this information would prove salutary. rot exaeple, it is

apparent that disadvantaged groups value education. They see that

education is necessary for vocational success. They want their

children to receive education. They want that education to be of

quality. And they want it to be relevant. At the same time, for reasons

that are both clear and legitimate, they see the existing school as

an alien institution, divorced from their community, representing

unreal, remote and irrelevant, establishment values. Too often they

see the teachers as agents of the establishment--also alien, also

aloof, also unrealis%ic and also irrelevant.

At this point a small digression is necessary. In any situation

where-people have different values and different expectations, if

conflict is to be avoided, there ere only three logically alternative

forms of behavior possible--one party can modify his oosition4in

favor of the others, the other can or both can. Characteristically in

education, the demand for modificntion has tended to take one form

only. The teacher demands that the children (or parents) modify their

position,. If they do not, then by eefinition 'the child becomes a

failure and his association with the system terminates. For that child

and that tehool the social system has broken. down. Because of the

increasing incidence of such break-down, counter demands are being

made by parents. Tne voice of the community raised in protest is now

being heard. Interestipell and ironically, the demands emanating from

this qUarter are often Be intractable and inflexible as those that

originally came from the school. Ponetheless, it is Unreasonable to

see either the school or the tommunity AS wholely and uniquely

responsible for the educational ills that beset the ghetto achool. Both
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share. the blaim and both together hold the for caking the teat of

both worlds. Both school and community in cooperation are likely to

achieve more than they woad separately and opposed. Howeveri.it is

not organisations and institutions that cooperate, it is the peonle

in them. Consequently we get back to the problem of making itpossible

for ghetto teachers to cooperate with theirpunils and their parents.

At the simplest level the problem of cooperation can be

resolved down to three basic cormonento, viz:

,(i) Do you understand how I see it.

(ii) Do I understand how you see it. .

(iii) Now what appears to be a reasonable solution to our problem.

It is true to say that at the moment the ghetto does not see education

the way.the school sees it, neither does the school see it the way the

ghetto sees it. As a result, arriving at a solution is virtually

impossible. To overcome this state of affairs the initiative should

come from the school. If it comes from the community instead;-it reang

that those who are Inexnert in educating will be attemnting to solve

(difficult and complex) educational problems. They will perforce, be

prompted by their feelings not by ex,-..ert judgement. Predictably the

solutions.offered will be ,offered in des5eration and hone rather than

in assurance and wisdom... Sq if the initiative rests with the teachers

then the problem loecomes retranslated. as the twin problem of

(i) getting to understand how the others see it,;

(ii) :helping them to understand how I see it. ,

The two are interrelated and virtually require the teacher to be able

to operate efficiently in another (ghetto) .cultural context. To be

able to.do this, she needs exposure to this context in such a way

that she can come to appreciate What it-means to belong to such a

culture, Necessarily.ahe would have to come to have a,functioning

awareness of the problems attendant on living in ghettos--and !Ale

ingenuity displayed in overcoming them. .After all, if one can marvel

at the adaptability the ancient esqulmaux or .Wstralian aboriginals

showed in their harsh forbidding environments, it should be equally

possible to;marvel.at the ghetto dweller's adjustment to his.

The manner in-which teachers become familiar with the meanings, .

values and normsof ghetto life cannot be ele orated here but it is
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apparent thnt at leastthrce different forms of exposure are 'likely to'

be useful. First of all, they shouldAnoe the facts of ghetto living:

To this extent they should become familiar with contemporary sociological

and psychological research on ghetto society:. It is here'again that

social work maybe helpful. Social work, like education,. is reliant

on the perceptual and conceptual orientations of disciplines other

than itself. However, social work succeeds in superimposing its own

particular perspective on the knowledge it 'Larrowal. A glance at much

of the research reported in section.II will indicate that the social

work orientation calls for information on the effects of poverty. It

is concerned with what happens to people who are placed in conditions

that.induce disadvantage. at is concerned with the condition of

poverty as a madipulatable state'of affairs. neither sociology nor

psychology are necessarily so manipulation oriented. (In fact, the

incipient echism in sociology today deriveelron Vie belief among

some sociologists that sociology should be concerned with the

alleviation of social ills as well as researching then and

intellectualizing about them.) A similar action orientation might

well suit the new approach to .ehetto educattet. However, to be self-

consistent, the action focussed on should'relate to education and the

improvementof the educational lot of the disadvantaged.'

From this action orientation grow's the second requireMent for

teachers in training. Merely to'have an academic Understanding of the

nature, problems and effects of ghetto 1(fe is quite insufficient.

Closer involvement is necessary. Clearly not all the involvement can

be direct, intense and full: In fact,' for the most tart, students

will have to rest content with limited observations--ote cannot live

another's life time in a few short months. Under such circumstances

the observation will have to be systematic and selective,' It is not

sufficient merely to nut a student into a ghetto eormunity.or ghetto

schobLand leave fortune. to dictate %/hat she willeei or hear or come

in contect.vith: ThiS is too waste61. Devicevmust be eteloyed to

ensure that her observational experiences are rich in-scend'and variety.

They must, in other worda, be diverse and tompreheftsive. This cannot

be leftleft to chance.; As a result it will probably.be tecessary to

supplement real life observations with recorded Mee. Videotape and
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audidtape records, movies, simulations and other means of documenting

the actualities of ghetto life and edUcation my have to be used. In

this way some understanding of the complexitY of the Situation may be

gained.

However, if Such experiences are not to remain at the super-

ficial level even more than this is necessary. Each student needs some

intense involvement with'some aspectsof ghetto life. To this extent

it seems propitious to provide for the students to spend time in one

specific place dealing with one specific nroblem. It is doubtful

whether the problem needs to be an eduCational one or not. If the

purpose of the exercise'is to get the trainee's full involvement, the

problem could theoretically take any one of a number of forms. The

desired result will be achievedthrough sustained exposure to the

problem and all its consequential ramifications, not merely to the

nature of the problem itself.

Integratin4, such n trl.Unvirate of ax-eri.inces into a teacher

training program would pose its own logistic and organisational problems.

In the best of all possible situations such exT5erionce should be timed

to fit in faith the rest of the Program. The work in them should be

systematic. There should be scope for discussion,' examination and

evaluation of the events involved. Hopefully, the whole pracess should

be theoretically substantial. In other words, it should be the anti-

thesis of the typically unsystematic, fortuitoui, haphazard and

intuitively evaluated experiences that are usually the lot of most

teachers-in-training in their practice classrooms.

A training program deiigned in'such A Way. should 'Succeed in

developing in 'students some considerable -degieeof'undepAandingof
.4. -.

what it meanS'td live in the ghetto. If the'program is planned and

executed with sympathy for tl Student's initial ignorance and witt.

sensitivity to feelings of those in'the ghetto, the break-doqu'of

some of the *old ghetto-school bairieis could follow. However, a

considerable'aiount of Pt:Inning-would necesiartly have to be undertaken

to ensure both butcomes. This WoUld'require'educationists, socibl},gists

and psychOiogiete.and social workers to'confer on.-the problen. Even more

essential'would'be the necessity fokeOniUnity. resourtea to be tapped.

It is at'thii point that what the'coidiuhitY knave eiclusively needs to
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be related-to ,let. the experts know exclusively. From:their mutual

consultation could come the specifics of this pert of the training,

program. The,apellingout of such specifics, best expresued as

behavioral objectives for the student, would require more tine in the

making than isevailable.here, It would.be the initial task for the

next phase of. program development.

Translating, attitude into action. Assuming that all goes well

with suChe program inettitude development and that the students

emerge sensitive to,.and:understanding of the inner city condition,

what then? To plagiarize Bettleheim, "feeling is.not enough". Whet

mediates between human and human le not their internal conditions but

the behavior they manifest. It ie of no consequence.what a person's

intentions areifjlis actions areincenaistent with them. Seat as a

prejudiced score on an attitude scale is unimportant if. the individual's

behavior is unprejudiced, so it is unimportant if an individual's

"heart is in the right place" if his actions belie.it.

The training problem to be overcome then is the problem of

ensuring that.. the trainees know how to translate their ne7. insights .

into constructive behavior. There are two kinds of constructive

behavior at stake -- interpersonal conduct and educating conduct. Both

will be dealt with in turn.

. At rock, bottom interpersonal behavior is, as we saw earlier,

a communication issue., And thip can be viewed in two ways--first,

what form of communication ie acceptable to him, second, what is.it

that I am communicating to him. There is, of course, more at stake

here than just verbal language. Many aspects of our behavior communicate.

Our cletheS communicate, our posture comrunicates, where and how we

look communicates, our, hair etylecommuniqates, our intonatIon.and

pronunciationcommunicate, even the way. we smell communicates. In any

society there are acceptableand:unacceptabla features to.be found in

each of the facets listed abcve. Compounding the,problen for the

'foreigner' also lathe fact that there are expectations that surround

the foreigner nun foreigner too. For example, it seems as if the .

ueeof non-standard Negro speech by whites in their dealings with black

speakers of non-atandefd Negro English, hinders rather than helps the

exchange. Now, foretudents, to lAtcome adeptat paining the necessary
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skill-for:the kind of diagnostic interpretive perfetrance envisaged

above, is a matter that obviously needs sVsteMatic eltatination'and

work too.., Again the matter Should not be left to chance or to the

admonition of-well intended practitioners whoiesele basis for

judgement is intuition. Once again it will be necessary for skilled

researchers and educationists and conmunity rembers to collaborate in

a concentrated attack on the problem.

Any attempt at educating is predicated on an assumption that if

A is done, B will result. However, one lesson that has resulted from

research into teaching, la that certain qualifications have to be added

to this original, rather simpleformula. These qualifications concern:

the teacher, the taught, the time and the place and the extent to :

which certainty about the result may be claimed: When all of these are

taken into account the basic assutrtion has to be re-stated as:

Given these children'(this,child) at this point in time,'in

this classroom, in this school, in this cottunitV; with the

facilities .I have available tome, and given too my peculiar

strengths and Weaknesses, if'A'is done there is some degree'

of probability that B will result.

The complexity of the problem is obvious but for the present

discussion only a few points'need to be made: Noteacher can

k,unsistently make adequate decision about how to teach any class:'

(i) without some awareness of the competenclev. and bapacitiee

of her pupils,

(ii) without some awareness of the'system tonstraints'(achbol

and Comtunity) that surround'hereeIfand hei. pupils,

:(iii). without some awareness of her'own' OMpetencies and her

own limitations,

'(V) without an appreciation of different resources (books,

T.V., elided, programs, method:3; etc.-)` that can constitute

a repertoire from which eh6 tan drew tb best meet 'the

needs of her sepeiatelchtldren;

(v) without an appreciation' of the educational effects of

her. actions in that what LArdone-today shobld relate to

what' was dent yesterday and. what Will be,done toiorrow.

Necedaarily, underatandidge of this order are not relevant only
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to terchers of disadvantaged children. They ate in fact the staple of

any teacher training nrogram.. However, in .so far as 'they too need

situational modification according to social context, the extent and

manner of their, applicability in ghettos .must be understood. This

peculiarly educational..problem is almost 's pressing in suburbia as

it is in.-the ghetto. However, the ghetto situation has certain unique.

characteristics that should be touched on briefly here..

In the first, niece, many. of the norms of, behaviorcognitive

and sociall-rthat have come to be acceptable to teachers in general,

have been derived from settings other than 'hetto ones. Intelligence

tests.have been 'validated' without regard for cultural difference--

but they- are.used as if they are universally applicable.- Again language

performance is often evaluated in terms of one (middle class) standard

while other. achieyement measures reflect the.same sort of cultural bias.

In a similar way, but less- formally, the social behavior of pupils is

characteristically evaluated against ideal-typical standards that are

heavily weighted in favor of. the middle class child. While such

criteria- are not without some utility, their indiscriminate and

uninformed use militates against,offective education. Regretably

their:application in non - orthodox settings leads to diagnoses that are

incorrect and judgements that are irresponsible, unprofessional and

often immoral. ,Judgements about language nerformance afford a good

example. It is..common for teachere, couneellors.and psychologists to

be struck by the fact that the language performance of black ghetto

children differs from the language of equivalent aged non-ghetto

children. They have often concluded from this thatghetto language is

both inadequate. and primitive in form. The first. of these jud),enents

is right, but only in so far as the ghetto child is being reauired by

the (alien) achoo3,to conform.to the language demands of the school.

The ,second is manifestly, wronr,... Linguists have been able to demonstrate

that non-standard Negro English (the language of many ghettos) is

phonologically, semantically and syntactically .soobisticated. It

is in other mord. a legitimate, complicated language, entirely

functional within ite own social context. What this ,means is that
while differences between ghetto languages can reasonably-be identified,

judgements about the superiority of one language over another cannot be
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justified-, That is, they cannot be justified in any absolute terms.

It is.true,that oneA.anguage is more functional in one setting than

another--without French one-is:at a disadvantage in.France. It is

also true that some langUagea'nermit different kinds of cognitive

processes than others. Forexamnle, the words and structures necessary

for abstract reasoning are less well developed in some languages than

others.. However, the basic point of the functional relatiVity of

language has seldom been appreciated in considering the problem of how

best to teach language to ghetto .children. Rather than seeing the

relative utility of both languages - -in their appropriate contexts- -the

school-approved language has been promoted as the only credit-worthy

alternative. The resulting attitude towards non-school language has

meant not only the denigration of that language but the denigration,

by association, of these who speak it. This is not only socially

indefensible but educationally indefensible too. Clearly; if the

language internalized by the ghetto child is continually treated 'as

aberrant and irrelevant, then the task of learning the other language

becomes increasingly difficult. On the other hand, were the language

teaching issue seen in the same kind of light that teaching English as

a second language is seen so. that similarities rather than differences

were 'sought, then the task would be correspondingly' easier.

..' There are two points that arise out of this diatussion. Vhether

or not a teacher 'feels' sympathetic and supportive of her disadvantaged

pupils, her successful teaching of them is contingent on: (i) her

knowing how to.teke cultural difference into Account - -in other words,

her not using Irrelevant 'foreign' standards in judging her pupils,

(ii) her knowing the educational consenuences'of the action she initiates.

One is therefore constrained to. Ask, how does a training course provide'

teachers-to-be with this kind of ability? Anelaborate answer is not

possible--principally because the evidence that would justify one is

not available. However, at this point in' time it does seem reasonable

to assert that the:kind of in-the-community experiencesdiscuased in

the previous section would be relevant and useful. More is necessary

beyond this.hovever.. In the first place, the student needs educating'

(rather than training),:in the role that evaluation, judgemenrand

assessment play in education. In particular she should recognize the
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assumptions that:-are basic to all form4 of educational judgements in

general.. Furthermere she: should then become habituated to identifying

the assumptions en-which her own judgements rest PTA ensuring.that

they are consistent with. het. educational objectives. The other problem- -

knowing the.consequences of her educating actions--is.also a difficult

one. It is probably true to say-that teacher training has not been

contingency oriented--at least'as far as classroom practice is concerned.

There is not Amailable,at the moment, a'considerable quantum of

empirically based.information that'states the consequences of engaging

in a .variety,of educating actions.talather, has teacher training been

intention oriented. Much effort and time and dedication has gone into

ensuring that trainee teachers-have the .'right' attitudes and values.

These, appropriately idealistic as they are, have been regatded as

worthy of all men to be believed. The consequent, homogenized'character

of teacher training is hardly surprising. Beyond this however, such an

orientation, has tended to take it for granted that if a trainee's heart

is in the 'right place' then her actions Will be correspondingly

virtuous - -and effective.. It is nov.manifestly tient that there is no

necessary carry-over from a belief system to the science of education.

To think good theughts:is not.a sufficient guarantee for effective

action. Predictably then,: educational, research wilbecome increasingly

concerned with tontingenties, and with the effects' of various attempts

at behavior nodification....There are two points arising from this that

are particularly germane for the teacher of disadvantaged children.

In the first place, a contingency orientation is a necessity. In the

second, care should be taken to recognize the cultural biat that may

Lie behind empirically derived contingency evidence. One should not

fall:into the old intelligence and Achievement testing trap again.

For example, recent research based on reinforcement theotv has shown

that off -task (educationally irrelevant) behavior can be markedly

reduced brincressingthe' number and.frequnncylof rewards associated

with on-task:behivior (Hall, Lund and Raben, 1968). .ghether this

finding applies equally in ghettos and in suburbia is yet to be

established. Also yet to he established are the kinds of rewards

that reinforce indifferent cultures:, It may::be-that.tha bullying,--

hectoring tactics often preferred by ghetto teacher are hecessary.
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legretably; at the moment, no one knows. Because of our lack of

information, it behoves the .teacher of disadvantaged:childrenor any

teacher for that matter - -to look Catefully at her own actions, constantly

measuring them in relation to; not only her ideals, but the consequences

as well. Such a strategy calls fora particular land Of'teacher training

that induces competency in both self observation and analysis, and class

observation and analysis.

Classroom Managemedt. If the preceding suggestions have been

incorporated into a'teacher training program so that the 'teacher of

disadVantaged children is (i) more than superficially aware of what

it means to live in a ghetto, (ii) has the ability to empathize with

ghetto Children,: (iii) recognizes the destructive effects that

irrelevant (and unprofessional) evaluation can have, and if she is also

(iv) aware of the educational consequences of her own actions for'her

own children, she still needs other skills. She still, for instance,

needs to be able to orgAnize and manage her 'clients' so that her

administration does not vitiate everything else. After all, if her

capacity as an organiser is so inadequate that she can never put her

educational expertise into effect, of what use is her expertise?

It follows then that the management task needs special consideration.

There are certain first principles to start from. Some things are

better done by pupils individually, some by pupils in small groups

nad some by pupils in large groups. Some things nre better done with

boOks, others with movies, others with taperecorders, others directly

by the teacher. Furthermore, the selection of the type of organisation.

and the medium of instruction calls for the recognition of the fact

that pupils differ, so that what suits one may not suit all. It also

calls for the recognition of the fact that the teacher is a variable

too--capable of performing with different degrees of success, with

different media and different pupils. The teacher's first task then is

to diagnose the situation and thereafter to select the organisational

form and teaching.medium most likely to accomrlOdate the many relevant

and related variables best. It is obvious then that she needs skill

in diagnosirig the managerial 'needs' of her classroom. Beyond this she
.

,

also needs skill in applying the remedy. If her diagnosis has been

correct and if sbe has an array of managerial remedies to hand, the
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success of her treatment depends on the extent to which she can persuade

the patients.to follow., the regimen. Whether they will do so depends

on the.extent.to,which.their cooperation can be gained. It is at this

point-we:can.pake contact with .social work again. Just as social

workers are sensitive to the dynamics of the social groups with which

they work, teachers need to become sensitive to the dynamics of their

classroom social groups. They should recognize the Mini-formal

organisation they have on their hands. They should appreciate the

influence of communication and social networks. They should appreciate

how the formal and ,informal organisation structures can compete with

or complement each other. Furthermore, if she is not to become a

blatant manipulator of human beings, she needs to'be able to ensure

that the pupils too recognize the nature of this 'organisational game'

so that their willing support can be assured. Once again it is not

the purpose of this. present report to go into greater detail on this

matter--merely to indicate a needed direction:

The Teacher in the Organisation

Related to the previous discussion but writ larger, is the

problem of the teacher as a member of a formal organisation, the school,

herself. Like her pupils, she is a cog in a larger wheel. She is both

critically important and, from a status point of view, insignificant.

She is the worker. She is the one who carries out the educntional task.

But, for reasons that make administrative sense, she can exercise little

power in the system. She is at the,one tine at the beck and call of

the Superintendent, the Principal, the School.Board, the Board of

Education, her Union and probably the parents of.het children.: She is

then both powerfuland powerless. However, she is in a position where

whe can be abused by the power that others exert over her and can abuse

what power she herself holds. Characteristically,there are two ways

in which she may abuse her own power. First, she may seek relief from

her own frustrations by taking vengeance on her pupils. Second; she

May, in the company of her peers, attempt to use weight of numbers to

exert political power against the community. Necessarily neither action_ .

is professional, though both are understandable because the conditions

to vhich a ghetto teacher is constantly exposed, invite her abuse by

others, so that the temptation to react an then over-react is great.
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A professiOnally trained teacher would need to rzcognize the temptation

andto:appreciate the.consequences of over-reaction. Ihis 'is 'lotto

say that teachers should be acceotant when others unjustly exereise-:

theirpower against the teacher. Far from it. They should;as well as

being taught the effects of their own impruient reaction,also be

taught the ways in which prudent reaction would be nroductive. :-

. The issue at state here is a survival issue. Teachers if they

are to survive in ghetto schools, need to be wise in the way of

organisational.procedure.' They should know how bureaucracies work.

They should know then so that they can more readily distinguish between

legitimate and. illegitimate organisational demands. They should know

them so that they can effectively diagnose organisational malaise; They

should know them so that if change is needed, they know how to go about

inducing change effectively and without trauma.

TheAmplication of such assertions for teacher training is that

.trainees need to be introduced to groundynamics and organisational

study in such a way that they learn adaptability under different:-

conditions of organisational life. By this s-means it may be-possible-.

for the 'they' of the administration and the 'us' ofteachers to -

operate in each others mutual interest.

A special word needs to be said here about one of the points .:

raised in the consortium. The sneakers pointed-out that.the training

process used fo: social workers institutionalizes the tdea:of

individuality. Ecch trainer is seen as autonomous. How he (or she) .

goes about the business of training or educatinc: her social work

novitiate is a orivate business: Prescriptions circumscriptions::

are noticeably absent.. This-, the speakers argued-,-was.'one of the..

means by which students come-to see the secial.wOrkerclient relationahip

asAntensily individualistic. The role models displayed by the trainers

themselves:provided-variety, differentiation and originality. :Now,

by contrast,achoola of education demonstrate soliiarity throUgh

similarity. -it.it:orobably true. to'say that even if College of

Education professorsfare not required to perforwaccording to au:.

standaploodelothey. tend to 'give the ihpressibn,thst they area If

this is so,. then clearly their hessageeabout the uniqueness-of.the

pupil and retard for individuality are beliee.by their hehaviot..:
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There -are grounds thenforauggesting that, in any pregraM of teacher

training., attetpts should.be made to provide a variety of role models

among,thetrainere'themselves. Not only would this enhaneathe

probability that individual students would then have a rote extensive

repertoire to draw-onibut necessarily, tolerancj of difference would

be engendered too.

-. A further word also needs to be said under this heading on the

topic of community involvement. It is natently apparent that ghetto

communities,' n reaction against their exclusion from the educational

affairs of.the nationi:are clamouring to be heard. Predictably some

of the clamour represents over - reaction. Community involvement has

come to mean community:. ontrol. The issue of political power has

become confused with the issue of educational competency. "Knowing

they hurt, the deprived have demanded not only treatment but-thatthey'

shall be their awn doctors. 'As a result some communities have nought

the right to exercise a voice in matters inwhich they have no Competency.

In a mixture of dismay, fear and guilt, school authorities have some-

times accededthus abrogating the exnertisa, training ane knowledge of

their own personnel. Two results follow. First, the community, now

exercising a dominant voice in the affairs of the school, is free-to

mike again many"of the mistakes that weremade earlier, in this and

the last century. Second, the teachers, frustrated and insecure, are

unable to either carry out their old.rOle; or define a new appropriate

one.

There is no opportunity to debate.the pros and cons of community

involvement here, however teachers in ghetto schools should be aware of

the issues. Furthermore; they should be both knowledgeable about the

-.0ituation and capable of clearly and effectively indicating their own

position. They should have" no difficulty in conceding to the community

its rightful involvement. Eut!they should be fierce in'tuprort of their

own professional integrity. Necessarily, in going thriough the kinds of

experiences that would produce this kind of educated circumspection

and resolution, they would have to confront a number of iseuea Ghat
.

schools hive characteristically ignored. For example, they would ht..:

to rationalise the extent of their legitimate interest. 'Very likely,

their defined area of expertibe will be been to'be far" less than the
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school has previously liked to admit. Placed in loco parentis,

hitherto, the schools,haveoftenore-enpted and excluded the -eal parent.

Furthermore, se,the members of the social work consortium pointed out,

if the;teacher'task is'to teach, then the decisions that are

incidental to teaching need not be made by teachers. when the school

is open, who uses it and for what, are not of themselves educational'

issues. In other words, if the school and the community exist for

each other's mutual benefit, there are ways of arriving at a mutually

beneficial rather than detrimental result.

Social Workers. and leachers.,:- It is fitting at this point to

consider the kind of relationship that does and could exist between the

school and social work. agencies. Both have need-of each other's

services but only rarely are both able to take full advantage of each

other's skills.. At the present time it seems as if the schools are

inclined to sustain their nosition of remoteness. Isolated from. the

people, suffering from delusions of grandeur about the task assigned

to them and their conpatency in doing it, they have tended to be

megalomanial. Everything concerning this child is our. preserve and we

are capable of providing 011 that is needed. To this extent, they vie

the 'outside' social worker with suspicion, seldom offering help and

even more rarely soliciting it It is alsoobvious'that the school,

by its very alimirrelevance,- makes workfor the social worker. Sone

of.his.clients' problems are. either school made problems.orare-problets

that are susceptible to educational renediation. Obviously too, some

of the school's problems result from action by social workers of

coMmenterY or .criticiim from them.' Clearly such a stateof affairs is

repreidnsible. But equally clearly, teremOVit requires goodwill and

intelligent appreciation Orthe problem by the members Of bOth

institutions: If teachers-to-be are to achieve such a degree of

enlightenment, 'it will not cone about by chance. Obviously the training

:lrogran would need to make e'deliberate'atteM7A to provide for it.

What this attempt shOuld be would beat
- .-

plannert and social workers together.'
., . .

i :

poirits can Wmade here.

An 6ifirat place, there'is no

become either intimately inVolv&I with

'be worked out byeducatiOnal

*Weyer, the following general

need for teacher trainees to

the p fro ena o social work Jr
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extensively. knowlelp,eable about them. They do however, `need to kno,1

the,sphereoloperation within which social:workers work. This means'

they should.know about the.kinds'of task the social wotker carries

out, the way he operates, the principles that lie behind his performance

andmost importantly, the ways in which the social worker's job and his

own are mutuaLk7:dependent. He should as well, appreciate that the

social worker.can.help7 him. He should therefore annreciate the advantages

that will; accrue frot.seeking his help and the way in which he can go

about getting it. If he is to.functith efficiently under such

circumstances, there is a certain amount of information he needs to

have about..the social:services available in the community. Very often

the teacher is the most socially snehisticated contact a ghetto.family

has. If the teacher can act as an Informant about relief action-that

a troubleafamilyean take, shetan help ensure that disadvantage can be

overcome.

With this kind of nrovision included in a teacher training program,

it would seem that there would be scope for a student to be associated

to some extent with.soclar workers. If the-teachees training'is-to

bacommunity relevant'and comminity involved, then relevance and

involvement maybe gained in this.way. This suggests that the teacher

of ghetto children should have an enlarged horizon. While her prime

responsibility would continue to be over what happens in the classroom,

the community relevance of what happens there would also be appreciated.

Discussion

,...In,the.preceding paragraphs suggestions have been. offered about

devising A course of training appropriate for teachers of disadvantaged

. children. The starting point for qie.suggestiona.was the social work

consortium and the research reported in sections II and III. necessarily,

not all the suggestions awe their genesis tothesc sources. The

reporter is an educationist. lecessarily his perspective is.ap

educational one. Everything he views is seen through (distorted by)

the.educational lenses he wears. As a result,.a numbsr.of liberties

have been taken with the source material so that it has,,from tine to

time, been used ea a launching pad for, an educational thought. tt is

hoped that such an approach has done no injustice to the social work
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perspective.

Finally, it must he remembered that the exnress nurpose of this

exercise was to get to first base. What was required was an indication

of whether or not it would be useful to establish links between sccial

work and education and, if so, how to start to do it. This report has

clearly indicated that it would be useful to establish contact. It has

also suggested how this might begin to.be done, The next step would

require further and nore direct collaboration between curriculum

Planners, social workers andthe community. ..Their,task would be to

first subject this report to critical examination,.afid second to decide

what would.be worthy'of undertaking. They would third, start to specify

the behavioral objectives implicit in the undertaking. They would

fourth, take the behavioral objectives to.the social workers-aaying;
-;.

thit.is what. we Want 'our students to be able. to do, how can_You help

us arrive at the bast way of doing, it? Fifth, with the plan outlined,

they would have to specify the equipment, organisation and experience

detail that would provide the means whereby it would be carried out.

At that point they would undertake sixth, a nilot study critically

examining and evaluating each component. When adjustments had been

made and evaluated, then and only then Imuld the full scale nrogran

be ready for mounting.

Such an approach though somewhat tine-consuming would have the

benefit of being systematic and rational. It would, in other words,

be consistent with the kind of arproach that has characterized American

science and technology--and this, it seems to us, is worthy of emulation

in the social sciences.
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